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MEETING of the GOVERNING BODY
held in public
30 October 2019 at 10.45am
Boardroom 1, New Alderley House
Chair: Dr Andrew Wilson

AGENDA
10.30am

arrival - tea and coffee available

Time

Agenda
No.

10.45

1.

Title / Description

Speaker

PRELIMINARY BUSINESS

1.1

Welcome & apologies for absence Dr Andrew Wilson

1.2

Declaration of any interests
relevant to the agenda items
Minutes of the previous meetings
held in public

1.3

1.3.1 31 July 2019

Dr Andrew Wilson

1.3.2

Dr Andrew Wilson

1.4

Public Speaking

11.05

1.5

Chief Officer Report

11.20

2.

12.00

Financial Performance Report
Month 6 as at 30 September 2019
Governing Body Assurance
2.2
Framework
Transforming Care Programme
2.3
Update
BREAK
BREAK

12.10

3.
3.1

12.25

3.2

For approval

For approval

Clare Watson

Paper attached

Lynda Risk

Paper attached

Phil Meakin

Paper attached

Tracey Cole

Paper attached

BREAK

BREAK

Karen Smith

Paper attached

Jamaila Tausif

Presentation

For information

STANDING ITEMS

2.1

11.45

Verbal

Paper attached

in common with NHS South Cheshire CCG,
NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire
CCG)

10.55

Verbal

Paper attached

26 September 2019 (held as committees

11.35

Delivery &
Decision

For information
For approval
For approval

BUSINESS ITEMS
Cheshire & Wirral NHS
Continuing Healthcare Service Future Service Plan
Commissioning Mental Health
Services update

For information
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Time

Agenda
No.

12.40

4.
4.1
4.2

5.
5.1
5.2
5.3
12.50

Title / Description

Speaker

Delivery &
Decision

COMMITTEES OF THE CCG - MINUTES
Eastern Cheshire Primary Care
(General Medical) Services
Commissioning Committee
Cheshire CCGs Joint
Commissioning Committee

No report on this occasion
No report on this occasion

SUB COMMITTEE MINUTES / REPORTS
Cheshire CCGs Governance and
Audit Committee – meetings
Remuneration Committee
Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee – August 2019 &
September 2019 meetings

Peter Munday

Paper attached
For information

No report on this occasion
Sheila Hillhouse

6.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORTS

6.1
6.2

Locality Management Meeting
Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice

Paper attached
For information

No report on this occasion
No report on this occasion

12.50 CLOSING REMARKS
DATE AND TIME OF NEXT GOVERNING BODY MEETING held in public
Wednesday 27 November 2019
time tbc
New Alderley House

23 Oct 2019
Page 2 of 2
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MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BODY held in public
31 July 2019 10.30 am
Boardroom 1, New Alderley House

Unconfirmed MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
CCG Chair

Dr Andrew Wilson

PRESENT

Chief Officer

Clare Watson

PRESENT

Lynda Risk

PRESENT

Laura Beresford

PRESENT

Dr Fari Ahmad

PRESENT

Executive Director of Finance and
Contracting
General Practice Representative –
Bollington, Disley, Poynton
General Practice Representative –
Chelford, Handforth, Alderley Edge,
Wilmslow
General Practice Representative –
Congleton and Holmes Chapel
General Practice Representative –
Knutsford
Deputy
General Practice Representative –
Knutsford
Assistant Clinical Chair , General Practice
Representative – Macclesfield
Lay member, Governance
Lay Member,
Patient and Public Involvement
Lay Member,
Patient and Public Involvement
Public Health Representative, Director of
Public Health, Public Health Department,
Cheshire East Council
Secondary Care Doctor Member
Registered Nurse Member

Post Vacant
Dr Jennifer Lawn
Samantha Ridley

PRESENT

Dr Mike Clark

PRESENT

Peter Munday

PRESENT

Gill Boston

PRESENT

Jane Stephens

PRESENT

Fiona Reynolds

PRESENT

Janet Walls
Sheila Hillhouse

PRESENT
PRESENT

NON-VOTING MEMBERS

Executive Director of Strategy and
Partnerships
Executive Director of Planning & Delivery
Director of Governance and Corporate
Planning
Director of Quality and Patient Experience

IN ATTENDANCE
Dawn Wayne

Note taker

APOLOGIES

Tracey Cole
Neil Evans
Matthew
Cunningham
Paula Wedd

PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
APOLOGIES

Whole meeting
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Jacquie Grinham
Diane Walton

Dr Teresa Strefford

Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice Co-Chair
Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice Co-Chair
Risk & Corporate Assurance Manager
SCCCG & VR CCG
Associate Director of Commissioning
SCCCG & VRCCG
Clinical Lead SCCCG

7

Member of the public

Jenny Underwood
Jamaila Tausif

1.

PRELIMINARY BUSINESS

1.1

Welcome and apologies for absence

PRESENT
PRESENT
For item 3.3
For item 3.4
For item 3.4
Whole and part
meeting

Dr Wilson opened the meeting and welcomed all those present. Apologies
for absence had been received from Dr Jenny Lawn and Paula Wedd.
It was confirmed the meeting was quorate.

1.2

Declaration of any interests relevant to the agenda items
Declarations of interest made by members of the Governing Body are
listed in the CCG’s Register of Interests. The Register is available either
via the secretary to the Governing Body or the CCG website.
 Jane Stephens declared a non financial personal interest in item 1.5
Chief Officer Report – she is a trustee of East Cheshire Hospice.
The Chair noted the declaration but considered that no action was
necessary as there was no decision required of the Governing
Body.
 The Chair declared an indirect interest in item 1.5 Chief Officer
Report. His wife is Director of Care at a hospice of a neighbouring
CCG. The Lay Member for Governance is aware of the conflict and
considered there to be no need for further action as no decision was
required of the Governing Body.
 Matthew Cunningham declared a new indirect conflict of interest as
his wife has recently become an employee of Vernova CIC. The
chair noted the conflict and considered there to be no need for
further action as no decision was required of the Governing Body.
It was felt by the Chair (and in the case of the Chair’s conflict by Peter
Mundy) that these conflicts should be noted but that further action was not
needed.

1.3

Minutes of the previous meeting held in public – 26 June
2019
The minutes of the meeting held on 26th June 2019 were accepted as
an accurate record.

1.3.1

Matters arising from the minutes
There were no matters arising from the minutes.
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1.4

Public Speaking Time
Diane Walton and Jacquie Grinham, Co-Chairs of HealthVoice presented
questions on behalf of the group.
The questions and answers are provided as Appendix A to the minutes.
Dr Wilson thanked Mrs Walton and Mrs Grinham for their questions.

1.5

Chief Officer Report

1.5.1

link to paper here
Clare Watson highlighted some of the main points in her report.
Executive Team Governance – 9 members of staff have been selected to
undertake the Mary Seacole programme run by the NHS Leadership
Academy.

1.5.2

A short-term proposal for 6 months’ coverage of the crisis beds service
was ratified.

1.5.3

Working Together Across Cheshire (WTAC) – the ballot packs have been
slightly amended following comments from West Cheshire Governing
Body. The packs will be distributed to practices on Friday 2nd August with
the ballot going live from Monday 5th August. CW thanked all staff involved
in preparing and distributing the ballot packs.

1.5.4

An advert has been circulated internally for the Executive Clinical Director
post for the CCG single Executive Team. This is a new post working
across all four CCGs. At the same time an advert has been circulated for
a Medical Director for the Cheshire West Integrated Care Partnership
(ICP).

1.5.5

A consultation period has commenced for the staff on bands 9, 8d and 8c
in relation to the development of a single senior management team.

1.5.6

Positive commissioning areas:
-

-

-

-

Congratulations to the Continuing Healthcare team on winning the
Cheshire and Merseyside digit@ll Connect award in the “use of
digital to improve patient experience and outcomes” category. This
promotes a really positive message in terms of the Cheshire-wide
service.
A new Parkinsons nurse has been appointed; it is anticipated that
the new service will start in September 2019.
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT). The CCGs
are working together with a single provider to achieve the national
target for performance. The CCGs are also working in partnership
with other third sector organisations to ensure people have access
to early intervention and prevention services.
Early indications from a pilot scheme to bring existing contracts and
funding together to deliver End of Life care which was launched in
South Cheshire and Vale Royal CCGs in 2018, suggest the model
is proving to be effective and may be adopted across all 4 Cheshire
CCGs.
A bid by the four Cheshire CGS alongside Cheshire & Wirral
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Partnership Trust to secure funding to help enhance 24/7 urgent
and emergency mental health assessment services across
Cheshire has been successful.
1.5.7

Improvement & Assessment Framework – all four CCGs have been rated
‘green’ in the 2018/19 annual assurance ratings for CCGs in England. Of
particular note was the patient and community engagement indicator which
has improved from ‘amber’ across all 4 CCGs to ‘green’ (ECCCG,
SCCCG, VRCCG) and ‘green star’ (WCCG).

1.5.8

Engagement – the CCG will be hosting a ‘Cheshire Chat’ event on 14th
August in Boardroom 1, New Alderley House. The session provides an
opportunity for patients, their representatives and members of the public to
have a conversation with members of the Executive team and share their
thoughts on local healthcare.

1.5.9

Healthwatch Cheshire has published a report on the NHS Long Term Plan
which is really helpful in promoting the views of the public.

1.5.10

The CCGs Annual General Meeting will be held on 3rd September 2019 at
6pm in Macclesfield Town Hall.

1.5.11

A question was asked regarding the Parkinsons Nurse service and
whether is it a single nurse provider service. NE responded that the new
provider has a much wider team of nurses so there should not be issues of
providing cover for leave or sickness.

1.5.12

In response to a query regarding the End of Life (EoL) Care initiative and
whether it would be rolled out to all patients not only people being
discharged from hospice care, TC confirmed that the pilot is only for
people being discharged from hospice care but it is anticipated that there
will be more integration for all EoL care in the future. Whilst it covers only a
small number of patients there is a huge amount of change required by
providers to ensure that patients have the support they need on discharge.
The Governing Body
 Noted the contents of the Chief Officer Report

2.

STANDING ITEMS

2.1

Financial Performance Report Month 2, as at 30 June 2019
Link to Finance performance report Month 2
Lynda Risk summarized the CCG’s current financial performance.

2.1.1

Key things to note:
- Slightly improved position in terms of the Financial Plan, no
uncovered risk and forecast to meet planned year-end deficit of
£10.8m.
- Still have an underlying deficit as a CCG of £14.2m
- ECT are over-performing but the CCG has received assurance that
this will move back to plan
- Unidentified QUIPP of £4.2m
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- Cheshire East Place finances – 0.2% funding has been made
available from Cheshire & Merseyside Healthcare Partnership
(HCP) for the development of Place.
- Draft Working Together Across Cheshire Financial Recovery Plan
2019-20 was included as an appendix to the paper.
2.1.2

2.1.3

2.2

Following a question regarding the inclusion of the CCGs share of funding
for the Mental Health Service redesign, LR confirmed that this had not
been included in the figures.
The Governing Body noted and agreed:
 The forecast outturn of £10.8m deficit which remains in line
with the financial plan
 The year to date deficit of £2.49m which is £0.21m better than
the planned deficit of £2.7m
 Net risks have been reassessed to nil by the identification of a
number of non-recurrent mitigations
 Planned expenditure in relation to the Cheshire East Place
programme budgets.

Governing Body Assurance Framework
Link to Governing Body Assurance Framework paper

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.3

MC introduced the paper circulated with the agenda outlining the updated
risks published in the current Assurance Framework. The Governing Body
was asked to approve the reduction in the risk score for GBAF118.
The Governing Body approved
 the updated risks as outlined in the Assurance Framework
 the reduction in the risk score for GBAF118: Failure to deliver
an affordable commissioning plan to meet the needs of the
population for 2019/20 from 16 to 12.

Transforming Care Programme (Improving the lives of
people with a Learning Disability and/or Autism) - Update
Link to Transforming Care Programme paper
Jumaila Tausif joined the meeting. Tracey Cole gave a summary of the
report.

2.3.1

Key areas to note are:
-

Section 2.4 Learning Disabilities Mortality Review Programme.
There is now greater clarity on how to report the death of a person
with a learning disability.
Work is ongoing to ensure the appropriate discharge of
Transforming Care inpatients
Section 5, Table 1 there was a typographical error on the Total for
the Actual Number of Inpatients for April 2019, this should be 20 not
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8. It is acknowledged that the targets set originally may have been
too optimistic.
2.3.2

The Governing Body


3.
3.1

Noted and endorsed the July/August 2019 update in conjunction
with previous updates that have been provided to the Governing
Body.

BUSINESS ITEMS
Standing Financial Instructions

Link to Standing Financial Instructions paper
LR presented the revised set of Standing Financial Instructions which will
apply across all 4 Cheshire CCGs. It was noted that, on the final page of
the appendix, the title for the Executive Director of Planning and Delivery
was incorrect.
Subject to the amendment above, the Governing Body endorsed and
approved the recommendation of the Cheshire CCGs Governance
and Audit Committees that the CCG’s Standing Financial Instructions
be amended (as presented) to enable the Executive Team to operate
consistently across the four Cheshire CCGs.

3.2

Cheshire CCGs Proposed Merger – Membership Ballot
Pack & Commencement of Vote
Link to Cheshire CCGs Proposed Merger Ballot Pack paper

3.2.1

The Chair stated that all general practice members on the Governing Body
declared a conflict of interest in the paper which outlined the detail of the
Membership Ballot to decide whether ECCCG should merge with
WCCCG, SCCCG and Vale Royal CCG. The conflict is recorded in the
minutes but no further action was deemed necessary.

3.2.2

TC advised that the purpose of the paper was to seek approval to issue
the ballot pack to 80+ practices and also to approve commencement of the
vote running from 5 August 2019 to 20 September 2019. It was noted that
the Cheshire Local Medical Committee will oversee the ballot.

3.2.3

The Governing Body approved:



3.3

The issuing of a membership Ballot Pack to all membership
practices on 2 August 2019 which will provide information to
inform a vote on the above topic.
Commencement of the vote which will be open to all
membership practices deemed capable of voting in
accordance with the CCG constitution and as per agreement at
membership meetings between the dates of 5 August 2019 and
20 September 2019.

Adoption of a Shared Governing Body Assurance
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Framework for the Cheshire CCGs

Link to Shared GB Assurance Framework paper
Jenny Underwood, Risk & Corporate Assurance Manager, SCCCG &
VRCCG joined the meeting.
3.3.1

Jenny Underwood talked to the paper circulated with the Agenda which
outlined a shared approach to the Governing Body Assurance Framework
across the four Cheshire CCGs.

3.3.2

The governance workstream worked with Mersey Internal Audit (MIA) to
develop a common document which referenced the MIA Annual Report.
The draft framework has been presented to the Governing Body at
WCCCG and subsequent revisions made. It was stated that as risks are
developed there may be different emphasis under each CCG but the
themes remain the same.

3.3.3

All the new risks link closely to the risks on the old framework. There is a
new proposal to include a ‘no deal Brexit’ risk. The proposal is to include
this as a shared operational risk and, in terms of the uncertainty nationally,
it merits the oversight that it will get by being included in the framework.

3.3.4

Work will continue to develop the overarching risk management strategy.
The final draft of the framework will be shared at the Governing Body
Committees in Common meeting in September 2019.

3.3.5

Following a query regarding whether the changes will include merging
similar risks from the 4 CCGs into one risk, JU explained that there will be
an overlap for a while particularly where there are individual providers.

3.3.6

JU confirmed that the ‘No Deal Brexit’ risk would be discussed and scored
at the September meeting. The Governing Body requested assurance that
workforce challenges in the wake of a ‘no deal’ must be included in the
narrative to show that there has been appropriate consideration and
planning.

3.3.7

The Governing Body approved:




the adoption of a shared Governing Body Assurance
Framework for the 4 Cheshire CCGs
the proposed shared risks for a shared Cheshire Governing
Body Assurance Framework
the recommended actions to manage the legacy risks from the
2018-19 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body
Assurance Framework.

Jenny Underwood left the meeting.

3.4

Update on Adult and Older People’s Specialist Mental
Health Services Redesign
Link to Mental Health Redesign Presentation
Dr Teresa Strefford joined the meeting.
Jamaila Tausif and Teresa Strefford talked to a presentation updating the
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Governing Body on the progress made with the Adult and Older Persons
Specialist Mental Health Redesign.
3.4.1

Responding to a question regarding potential issues with recruiting staff JT
responded that some existing staff will move into the new roles but, as
these roles will require a different skill mix they were not anticipating any
difficulty recruiting into the posts.

3.4.2

The Governing Body discussed the issue of ongoing finance for the crisis
beds. JT advised that funding is in place until September and work is
underway with the providers to develop a new offer to extend through to
April 2020. CW confirmed that commitment has been made to resource
the service as part of the redesign and the options for funding will need to
be worked through. JT commented that it was always intended that
delivery would be in partnership but Cheshire and Wirral Partnership Trust
will maintain the clinical input and clinical insight as to who will occupy the
beds.

3.4.3

A question was asked regarding whether the transport service, stated as
being already in situ for patients and families who have been moved from
the rehabilitation beds in Macclesfield to Chester, is actually available. JT
responded that to date no complaints regarding transport have been
received from the 4 patients/families who have been moved. JT will supply
further details regarding transport out of the meeting if requested.

3.4.4

PM congratulated the team on listening to the results of the consultation,
adapting and meeting all the deadlines. It was stated in the original brief
that plans would include a recovery college and the Governing Body
requested assurance that this will be commissioned. JT confirmed that
there are still plans to commission a recovery college.

3.4.5

A similar question was asked regarding the provision of a Crisis Café and
again JT confirmed that it is anticipated that this will be provided.

3.4.6

Following a question regarding delays of transfer for out of area mental
health patients presenting at A&E, JT advised that recently there has been
much better communication with other CCGs which has greatly improved
the situation.

3.4.7

The Governing Body sought assurance that a revised provider framework
would shortly be available and was advised that it is expected that an
update will be available at the October meeting.
JT and TS left meeting.

3.5

Quality & Performance Report including Quarter 4
(January-March 2019) Review
Link to Quality & Performance Report
Link to Appendix A
Link to Appendix B
Link to Appendix C
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3.5.1

NE presented the Quarter 4 Quality & Performance Report which has now
been aligned across all 4 CCGs and forms the draft Cheshire Performance
Report.

3.5.2

The Governing Body was advised that during Q4 performance against the
majority of the NHS Constitutional standards has remained challenging,
particularly A&E 4 hour access standard, Referral To Treatment (RTT) less
than 18 week standard and most cancer targets. The A&E Delivery Board
is undertaking a considerable amount of work to address the issue
including looking at how to further reduce the need for people to attend
A&E and how to ensure that people who are required to wait in A&E are
being cared for safely.

3.5.3

RTT <18 weeks, elective diagnostic care and cancer pathways have all
been challenged, more work is being done in a day case setting but there
are longer waits for inpatient stays. The suspension of certain specialties
by other local providers has resulted in increased activity and pressure
through East Cheshire Trust.

3.5.4

Regarding stroke care, close collaboration with Stockport Foundation Trust
has resulted in a significant decrease in length of stay and a significant
increase in earlier discharges supported by the wrap-around service,
which is very positive for the population of Eastern Cheshire.

3.5.5

Progress has been made to reduce the waiting list for autism assessments
but the huge growth in referrals has restricted the success numbers.
Waiting times for children and young people’s ADHD assessments have
grown considerably, partly due to the diversion of resource to focus on the
autism only assessments and partly due to a surge of referrals. Options for
increasing capacity to reduce the waiting time for assessments are being
considered. There is also a more recent challenge around assessment for
adult ADHD and the CCG is looking as how to commission more
appropriate resource for this.

3.5.6

The Improvement and Assessment Framework provides a comparison of
performance nationally and across Cheshire. It was noted that ECCCG
continues to benchmark well against its peers but there is further
improvement required in some areas.

3.5.7

The Governing Body requested clarification around the Sepsis targets 2a
and 2b in Appendix A. It was stated that the difference between the two
indicators was that one was a suspicion of Sepsis and the other was a
confirmed diagnosis of Sepsis.

3.5.8

A query was raised regarding the antibiotic review which has moved from
“fully achieved” to “not achieved”. NE advised that issues had arisen
around clinical audit and correctly capturing all the data, there did not
appear to be a quality issue.

3.5.9

It was noted that in section 2.6 the CCG decided to reduce the number of
planned quality assurance visits to East Cheshire Trust over the winter
period and a question was asked regarding whether visits should have
been increased if activity was heightened. NE advised that there were
time concerns regarding the very stretched clinical teams who would have
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to take time away from their clinical duties to accompany the quality
assurance visitors. It was confirmed that informal quality assurance visits
did take place in this time frame to check on patient experience and safety
but there is a need for pragmatism when services are severely stretched.
3.5.10

A question was asked regarding mortality reviews at East Cheshire Trust
and how patients were selected for review. NE assured the Governing
Body that any unusual variance in the numbers of deaths in hospital would
be closely reviewed. The Trust routinely reviews 20% of deaths each
month. NE would respond to the query from JW outside the meeting.
Action : NE to confirm to Janet Walls how ECT select the patient
deaths to be reviewed monthly.
The Governing Body noted:


the information provided in the Quarter 4 Quality and
Performance Report on current progress, performance and
actions taken to improve.

4.

COMMITTEES OF THE CCG - MINUTES

4.1

Eastern Cheshire Primary (General Medical) Care
Commissioning Committee – minutes of 8 May 2019
meeting
Link to Primary Care Committee Paper

The Governing Body received the minutes of the Primary Care
Committee Meeting from 8 May 2019. It was advised that a Primary Care
Committees in Common meeting would be arranged for October 2019.
The Governing Body noted for information the minutes of the May
2019 meeting of the Eastern Cheshire Primary (General Medical)
Care Commissioning Committee.

4.2

Cheshire CCGs Joint Commissioning Committee

5.

SUB-COMMITTEES OF THE GOVERNING BODY

5.1

Governance and Audit Committee

5.2

Remuneration Committee

5.3

Clinical Quality and Performance Committee

No report this month.

No report this month

No report this month

Link to Clinical Quality & Performance Committee paper
The Governing Body received the summary notes of the July meeting of
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the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee.
The Governing Body:
 noted the summary and notes of the Clinical Quality and
Performance Committee meeting held on 10 July 2019.

6.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORTS

6.1

Locality Management Meeting
Link to Locality Management Meeting paper
The Governing Body received the minutes of the July Locality Meeting for
information. JS requested sight of copies of the documents embedded in
the Minutes. DG to be asked to forward these on.
Action 151: Dean Grice to send copies of the embedded documents
within the Locality Meeting minutes to Jane Stephens.
The Governing Body:


6.2

noted the summary and notes of the GP Locality meeting held
on 5 July 2019.

Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice
Link to HealthVoice paper
The Governing Body received the summary notes from the June
HealthVoice meeting.
The Governing Body


Noted the summary and notes of the HealthVoice meeting
held on 24 June 2019.

Closing Remarks
Dr Andrew Wilson advised that this would be the last Governing Body
meeting attended by Fiona Reynolds. Fiona was thanked for her
contribution and input into the Governing Body meetings. The meeting
was closed at 12.55.

Date of next Governing Body meeting held in public
Thursday 26 September 2019, Governing Body Committees in Common
Meeting, 1400-1700 hours, Cedar Room, Canalside Conference Centre,
34-36 Brooks Lane, Middlewich, Cheshire, CW10 0JG
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REF: 190902 – HealthVoice re Governing Body questions

2 September 2019
Mrs Diane Walton
Mrs Jacquie Grinham
Co-Chairs
Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice

1st Floor West Wing
New Alderley Building
Macclesfield District General Hospital
Victoria Road
Macclesfield
Cheshire SK10 3BL
Tel: 01625 6633477
Email: matthew.cunningham:@nhs.net

Sent by email
Dear Diane and Jacquie
HealthVoice questions
Thank you for attending the CCG’s Governing Body meeting held in public on
31st July to present questions on behalf of HealthVoice on the Cheshire CCGs’
Operational Plan. Here is the CCG’s formal response:
Question from HealthVoice :
In the Draft Recovery Plan it is recorded that West Cheshire and Chester, Vale
Royal and South Cheshire CCGs all have nil workforce savings to be made
and Eastern Cheshire CCG has 400k. HealthVoice would like to be assured
that it is not expected that ECCCG will bear the brunt of the redundancies to
achieve this saving in the merged CCG.
The Carter Report on cost reduction in Provider Trusts gave a guideline
requiring Trusts to achieve a limit of 7% of their income for overhead costs
(non-clinical). There does not appear to be any indication of this as an
objective. Trusts had to submit their plans for implementation of the Carter
Report in October 2017 at which time ECT overheads were 10% of its
income. HV would like to know if as commissioners the CCG has required and
monitored any reduction in that figure?
Response from the CCG:
The information in the draft Financial Plan is still in draft format and has been
gathered from all four CCGs producing four different sets of information. ECCCG has
pre-empted identification of 20% savings in running costs, not necessarily all staffrelated, and some of this has already been achieved. The other CCGs have yet to
articulate their ideas but HealthVoice can be assured that no individual CCG will
have to bear the brunt of the savings. All four CCGs have held vacancies for a
number of years and all four are doing their fair share to reduce running costs.

Dr Andrew Wilson Clinical Chair
Clare Watson Chief Officer
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With regard to provider trusts, the CCG is working as part of a ‘system solution’ with
all local healthcare organisations to make efficiencies without affecting services.
NHS Improvement and NHS England are working together to give greater impetus to
this to drive out inefficiencies enabling investment in frontline services.
Question from HealthVoice :
HealthVoice would like to raise concerns around the issue of cybersecurity
given that the Long Term Plan is committed to deliver more healthcare
digitally. Currently in the NHS there are approximately 2300 computers
using the operating system Windows XP, unsupported since 2014 and by
January 2020 Windows 7 will also be unsupported. This has implications for
cybersecurity of NHS data and operating as it did 2 years ago with
WannaCry. HealthVoice would like to know if XP is still being used across the
any of the 4 CCGs or the organisations they have contracts with and if they are
on target to have upgraded to Windows7 by January next year?
We would also like the Board to consider, as ICPs are being developed, that
indications from a FOI request show that nearly 50% of Local Authorities are
running unsupported server software.
Response from the CCG:
In the near future the Cheshire CCGs will be undertaking a table top exercise in
response to the WannaCry attack and historic cybersecurity issues.
With regard to the IT estate and its level of maturity, we can give assurance that in
the past two years Eastern, South and West Cheshire and Vale Royal CCGs have,
in conjunction with NHS England, made a substantial investment in improving the
overall IT estate, including network infrastructure, general practice systems and
equipment such as PCs and laptops.
The current position in the four Cheshire CCGs is as follows:
1. There are no machines running XP connected to the network.
2. The majority of the IT estate is running on Windows 10. The remainder is
running on Windows 7 and we are on course to upgrade all machines to
Windows 10 by the end of the Calendar year. This includes patient check-in
systems, which have all been upgraded in South and Vale Royal and are in
the process of being upgraded in Eastern Cheshire. The Eastern Cheshire
patient check-in programme is expected to complete in the next three months.
3. In terms of network infrastructure, all switches and other critical equipment
that were end of life have been replaced and there is a rolling programme to
ensure ongoing timely replacement.
4. The CCGs’ Information Technology supplier, Midlands and Lancashire
Commissioning Support Unit (CSU) has been removing servers from
practices and moving them to a virtual server data centre where they will be
fully managed by a dedicated team, ensuring that the servers have the latest
security patches and are backed up on a continuous basis.

Page 2 of 3
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5. Future Investments: All four CCGs currently have a bid with NHS England to
replace all the Server 2008 licences, which will become unsupported. This
represents an investment in excess of £1 million for the CCGs and is a
significant risk if funding is not available.
Regarding the CCG’s electronic contacts with suppliers, all organisations using the
NHS Health & Social Care Network (HSCN) infrastructure must be compliant with
the NHS Digital Code of Connectivity agreement, which includes the requirement for
a network topology design document, security definitions of connections, and
evidence that appropriate policies and an identified Senior Information Risk Owner
are in place in each organisation.
Question from HealthVoice:
At the last Governing Body meeting HealthVoice asked a question regarding
patient and public engagement in the PCNs and whilst recognising we are in
the early days Dr Robert Thorburn said that the PCNs were not mature enough
yet to include the patients and public. In the interest of synergy across the 4
CCGs HealthVoice would like to understand what criteria need to be met to
achieve that maturity and thus engagement with the patients and public.
HealthVoice would like to see inclusivity at the heart of community healthcare
services.
Response from the CCG:
PCNs are being commissioned nationally using the enhanced service contract. This
contract does not mandate how engagement should take place and the CCGs have
no contractual influence over it. There is still a huge amount of work to be done
around forming the PCNs and local ownership of services. As a commissioner the
CCG can encourage PCNs but it is not in a position to mandate that they must
engage with patients and the public. It is important that these concerns are shared
with the Clinical Directors of the PCNs and HealthVoice should not discount the
influence the PPGs have within a PCN.
With kind regards

Matthew Cunningham
Director of Governance and Corporate Development
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
NHS South Cheshire CCG
NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS West Cheshire CCG
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Minutes
Meeting Name: NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG
& NHS West Cheshire CCG Governing Body Meeting in common
Date/Time:

Thursday 26th September 2019
15:15 – 17:00

Venue: Cedar Room, Canalside
Conference Centre, 34-36 Brooks Lane,
Middlewich, Cheshire, CW10 0JG

Chair:

Dr Andrew Wilson (EC & SC CCG)
Dr Jonathan Griffiths (VR CCG)
Dr Chris Ritchieson (WC CCG)

Meeting No:01 Reporting Period: 2019/20

Ref.

Discussion and Action Points

1.0

Committee Management

1.1

Welcome and Apologies
Dr Chris Ritchieson welcomed everyone to the committee in common
meeting of the four governing bodies of the Cheshire CCGs. Dr Ritchieson
explained how a committee in common meeting operated, and advised that
whilst the meeting was being held in public; it was not a public meeting.
Dr Ritchieson expressed thanks on behalf of the governing body of NHS
West Cheshire CCG for the dedicated service provided by Kieran Timmins,
recently departed governance and audit lay member. Dr Ritchieson then
welcomed the inbound lay member for governance and audit, Suzanne
Horrill.
Dr Jonathan Griffiths expressed thanks on behalf of the governing body of
NHS Vale Royal CCG for the dedicated service provided by Dr Nichola
Bishop, a recently departed governing body GP and Clinical Lead for Quality
for both NHS Vale Royal and NHS South Cheshire CCGs.
Apologies were noted from:





Lynda Risk, Executive Director of Finance & Contracting, Cheshire CCGs
Paula Wedd, Executive Director of Quality & Patient Experience, Cheshire
CCGs
John Clough, Governance & Audit Lay Member, NHS South Cheshire
CCG
Chris Grant, Secondary Care Dr, NHS West Cheshire CCG

It was further noted that NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG Governing Bodies
were quorate.
1.2

Declarations of Interests
The Chair advised the meeting that all governing body members’ full
declarations of interest are available for review on the CCG websites.
The Chair also confirmed that there were no conflicts of interest in relation to
the business to be discussed that required any specific mitigating actions,

By Whom
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however it was noted that every member of each governing body was
conflicted in terms of agenda item number 7, Results of the GP Membership
Ballot Process to consider an application to merge and subsequent next
steps.
Dr Ritchieson also advised the meeting that he had been recently appointed
to the post of Medical Director of the Cheshire West Integrated Care
Partnership, a role he expected to take up from 1st November 2019. This was
noted but was not considered to be a conflict of interest affecting any of the
issues to be discussed.
1.3

Public Questions
Healthvoice had submitted a question regarding the proposed CCG merger
around the nature of engagement undertaken with the public. Given that
Healthvoice representatives were not in attendance, the governing bodies
agreed that the CCGs would write to Healthvoice, fully responding to the
issues raised. All governing body members would receive copies of the
original communication from Healthvoice plus the CCG response.
Action 01: CCGs to provide a response to the issues raised by Healthvoice Comms
and to give all governing body members oversight of the initial inquiry and this Team
response.

2.0

Standing Items

2.1

Chief Officer Report
Clare Watson thanked colleagues for organising the governing bodies’
committees in common meeting before specifically highlighting the following
points from the report.






NHSE has thanked the CCGs for the positive outcomes in reducing
inpatients beds, resulting from Transforming Care Programme work. The
first patients will shortly move into Bridgemeadow, and LeDeR funding
has been received for learning disabilities healthchecks.
EPRR – the report details how the CCGs have self-assessed this area of
work.
The decision was made not to publish NHS workforce (WRES)
information on the CCG websites as individual staff might be identifiable.
All four CCG AGMs were a success; thank you to all involved.

Following questions around the content of the report, responses were noted
as follows:
o

o

o

Completing LD healthchecks will not guarantee prevention of
deaths. Numbers of reported deaths in Eastern Cheshire are no
higher than elsewhere, reporting mechanisms are good and the
CCG is not an outlier. More comprehensive, regular reporting in
this area to be received by the governing bodies.
Judi Thorley chairs the Cheshire wide LD Steering Group – they
are making LD healthchecks their priority, with a new campaign
and workshops planned for later in the year.
Point 3.5 on page 3 of papers re the over-medication of people
with learning disabilities caused some confusion, however it was
clarified that there are 70 patients who are on medications that
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could cause long-term harm, but that they are being regularly
reviewed to ensure that they do not come to harm.
The Governing Bodies of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG:


2.2

Noted and approved the EPRR self-assessment.
Noted and approved the Chief Officer Report.

Financial Performance Report – Month 5
Alex Mitchell, Deputy Director of Finance and Contracting, introduced the
item, advising the governing bodies on various matters as below.
 The Finance Team have been working hard to standardise financial
reporting across the CCGs – work progresses as there are still elements
to improve.
 Overviews of the financial positions of each of the CCGs were given and it
was noted that the contract with Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust (MCHFT) is a block contract.
 An in-depth review of all CCG finances is underway; the governing bodies
were asked to note the emerging risks of unidentified QIPP and a
prescribing accrual in West Cheshire.
 The key messages of note included:
o Risk Adjusted Forecast Outturn:
 In depth review to validate outturn position
 Potential further deterioration to risk adjusted position
 Limited opportunities for additional QIPP to mitigate in year
 Discussions around moving planned outturn positions
o Underlying position highlights a significant challenge for 2020/21
(based on planned outturn position).
o Working with partners to develop a System Financial Recovery
Plan aimed at reducing the combined deficit, with the aim of:
 Improving the 19/20 outturn position as well as developing
a 5 year plan
o New consistent finance reports developed for each CCG
Comments were received as follows:








It is difficult to understand the detail of where the money goes. Do you
think you’ll be able to produce primary care budgets across Cheshire in
the same way?
o Work has already started on this in terms of identifying a baseline.
The intention is to pull all the information into one place and plan
over the coming years, narrowing the differential between different
areas. A consistent set of information will be visible/ shared well
before April 2020.
Is the impact of financial pressure negatively affecting patients?
o Across Cheshire, diagnostics and RTT are lower than the CCGs
would wish, however clinical capacity is the main driver for this
challenge not finance.
There’s a need to transform the way services work in hospitals. We also
need to mitigate against bringing in locum consultants at a high cost.
Are we seeing patient benefits? We need increased savings, but better
patient experiences.
Savings schemes go through quality impact (QI) assessments. The
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CCGs are not seeing a rise in patient complaints, however further work
needs to be done in terms of monitoring quality across the patch.
All governing body members were asked to continue working with the
Exec Team to identify any additional opportunities to meet the financial
challenge.

The Governing Bodies of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG:




2.3

Noted the forecast outturn of £9.72m following the receipt of
£1.08m commissioner sustainability funding in July 2019. This
continues to remain in line with the revised plan.
Noted the year to date deficit of £3.354m which is £0.065m better
than planned deficit of 3.42m.
Noted the nil forecast net risks as a result of the identification of a
number of non-recurrent mitigations.

Governing Body Assurance Framework
Matthew Cunningham, Director of Governance and Corporate Development
introduced the item and thanked Jennifer Underwood and Gemma Caprio for
producing the report. Governing body members noted that the report is a
result of a pan Cheshire workshop which was held earlier in the year, and
work in this area has also been supported by MIAA. It was further noted that
the risks on governing body risk registers had been collated and largely
absorbed into the GBAF. Risks not hitting the appropriate level to be
captured by the GBAF appear in the corporate risk register.
Comments were given as follows:






Risk ID GBAF19-07 should have a current score of 16, not 20 as it
states on page 5 (papers page 125) of the report.
The paper gives assurance around a no deal EU Exit; is this not an
inherent risk? To be picked up later in the meeting.
Good to see ‘delivering financial balance’ as a key risk. The risk
actions need dates, assurances, times and ownership adding to the
template.
The document needs to be cross-referenced with governing body
agendas; as some mitigation is also included there.
There are no actions in place to mitigate against insufficient
workforce; this was raised previously on 10th September.
o Action 02: MC to pick this up as an action outside of the MC
meeting.

The Governing Bodies of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG:


Approved the shared Cheshire CCGs Assurance Framework.

3.0

Business Items

3.1

Potential Merger of the Cheshire CCGs
The Chair welcomed William Greenwood, Managing Director and Secretary
of the Cheshire LMC to the meeting in his role of returning officer for the
Cheshire Membership ballot.
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Mr Greenwood advised that the Cheshire LMC had been founded in 1913
and was funded by GPs to support GPs; the LMC is totally independent of the
CCGs. The CCGs had asked the LMC to oversee the running of the ballot in
their capacity as an independent body. Briefly, the ballot process entailed 1 x
vote per GP practice across the four Cheshire CCGs, there being 81
practices in total.
The results of the ballot were as follows:
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
No.
of
practices
eligible to vote

No. of yes
votes required

No. of yes
votes received

Agreement to
submit merger
application
obtained

19

12

18 (95%)

YES

NHS South Cheshire CCG
No.
of
practices
eligible to vote

No. of votes
required
for
quorum

No. of votes
received

No. of yes
votes received

Agreement to
submit merger
application
obtained

17

12

14

13 (93%)

YES

No. of votes
received

No. of yes
votes received

Agreement to
submit merger
application
obtained

NHS Vale Royal CCG
No.
of
practices
eligible to vote

No. of votes
required
for
quorum

12

8

12

7 (64%)

YES

No.
of
practices
eligible to vote

No. of votes
required
for
quorum

No. of votes
received

No. of yes
votes received

Agreement to
submit merger
application
obtained

33

20

32

28 (88%)

YES

NHS West CCG

Breakdown

18 yes
1 no
0 abstentions

Breakdown

13 yes
0 no
1 abstention

Breakdown

7 yes
4 no
0 abstentions
1 spoilt

Breakdown

28 yes
4 no
0 abstentions

Clare Watson, Accountable Officer of the Cheshire CCGs, thanked Mr
Greenwood and his LMC colleagues for the time and effort they had devoted
into managing the ballot process. Ms Watson also thanked Tracey Cole,
Adam McClure and Jade Wells for their work in leading/supporting the PMO
work, adding that having 95% of practices voting with an overall majority of
86% in favour of a merger was extremely positive.
Dr Chris Ritchieson expressed thanks to all four Cheshire governing body
members and to William Greenwood and the LMC for their considerable time
and effort in this process. Dr Ritchieson also gave thanks to the public for the
exceptional levels of support received throughout engagement work
undertaken around a potential CCG merger.
3.2

Potential application to NHS England to merge
Following the announcement of the positive outcome of the Membership
ballot to consider the application to merge, it was confirmed that this agenda
item could now be deliberated by the Governing Bodies.
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Tracey Cole, Executive Director of Strategy & Partnerships outlined the next
steps advising that:
o
o
o

o

27th September 2019 - a formal merger application would be made
to NHS England/ NHS Improvement.
4th October 2019 – NHSE/ NHSI will review the application and
send questions/ comments to the CCGs.
8th October 2019 – the CCGs will have prepared responses for
NHSE/ NHSI and will deliver these at a merger panel meeting to
be attended by various representatives including clinicians, lay
members, executives, and technical experts.
16th October 2019 – the CCGs can expect to hear the results of
the merger application any time after this date, but before the end
of October 2019.

Tracey Cole advised that a mock merger panel, attended by the CCGs on 3rd
September 2019, had engendered positive feedback from NHSE/ NHSI.
Learning has also taken place from the experience of other CCGs who have
gone through a merger. The merger application pack itself has involved a lot
of complex work and includes:
o
o
o
o

Application form which covers 10 test areas
Summary Case for Change
Benefits Plan
Supporting documents (approximately 26)

It was also confirmed that the CCGs had sought support and taken counsel
from ‘the system’ throughout the process, this involved liaison with the
Cheshire LMC, partners, stakeholders, the public, third sector organisations
and patient participation groups.
Dr Andrew Wilson, Clinical Chair of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG and Clinical
Chair of NHS South Cheshire CCG commented that this was a great step
forward for the CCGs and Cheshire. Having a stronger voice as a Cheshire
CCG would vastly improve of healthcare across Cheshire via enabling care
communities and primary care networks to flourish.
Dr Chris Ritchieson concluded the item by stating that he was particularly
mindful of the positive responses from Memberships, GP practices and the
public in terms of a potential CCG merger, and asked the four Governing
Bodies of the Cheshire CCGs to formally ratify an application to merge.
The Governing Bodies of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG:




3.3

Noted the milestones in terms of the CCG merger application to
NHSE/ NHSI.
Noted the assurance provided in relation to the quality of the
application to NHSE/ NHSI.
Endorsed the submission of an application to NHSE/ NHSI to
merge the four CCGs into a single Cheshire CCG.

Next Steps: Working Together As Cheshire


Strapline amended from ‘across’ to ‘as’.
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Next steps outlined from potential approval to merge until April 2020.
Some of the directorates will now take over the merger process work from
the PMO.
The relationships with the four memberships are paramount and it is
essential to maintain those.
It is very important that we recognise the importance of our influence as
Cheshire, but also to remember that we do work across two places and
regionally as Cheshire and Merseyside.
Commissioning intentions will be issued soon. The CCG will be more
assertive about outcomes and how we contract.
The new governing body will include 4 lay members, 4 GP
representatives, a registered nurse and a secondary care doctor.

Cheshire East Partnership 5 Year Plan and Cheshire West Draft Place
Plan 2019 - 2024
Clare Watson advised that the plans had been seen before by the appropriate
governing bodies, and that she would commend both plans to all the
Cheshire governing bodies.
Ian Ashworth, Director of Public Health, Cheshire West and Chester Council
(CWAC) advised that the CWAC plan had been produced in consultation with
residents, the third sector and Healthwatch. A population health approach
has been taken to include the wider determinants; there are also clear
synergies between CWAC and Cheshire East Council’s plans.
Comments were received as follows:




Plans are commendable however they contain different things. CWACs
plan contains an impressive section on healthy homes which CECs does
not.
o Action 03: Matt Tyrer, Interim Director of Public Health, Cheshire MT
East Council advised that he would feed the comment back, but
asked the governing bodies to note that the technical appendix
had since been updated and that the latest revision may well
include healthy homes.
Like both plans very much. CEC’s technical appendix looks clearer in
terms of how the place plan supports the NHS’ long term plan.
o The challenge

Ian Ashworth thanked the CCGs for their input in the creation of the plans on
behalf of all of his LA colleagues, adding that it clearly shows that things can
be delivered jointly in partnership and quickly.
The Governing Bodies of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG and NHS South
Cheshire CCG:


Endorsed the Cheshire East Five Year Plan whilst recognising that
there will be further iterations of the technical appendix.

The Governing Bodies of NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire
CCG:


Endorsed the Cheshire West Five Year Plan whilst recognising
that there will be further iterations of the technical appendix.
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EU Exit
Matthew Cunningham introduced the report, and gave thanks to its author,
Phil Meakin. Assurances were given as follows:













The four Cheshire CCGs are linked in to the work underway across
Cheshire and across the wider region in providing assurance mitigation
and being ready for any eventuality.
Matthew Cunningham is the regional responsible officer for all CCGs for
Brexit.
A recent regional workshop provided local NHS organisations with the
assurance that a tremendous amount of work has been done at a
national in terms of supplies and mapping out, et cetera. Business is
expected to continue as normal.
Department of Health and Social Care continually publish updated
guidance around this. The CCGs have also received a commissioning
toolkit.
Each NHS Trust has submitted data re numbers of EU nationals staff.
Work is also underway looking at EU nationals who are bank staff. The
CCGs are also looking into assurances from primary care and partners.
It was noted however that Cheshire does not have particularly high
numbers of EU nationals generally.
EU nationals can work in the UK normally up until 2021 (if they have not
applied for settled status etc.). Recruitment EU nationals can continue
normally until 2021 also.
Can assurances be given around social care staff and carers, plus also
third sector?
o Action 04: Ian Ashworth will check with LA colleagues re EU Exit IA
arrangements concerning social care staff and carers.
o The regional workshop included local government and the third
sector; the governing bodies took assurance that arrangements
were robust.
Daily sitreps will be provided to NHSE from 2nd October. The CCGs EU
Exit Group meets fortnightly, but there are also weekly calls linked in to
other groups and 2-way regional communications.
In order to reduce cost, meetings are largely being managed by
conference calls and Skype, however the CCGs have been asked by
central Government to keep information relating to costs incurred.

The Governing Bodies of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG:


Noted and endorsed the preparations being made to mitigate the
potential risks associated with a “no deal” European Exit.

4.0

Committee Management

4.1

Any Other Business
None declared.
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REF: 191021 – HealthVoice re Governing Body questions

21 October 2019
Mrs Diane Walton
Co-Chair
Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice

1st Floor West Wing
New Alderley Building
Macclesfield District General Hospital
Victoria Road
Macclesfield
Cheshire SK10 3BL
Tel: 01625 6633477
Email: matthew.cunningham:@nhs.net

Sent by email
Dear Diane
HealthVoice questions
Thank you for attending the meeting of the Cheshire CCGs’ Governing Bodies on 26
September 2019. Below is the questions you raised on behalf of HealthVoice, and
the CCG’s response.
Question raised by Diane Walton to the Governing Bodies of the Cheshire
CCGs at their meeting on 26 September 2019:
HealthVoice (HV) would like to raise concerns regarding the future of commissioning
in Cheshire in relation to ECCCG and the potential merger of CCGs.
Sections 14U,14V,13H and 13I of the NHS Act 2006 , (amended by the Health and
Social Care Act 2012) relate to the Clinical Commissioning Groups statutory duty to
consult with individuals to whom relevant health services are being or may be
provided.
Whilst HV recognise that ECCCG has run limited information sessions for the public
we do not feel that it has constituted a full consultation across the footprint. Our
feedback from the public is that they do not understand the concepts or functions of
Integrated Care Partnerships (ICP), Place Based Care, Care Communities or
Primary Care Networks so it is difficult to see how they have been consulted on how
their care will be provided in the future. That is compounded by our understanding
that ICPs have no legal basis to enforce decisions and must consult with all groups
involved in providing care. By having one CCG HealthVoice feel that the local
accountability maybe diluted.
The potential merger will be a significant change in the way health services are
delivered and commissioned at least on a par with the changes to Adult Mental
Health Services and yet there has not be a fraction of the efforts to consult the public

Dr Andrew Wilson Clinical Chair
Clare Watson Chief Officer
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or formal consultation regarding the merger that there were for the Mental Health
Service changes.
HealthVoice believe NHS England were wrong when they said there was no
requirement for consultation regarding the CCG mergers and did not pay due regard
to their own statutory duty. We therefore demand that a full 12 week public
consultation takes place regardless of the vote outcome.
Should the vote be in favour of the merger and the CCG does not give a formal
consultation then HealthVoice feel they will have no option but to lodge an objection
to the Boards application for merger to NHS England.
Response from the Cheshire CCGs:
Thank you very much for your email dated 25 September 2019. As you are aware,
the CCGs across Cheshire undertook a focused public engagement exercise from
28th May 2019 to 23rd June 2019 to seek people’s views about proposals to develop
a single Cheshire CCG, and as you are aware, the results of the engagement have
been considered by the four CCGs and used as part of the evidence towards the
case for change that was considered by the member practices of each CCG and
submitted to NHS England. The CCGs have followed a nationally defined process
with regards merger applications and the appropriate process with regards
to engagement with local scrutiny and the public as expected by NHS England. The
Cheshire CCGs cannot comment on the position of NHS England that there is no
requirement for CCGs to consult with the general public and stakeholders with
respect to the merger of CCGs.
Following the decision made on the 26 September 2019 by the four CCGs to submit
a merger application to NHS England, the CCGs are delighted to confirm that
authorisation to progress to merger has been received from NHS England.
The CCGs will continue to focus engagement across Cheshire with all our local
people through Cheshire Chat and our usual routine engagement work to help
support further the development of a single CCG and integrated care.
Please do feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss this further.
With kind regards

Matthew Cunningham
Director of Governance and Corporate Development
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
NHS South Cheshire CCG
NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS West Cheshire CCG
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING in public
30 October 2019

Agenda Item 1.5

Title
Chief Officer Report
Author
Clare Watson

Contributors
Matthew Cunningham

Accountable Officer

Director of Governance and Corporate Development
23 October 2019

Date submitted
Purpose

To provide the Governing Body with an update on any national, regional and local developments
pertinent to the provision of care for Cheshire residents and to discharging the statutory duties of
the Clinical Commissioning Groups of Cheshire.

Key Implications– please indicate 
Strategic

Financial

Procurement
☐
Equality
☐
Safeguarding
☐
Legal / Regulatory


Consultation & Engagement
Resources (other than finance)
Decommissioning
Quality & Patient Experience
Governance & Assurance
Staff / Workforce

☐
☐
☐


☐

Other – please state
Outcome
Required:

Approve

☐ Ratify

☐ Decide

☐ Endorse

☐ For information

Recommendation(s)
The Governing Body is asked to:
 note for information the content of the report.

Appendices

CLICK HERE to access Appendix One: Key Local Actions on EU Exit
Preparedness

Working together:
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
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Chief Officer Report
1.

Cheshire CCGs Executive Leadership Team Meetings

1.1

The CCG Executive Team meets every week and oversees the operational responsibilities
of the four Cheshire CCGs.

1.2

In recent weeks the Executive Team has considered papers on Financial Recovery / QIPP,
Commissioning Intentions, HR & Staffing, merger and next phases, Administrative support
review, and the development of the CCGs Senior Leadership Team.

1.3

The CCGs have also undertaken two internal workshops recently around developing the
future committee governance structure of the CCGs, focusing on the Primary Care
Committee, Quality and Safeguarding, Finance and Commissioning. The Governing Body
will receive the proposals of the Executive Team at its meeting in November 2019.

2.

CCG merger application

2.1

Following the approval of the Governing Bodies of the four Cheshire CCGs to submit an
application merge to NHS England/Improvement (NHSE/I) at their meetings in common on
the 26th September 2019, the CCGs submitted their application and attended an assessment
panel on the 09 October 2019 with the regional NHSE/I team to review the application.

2.2

On the 15 October 2019, the four Cheshire CCGs received notification from NHSE/I of their
approval for the CCGs to progress towards merger - the first CCGs in Cheshire and Mersey,
and the new North West Region to do this. This is a very positive move towards our ambition
to develop not only a single strategic commissioner for Cheshire, but also Integrated Care
Partnerships to deliver care at a local level to support the health and wellbeing of the
communities of Cheshire.

2.3

Work now progresses at pace to ensure arrangements are in place to close down the four
CCGs and ensure a smooth transition to a single NHS Cheshire CCG from 01 April
2019.Progress will be reported in future Chief Officer reports.

3.

Cheshire Systems Financial Recovery Plans

3.1

As part of our plans to tackle the £35.6m system deficit, we are continuing to have
conversations with NHSE/I to work collectively as a system with commissioners and
providers. NHSE/I have welcomed our joint working as a positive move forward.

3.2

The recovery plan is an enormous challenge and programme of work that is being delivered
by the whole Cheshire system to make us more efficient, to get the most out of our "Cheshire
pound" and to ensure we’re doing things once and doing them well.

3.3

The Governing Body will continue to receive updates on the work underway to address the
system deficit.

Page 2 of 9
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EU Exit Readiness Update

4.1

The Cheshire CCGs Governing Bodies all received a full report on the preparations for a “no
deal” EU Exit preparations at the meetings in common on 26 September 2019. At that
meeting a summary of key local actions was noted and endorsed by the Governing Bodies.
This report presents an update on those preparations as at the 22 October 2019. A
summary of this is provided in Appendix One.

4.2

Since the last report the Governing Body is asked to note the following key developments:
 Daily Situation Report (SITREPs) required of all NHS organisations have been tested
during week commencing 14 October 2019 and commenced formally week commencing
21 October 2019. The CCGs EU Exit Working Group supported the completion of the
reports for each individual CCG. All reports have been submitted on time and with
accuracy.
 the CCGs EU Exit Working Group now meets in person rather than virtually to enable the
effective management of requirements in the SITREP and associated.
 key NHSE/I communications messages have now been received by the CCGs on 22
October to support organisations communicate nationally agreed communications
messages to information to colleagues and stakeholders. The CCGs EU Exit Working
Group will now review how best to communicate this information to key partners and
stakeholders.
 all GP Practices in Cheshire have confirmed that they have now reviewed the EU Exit
guidance published by DHSC and that their staff members have had the opportunity to
understand the Practice’s Business Continuity plans. The CCGs EU Exit Working Group
recognise that communication information and supporting GP Practices in Cheshire is a
key part of their work and that as new information is received that we will need to use
existing communication channels with Practices to enable that SITREP returns reflect the
experience of member Practices.
 Phil Meakin continues to work with Provider Partners in Cheshire. Since the last report
there is a Pan Cheshire NHS and Local Authority forum been that will meet during
October. This will allow for the testing of business continuity plans and arrangements
should there be a “no-deal” EU Exit.
 on 22 October it has been reported to GP Practices and CCGs by NHSE that three
companies have been awarded contracts for the DHSC Express Freight Service to deliver
medicines and medical products to the UK within 24-48 as part of the Government’s Brexit
preparation.

4.3

Governing Body members will continue to be updated via future Chief Officer reports on the
CCGs work around EU Exit Preparedness.

Commissioning
5.

5.1

Update on Parkinson Nurse Service

Governing Body members have been updated previously on the progress that was being
made with regards commissioning a Parkinsons Nurse service in Eastern Cheshire. In July
2019, the CCG announced that the specialist neurological service at Salford Royal had
completed a recruitment process commissioned by the CCG and had made an offer to a new
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Parkinson’s Nurse for Eastern Cheshire. At that time, Salford Royal was undergoing the
necessary pre-appointment checks and procedures with its new staff member. Unfortunately,
the successful candidate at interview has now decided to not take up the post.
Consequently, Salford Royal has had to re-advertise the post. The CCG is currently working
closely with Salford Royal to source a short-term provision of service.
5.2

The CCG has met with representatives of Parkinson’s UK and there has been an agreement
that the two organisations would continue to work collaboratively to reassure patients and
ensure their needs were met as effectively as possible until the replacement specialist
service was in place. The CCG and ECT, as current holder of patient data for patients in
contact with the previous Parkinson’s Nurse service, wrote to all affected patients to explain
the current situation. The letter advised patients to contact their consultant or general
practitioner in the first instance if they had any serious immediate concerns about their
condition. Patients were also advised that further advice and support could continue to be
provided by the Parkinson’s UK freephone helpline of 0808 800 0303. This helpline is staffed
by Parkinson’s nurses who offer appropriate help and assistance from Monday to Saturday
which includes information on local support groups.

5.3

The CCG will keep patients, Governing Body members and the member practices informed
as it moves towards recommissioning this important service.

6.

New Provider of the Cheshire East One You Services

6.1

During the summer, Eastern and South Cheshire CCGs were involved as partners in the
Cheshire East Council recommissioning of the Cheshire East One You services. These
services provide community and specialist smoking cessation, physical activity, adult and
family weight management, falls prevention and maternal health programmes. The current
providers of these services are Peaks and Plains Housing Trust and Everybody Sport and
Recreation and as a result of this recommissioning from 01 November 2019 these
programmes will be provided by Reed Wellbeing.

6.2

The CCGs are involved in the planning of the transition arrangements between the providers
and Reed Wellbeing are networking with clinical and local groups. The information on the
services and referrals into the programmes will continue to be through the One You Cheshire
East website https://www.oneyoucheshireeast.org/.

7.

Cheshire Care Record

7.1

Back in 2016, Cheshire patients were some of the first in the country to benefit from the
introduction of a new digital care record, meaning their health and social care information
could be accessed across multiple agencies – therefore removing the need for patients to
repeat or remember the same information more than once.

7.2

The Cheshire Care Record (CCR) is a partnership between health and social care services
across Cheshire – including GPs, hospitals, North West Ambulance Service, specialist
cancer services and social care services. All partners are dedicated to using this
technology, as it not only helps them to work better together but also helps provide an even
better service for patients.
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7.3

At its launch, patients were asked to ‘opt in’ to have a record created for them. From late
autumn this year a record will now be automatically generated for everyone in Cheshire in a
move to further improve patient care and enable joined up working across the county.
Patients do not have to do anything, however, if anyone does not want their health and care
information shared between agencies they can opt out via their GP or social worker.

7.4

The CCR provides the following important benefits:
 Better health care – by improving all aspects of patient care, including safety,
effectiveness, putting the patient at the very centre of the picture, better communication,
timeliness, efficiency and equity.
 Improved efficiencies and lower health care costs by promoting preventative medicine
and improved coordination of health care services, as well as by reducing waste and
unnecessary or repeated tests.
 Better clinical decision making by securely integrating patient information from multiple
sources.

7.5

For more information on the Cheshire Care Record, please vist the website
www.cheshirecarerecord.co.uk

Reviewed by (e.g. committee/team/director)

Strategic Meetings
8.

__

Cheshire CCGs Joint Commissioning Committee (JCC)

8.1

The last meeting of the JCC took place on the 26 September 2019. The main item of
business considered at the meeting was a paper on NHS 111 provision which:
 outlined a North West-wide proposal to revise current ambulance and NHS111
governance arrangements to reflect national policy and proposed approach for future
integrated urgent care models
 outlined the approach to developing models of integrated urgent care with a “core”
component at North West level and “modular” elements to be developed for each subregional footprint .

8.2

At the meeting the JCC supported recommendations to amend the North West Governance
arrangements to operate commissioning of North West Ambulance Service Ambulance and
111 contracts to operate in the style of a joint committee and plans to further develop our
commissioning approach for integrated urgent care.

8.3

It was also noted at the meeting that the recently considered constitution changes for the
four CCGs (which were yet to be considered by the CCG memberships at that time) included
the removal of the JCC from the CCGs’ future governance structures. The Committee would
not be necessary if the CCG memberships agreed to proposals around the four CCGs
Governing Bodies meeting in common from January 2020. In the meantime, it was agreed
that JCC meetings would remain in diaries and meetings would be held if there was
appropriate business to discharge before such time as the JCC was disestablished.
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Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing Board

The Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing Board met on 24 September 2019. Items
discussed included:
 End of Life Partnership Update
 Integrated Care Update
 Cheshire east Partnership Five year Plan
 SEND Improvement Update
 CQC Local System Review readiness Update
 Cheshire East Council Annual Influenza Report 2018/19
 Better care Fund End of Year Report 2018/19
The Agenda and papers can be found at:

https://moderngov.cheshireeast.gov.uk/ecminutes/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=739&MId=7580

9.2

The next meeting is on 26 November 2019. Agenda and papers can be found at:

https://moderngov.cheshireeast.gov.uk/ecminutes/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=739&MId=7581

Partnerships/Publications______________________________________
10.

Experiences of Unpaid Carers Registering with GP Practices in Cheshire

10.2

During Healthwatch Cheshire East and Healthwatch Cheshire West’s general engagement
activity, anecdotal reports were received of some unpaid carers not receiving or being aware
of the benefits they are entitled to when registering as a carer with their GP Practice.
Healthwatch Cheshire East and Healthwatch Cheshire West further explored this issue with
focused activity to determine the experiences and awareness of unpaid carers around
registering with their GP Practice as a carer and the benefits of registering for services to
which they are entitled. Healthwatch developed a survey to assess the experiences of
people registering as a carer with their GP Practice in Cheshire East and Cheshire West and
Chester. This activity took place over winter 2018 and 2019, which allowed Healthwatch to
target specific events and promotions to obtain the experiences of as many carers as
possible. In total 193 people responded to the survey.

10.3

Key finding highlighted within the report included:
 in both Cheshire East and Cheshire West and Chester, around two out of every three
people spoken to had registered with their GP Practice as a carer. There was though a
sizeable number of people who were not aware they could register as a carer with their
GP Practice - 22% of respondents in Cheshire East and 29% in Cheshire West and
Chester. Of those who were aware they could but had not registered, findings suggest
that they are not aware of the benefits on offer to them by registering.
 of those registered as a carer with their GP, a minority felt they had benefited and
received a good service. The majority of respondents did not feel they had benefited a
great deal from registering with their GP Practice as a carer. However, even amongst

10.1

Healthwatch Cheshire East has recently released a report called ‘Experiences of Unpaid
Carers registering with GP Practices in Cheshire.1

1

https://healthwatchcheshireeast.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Experiences-of-Unpaid-Carers-Registering-with-their-GP-Practice-in-CheshireReport-1.pdf (last accessed 22.10.19)
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those that did feel they had benefited, most people did not appear to receive the full range
of possible expected benefits highlighted as good practice.
 there appeared to be some benefits that more people felt they recognised, for examples
receiving flu vaccinations, but that was qualified by an uncertainty it was connected to
being a carer or possibly the easiest of the benefits to fulfil. Of the list of benefits used for
the survey, taken from the Carers Federation, there were some that respondents felt more
passionate about and would like to see developed upon, most notably:
 Practice staff being more aware and understanding of the role of a carer.
 Providing appointments at a convenient time.
 Providing annual health checks (and less importantly flu vaccinations).
 Asking the person being looked after permission to share appropriate information.
 Involvement in the care planning of this person.
 Signposting to useful information and support.
 qualitative feedback from respondents appear to highlight some common issues and
concerns. Many carers believed that there was a lack of awareness and understanding of
carers’ rights and the challenges of their role from staff at GP Practices. This could also
sometimes be noticed in a lack of understanding and support when booking an
appointment and a lack of knowledge about signposting to carer support services by GP
Practice staff. Some also felt that carers are not offered enough involvement in the
planning and management of the health issues of those being cared for.
 many respondents recognised the challenges faced by GP Practices and were quite
realistic in their expectations. However, they felt that by simply showing more empathy
and understanding towards what it is like to be an unpaid carer for somebody, along with
introducing some focused changes, the experiences for carers would improve
significantly.
10.4

The report made a number of recommendations which the CCG will consider further:
 Primary Care commissioners and Clinical Commissioning Groups to review outcomes
from survey and share with appropriate partners, services and carers.
 Carry out review of Care Act expectations around carers’ rights, and organise appropriate
awareness raising for health services.
 Primary Care commissioners and Clinical Commissioning Groups to work with carers
support organisations to develop a collaborative approach to prioritise benefits and
develop an agreed and appropriate improvement strategy.
 Primary Care commissioners and Clinical Commissioning Groups to organise a broader
dialogue between GP Practices and carers support organisations to overcome
inconsistent approaches from different GP Practices.
 GP Practices to share examples of good practice to support strategy and overcome
inconsistencies.
 Clinical Commissioning Groups to engage with carers as a specific group across broader
range of health topics, e.g. longer-term conditions – autism, mental health, dementia, etc.
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11.

Public Sector Transformation Programme Progress Report

12.

Cheshire East Place Five year Plan

12.2

The report outlines that the engagement exercise found that many people believed the plan
identified most of the key issues facing the area’s health and care services, but that they felt
that the plan needed more emphasis on preventing ill health, intervening quickly when
necessary and making services more accessible.

12.3

Early intervention and prevention were seen as important to preventing long-term ill health,
including focusing on self-care, smoking, obesity and more mental health support. It was felt
that the importance of exercise was missing from the plan, including access to gyms and
community fitness programmes.

12.4

Feedback indicated that the importance of exercise could be strengthened in the plan while
some respondents felt it lacked focus on accessibility, particularly being able to access GP
appointments quickly, and being offered appointments that were local rather than having to
travel long distances.

12.5

Views expressed during the engagement will be reflected in a revised version of the plan, to
be sent to Cheshire and Merseyside Health and Care Partnership for approval in November.

12.6

The Healthwatch report can be read at https://healthwatchcheshireeast.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/Cheshire-East-Five-Year-Plan-Feedback-Report-1.pdf

13.

Keep Antibiotics Working campaign

11.1

12.1

13.1

2
3

The Cheshire and warrington Sub-regional Leaders Board has recently published its Public
Sector Transformation Programme progress report,2 and highlight key work undertaken
throughout the year. The CCGs are actively involved in the work undertaken by the subregional leaders Board.

At its meeting on the 26 September 2019, the Governing Body endorsed the draft Cheshire
East Five Year Plan. Healthwatch Cheshire East have subsequently released a report
outlining the response by the public to the draft plan following an engagement exercise
undertaken by Healthwatch. The engagement activity ran from 31 July to 23 August,
comprising 21 face-to-face listening events in community locations, a workshop attended by
15 Healthwatch volunteers and an online survey that attracted 272 responses.

The CCG will be supporting raising awareness of the Public Health England ‘Keep
Antibiotics Working campaign’3 throughout November. This is the second year of the
national campaign which highlights that taking antibiotics when you don’t need them puts
you and your family at risk.

https://cheshireandwarringtonsubregion.org.uk/2019/08/12/public-sector-transformation-programme-annual-report/ (last accessed 22.10.10)
https://antibioticguardian.com/keep-antibiotics-working/ (last accessed 22.10.19)
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Access to further information

14.1
For further information relating to this report contact:
Name
Clare Watson
Designation
Accountable Officer
Telephone
01270 275213
Email
clarewatson2@nhs.net
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Updated Narrative to Key Local Actions on EU Exit Preparedness.
No

Key Local Action

Commentary and
Action Taken as at 26
September (reported
to Governing Bodies)

Put in place and test business
continuity and EPRR plans

-Plans already in place
and tested through
major incidents in 2019.

Ensure EU Exit SRO and
associated SME team in place

-Matthew Cunningham
now EU Exit SRO for all
Cheshire CCGs. NHSE
notified. Phil Meakin
supporting this.

Make Board aware of issues

-Governing Bodies
report drafted for 26
September 2019

4

Communication plans / key
messages to front-line
colleagues

-Proactive
communications with
LMC approval to all
Practices.
-Development of
Cheshire CCGs EU Exit
-Working Group to
agree key
communications and
interpret
communications
received by the CCGs,

5

Revisit operational guidance
and current information from
each DHSC workstream to
ensure plans are up-to-date

-Reviewing at EU Exit
Working Group with
information from
regional events.

1

2

3

Commentary and Action
Taken as at 22 October
-No change to update
-Plans already in place and
tested through major
incidents in 2019.
-Recent major incidents
highlight the need to ensure
communication with Primary
Care colleagues is effective.
-This arrangement is working
effectively.
-Regular Situation Reports
(SITREPs) now been
reported on to NHSE/I
successfully.
-Governing Bodies
continually updated through
Accountable Officer Report.
-Proactive communications
with LMC approval to all
Practices.
-Development of Cheshire
CCGs EU Exit -Working
Group to agree key
communications and interpret
communications received by
the CCGs.
- Key NHSE/I
communications messaged
received on 22 October to
support organisations
communicate information to
colleagues and stakeholders.
-The information received on
22 October will be shared
with the EU Exit Working
Group.
-The SITREP reports
submission will be made
every day with the support of
the CCGs EU Exit Working
Group.
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Key Local Action

Commentary and
Action Taken as at 26
September (reported
to Governing Bodies)

6

Revisit assurance exercises
and address outstanding
actions

-Continual review at
CCGs EU Exit Working
Group.

7

Engage across system and
‘walk the floor’ to identify any
further concerns,
interdependencies and
vulnerabilities around supply
chain

-Continued attendance
at Provider Partners EU
Exit Working Group
meetings.

8

With partners ensure
integrated system-based
approach to plans

-Continued attendance
at Provider Partners EU
Exit Working Group
meetings.
Meetings held and
arranged with the two
local authorities.

9

Consider differences implications of winter,
assumptions about port
access, vulnerable
populations etc.

-Continual review at
CCGs EU Exit Working
Group and informed by
attendance at Provider
Partners Working
Groups.

Ensure local risk assessments
are up to date

-Continual review at
CCGs EU Exit Working
Group.

10

Commentary and Action
Taken as at 22 October
-Continual review at CCGs
EU Exit Working Group.
-Outstanding issues identified
at 26 September have been
completed including further
engagement with local
authority colleagues.
-All GP Practices in Cheshire
have now responded to note
the guidance.
-Continued attendance at
Provider Partners EU Exit
Working Group meetings and
a Cheshire wide EU Exit
Lead group now established
that includes local authority
colleagues.
-Continued attendance at
Provider Partners EU Exit
Working Group meetings and
a Pan-Cheshire wide EU Exit
Lead group now established
that includes local authority
colleagues.
-Continued attendance at
Provider Partners EU Exit
Working Group meetings and
a Pan-Cheshire wide EU Exit
Lead group now established
that includes local authority
colleagues.
-Using the SITREP template
that has now been developed
to report on this.
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Purpose

To provide the Governing Body with a summarised overview of NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s) financial performance for the period ending 30 September
2019.

Reason for consideration by Governing Body

The Governing Body is responsible for the allocation, monitoring and delivery of its services within
the available resources. This report outlines for the Governing Body the current financial
performance and level of associated risks.
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Strategic
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☐
☐
☐
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Equality
Safeguarding
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☐
☐
☐
☐
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Recommendation(s)
The Governing Body is asked to note the following:
 the forecast outturn of £9.72m following the receipt of £1.08m Commissioner Sustainability
Funding in July 19. This continues to remain in line with the revised Plan.
 year to date deficit of £4.29m which is £0.03m better than planned deficit of £4.32m
 nil forecast net risks as a result of the identification of a number of non-recurrent mitigations,
whilst noting some potential risks are emerging, along with mitigations.

Benefits / value to our population / communities

The report outlines ECCCG’s performance against its statutory financial duty of commissioning
services within its agreed financial envelope.

Governing Body Assurance Framework Risk Mitigation

This paper supports the continued progress in managing the risks associated with:
GBAF19-02 Delivering Financial Balance

Conflicts of Interest Consideration (if applicable)
No potential conflicts are applicable within this report.

Risk Register Mitigation (if applicable)

Supports risks on Governing Body Assurance Framework as outlined above.

Report / Paper history

Reported monthly to the Governing Body.

Report/Paper Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director)
Alex Mitchell - Programme Director Finance

Appendices
Appendix A

CLICK HERE to view QIPP Individual Schemes Highlight Report
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Financial Performance Report Month 6
as at 30 September 2019
1.

Executive Summary

1.1 The Financial Dashboard, Table One-A, summarises NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG) key performance indicators on which progress can be
monitored.

Table One-A: Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Groups (ECCCG) Financial Dashboard as at
30 September 2019
Indicator

Target /
Opening
£000s

Current /
Forecast
£000s

Rating This Mvmt
Month
(last
mth)

Spend - year to date
Run Rate
QIPP
Planned Outturn - (Deficit) / Surplus
BPPC year to date

157,697
52%
4,714
(4,320)
98%/98%

157,663
52%
5,057
(4,286)
99%/100%

34
0%
343
34
n/a

Forecast Outturn
Outturn Pre CSF - (Deficit) / Surplus

Performance to Date
Variance from plan
Variance from plan
Variance from plan
Variance from plan
Number / Value in 30 days

(10,800)

(9,720)

1,080

Variance from plan

Outturn Inc CSF - (Deficit) / Surplus
Commissioner Sustainability Funding

0
10,800

0
9,720

0
(1,080)

Variance from plan
Variance from plan

(Net Risk) / Opportunities

(4,070)

0

4,070

11,183
11,183
315,349
27,089

11,183
7,703
315,349
27,103

0
(3,480)
0
14

(14,223)

n/a

QIPP Forecast - inc Mitigations
Risk Adjusted QIPP
Cash Requirement
Mental Health Investment Standard
Underlying Recurrent Position
Key:
On Plan
Take Note
Action Required

(Net Risk) outside reported
forecast position
Variance from plan
Variance from plan
Variance from plan
Variance from plan
(Deficit) / Surplus

Better
No Material Movement
Worse

1.2 The CCG’s Financial Plan was approved with a planned forecast year-end deficit of £10.8m.
Subject to delivering this deficit control total, the CCG will receive £10.8m of Commissioner
Sustainability Funding (CSF) which will deliver a balanced budget. In July 19, ECCCG
received the first tranche of CSF circa £1m, reducing the planned forecast outturn deficit to
£9.72m. Overall, ECCCG remains on track to deliver its forecast deficit and, subject to
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delivering the control deficit, will receive a further £9.72m of CSF, thus achieving a break
even position for the year end.
1.3

Net Risk & Mitigations – Nil. As summarised in Table Five-A the risks and mitigations
continue to be reviewed and following discussions with NHS England the net risks have been
reduced to zero by the identification of a number of non-recurrent mitigations. The initial
2019/20 Financial Plan highlighted gross risks of circa £7.3m which could have materialised
during the financial year, i.e. risk adjusted position. These risks included QIPP (high risk and
unidentified schemes), Extended Access and potential over-performance on contracts. As at
Month 6, the overall gross risk is £2.88m which reflects the unidentified QIPP target. All other
gross risks identified in the plan have either been mitigated or no longer reflect a pressure in
delivering the control total. Mitigating actions of £2.88m have been identified which will offset
the gross risk and subsequently reduces the net risk position to zero.

1.4 The reduction in the net risk to zero has also amended the risk adjusted forecast outturn to
be in line with the opening plan i.e. projected deficit of £10.8m for the year less CSF.
1.5

Underlying Deficit £14.2m. Whilst significant progress has been made in eliminating the
risks to ensure ECCCG delivers the agreed control total of a £10.8m deficit, it is recognised
that the planned achievement is only possible by the use of non-recurrent (one off)
measures. Therefore, the underlying deficit i.e. excluding the use of non-recurrent measures
indicates an opening deficit of £14.2m for 2020/21, prior to any impact from planning
assumptions, allocation adjustments etc. It is anticipated that this figure will refine throughout
the financial year as estimates crystallise nearer the year end.

2.

Financial Position

2.1 As at 30 September 2019, the CCG is reporting a year to date deficit of £4.29m which is
£0.034m better than the Month 06 revised planned deficit of £4.32m.
2.2 The summarised financial position for 2019/20 is outlined in Table Two-A.
Table Two-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2019/20 Financial Summary
to 30 September 2019
Budget
YTD

Actual
YTD

Variance
YTD

Current
Forecast
Forecast
Plan
For
Variance
(Budget)
Year
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
0 (305,571) (305,571)
0

£000s
£000s
Income
(153,377) (153,377)
Expenditure
Programme Costs
155,595
155,767
(171) 311,372
Running Costs
2,101
1,896
206
3,919
Net (Deficit) / Surplus
(4,320)
(4,286)
34
(9,720)
Key*:
On Plan
Take Note
Action Required
*Note: The key is the same for all tables within the Financial Performance Report.

311,630
3,661
(9,720)

Rating

(258)
258
(0)
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2.3 Table Two-B shows a summary of the financial position by key expenditure type.
Table Two-B: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2019/20 Financial Summary
to 30 September 2019
30 September 2019
Budget
Actual
Variance Current
Forecast
Forecast
Rating
YTD

Income
Expenditure
Acute services
Acute other
Sub Total
Mental Health services
Mental Health Other
Sub Total
Community Health Services
Community Health Other
Sub Total
Continuing Healthcare
Prescribing
Primary Care
Primary Care Co-Commissioning
Other
Sub Total
Programme Costs Sub Total
Running Costs
Total Expenditure
Net (Deficit) / Surplus

YTD

£000s
£000s
(153,377) (153,377)
68,370
12,667
81,038
8,094
3,868
11,962
12,153
1,245
13,398
13,145
16,131
4,550
13,687
1,685
49,198
155,595
2,101
157,697
(4,320)

68,715
11,216
79,931
8,073
4,416
12,489
12,033
1,823
13,856
12,140
16,294
4,356
13,460
3,240
49,490
155,767
1,896
157,663
(4,286)

YTD

Plan
(Budget)
£000s
£000s
0 (305,571)
(345)
1,451
1,106
21
(548)
(527)
120
(578)
(458)
1,005
(163)
194
227
(1,555)
(292)
(171)
206
34
34

136,741
24,581
161,322
16,188
7,736
23,924
24,305
2,491
26,796
26,291
32,262
9,029
27,376
4,373
99,330
311,372
3,919
315,291
(9,720)

For
Variance
Year
£000s
£000s
(305,571)
0
137,944
22,926
160,870
16,178
7,736
23,913
24,261
2,491
26,751
24,286
32,648
8,992
27,376
6,793
100,095
311,630
3,661
315,291
(9,720)

(1,203)
1,655
452
11
0
11
45
0
45
2,005
(386)
37
0
(2,420)
(765)
(258)
258
(0)
(0)

2.4 The CCG’s Financial Plan for 2019/20 was set with an NHSE approved deficit of £10.8m
alongside eligibility to receive Commissioner Sustainability Funding (CSF) of £10.8m if key
conditions were met during the year. These conditions were:
 Deliver outturn of £10.8m deficit (prior to the receipt of CSF).
 Deliver year to date performance in line with Plan.
 Mitigate all gross risks.
 NHS approval of the Financial Recovery Plan which was submitted on 30 June
19 and builds on the Financial Recovery plan reviewed by the Governing Body at
its April in Camera Meeting.
2.5 ECCCG’s formal reporting route to NHSE is via the Non Integrated Single Finance
Environment (ISFE) system’s monthly returns. This captures a number of key indicators
including both the forecast and risk adjusted outturn. The figures outlined in Table Two-C
tracks the reported position throughout the financial year and, as at September 2019, remain
in line with the forecast outturn which was identified within the 2019/20 Financial Plan.
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Table Two-C: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) External Reporting to
NHS England of 2019/20 Forecast Outturn
Period Ending

Financial Plan
April
May
June
July
August
September

Forecast
Outturn

Net Risk

(Deficit)/Surplus

(Deficit)/Surplus

CSF
Received

Total
Risk adjusted
(Deficit)/Surplus

£000s
(10,800)

£000s
(3,854)

£000s
-

£000s
(14,654)

(10,800)
(10,800)
(10,800)
(10,800)
(10,800)
(10,800)

(3,854)
(3,127)

--

(14,654)
(13,927)
(10,800)
(9,720)
(9,720)
(9,720)

-

1,080
1,080
1,080

2.6 Subject to meeting the requirements as outlined above, the expected payment of the CSF is
outlined in the following Table Two-D. The receipt of the CSF will support the CCG in
delivering a balanced budget for the year and limiting any further deterioration in our
cumulative opening deficit for 2019/20 of £30.869m.
Table Two-D: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Review of
Commissioner Sustainability Fund (CSF) 2019/20
Reported
CSF
Forecast
Funding
Outturn
Deficit
£000s
£000s
Forecast Outturn as per 2019/20 Financial Plan
(10,800)
CSF Funding (Quarter 1) - 10%
1,080
(9,720)
CSF Funding (Quarter 2) - 25%
2,700
(7,020)
CSF Funding (Quarter 3) - 30%
3,240
(3,780)
CSF Funding (Quarter 4) - 35%
3,780
0
Total
10,800
0
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Provider Performance

3.1 Tables Three-A to Three-E outline the main providers’ cumulative performance and forecast
outturn.
Table Three-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2019/20 Analysis of Acute
Services Spend as at 30 September 2019
Budget
YTD

East Cheshire NHS Trust
Stockport NHS Foundation Trust
Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust
Mid Cheshire Hosp NHS Foundation Trust
North West Ambulance Service NHS Trust
University Hospital of North Midlands NHS Trust
Salford Royal NHS FT
Christie NHS FT
Wrightington Wigan and Leigh NHS FT
Warrington and Halton NHS FT
Liverpool Womens NHS Foundation Trust
Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen Uni Hosp
Robert Jones & Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic
Countess of Chester NHS Foundation Trust
Wirral University Teaching Hosp NHS Trust
Pennine Acute NHS Trust
Alder Hey Childrens NHS FT
Aintree University Hospitals NHS FT
St Helens & Knowsley Teaching NHS Trust
Derbyshire Community Health Services NHS FT
Effect of Prior year and other unders/overs
Total

£000s
39,508
6,560
9,303
4,047
3,403
1,198
1,309
1,039
442
144
148
148
134
37
39
62
69
22
35
74
649
68,370

Actual
YTD
£000s
40,847
6,239
9,153
4,001
3,455
1,316
1,267
1,043
352
165
128
170
83
101
25
50
77
30
41
65
106
68,715

Variance Current Forecast Forecast
YTD
Plan
For
Variance
(Budget)
Year
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
(1,339)
79,017
81,874
(2,857)
321
13,120
12,574
546
150
18,606
18,484
122
46
8,095
8,006
89
(52)
6,806
6,806
0
(118)
2,397
2,606
(209)
42
2,617
2,673
(56)
(4)
2,079
2,085
(6)
90
883
750
133
(21)
289
314
(25)
20
295
253
42
(22)
297
316
(19)
51
268
228
40
(64)
73
168
(95)
14
78
50
28
12
125
101
24
(8)
138
154
(16)
(8)
44
61
(17)
(6)
69
93
(24)
9
148
130
18
543
1,297
208
1,089
(345) 136,741 137,944
(1,203)

3.2 NHS East Cheshire Trust Over Performance £2.8m – To date the Trust is over performing on
a number of areas across its contract which is operating under payment by results (paid via a
tariff for every activity undertaken). The Trust and Commissioner are actively engaged in
looking at the drivers for the increased activity, mitigating options and aligning expected
forecast outturns. The areas of over performance are:
 Planned Care £1.7m over performance
 Urgent Care £0.95m over performance
 Maternity Services £0.25m over performance
3.3 Effect of Prior year and under / overs – Note that this line includes a £1m reserve for Referral
to Treatment activity (as outlined within the 2019/20 Financial Plan). The forecast outturn is
showing this reserve as being released in full and is being used to offset the over
performance of the Acute contracts.
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Table Three-B: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2019/20 Analysis of Acute
Services Other Spend as at 30 September 2019
Budget
YTD

Optegra UK Ltd
Spamedica Ltd
Specsavers Hearcare Ltd
SRCL LTD
Eyecare Medical Ltd
National Unplanned Pregnancy Advisory Service
Manchester Surgical Services
BMI Healthcare Ltd
Wilmslow Health Centre
Spire Healthcare Ltd
Vernova Healthcare CIC
Other providers
Non contract amounts
High cost drugs and pass through payments
Total

£000s
146
93
137
1
445
73
212
1,107
68
1,991
1,134
703
3,313
3,244
12,667

Actual
YTD

£000s
184
102
81
(19)
459
84
292
1,044
66
2,451
1,142
698
1,090
3,542
11,216

Variance Current Forecast Forecast
YTD
Plan
For
Variance
(Budget)
Year

£000s
(38)
(9)
56
20
(14)
(11)
(80)
63
2
(460)
(8)
5
2,223
(298)
1,451

£000s
293
185
273
1
889
147
424
2,213
137
3,982
2,268
1,408
6,626
5,735
24,581

£000s
368
203
150
1
763
169
583
2,090
137
4,891
2,249
1,430
2,843
7,050
22,926

£000s
(75)
(18)
123
0
126
(22)
(159)
123
0
(909)
19
(22)
3,783
(1,315)
1,655

3.4 Spire Healthcare Ltd Over Performance £0.9m – Relates to over performance of planned
care in elective Trauma and Orthopaedics. The CCG is engaged with the provider and
requesting that it manages its activity in line with its contract.
Table Three-C: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2019/20 Analysis of Mental
Health Services Spend as at 30 September 2019
Budget
YTD

Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS FT
North Staffs Combined H'Care NHS Trust
Pennine Care NHS FT
Effect of Prior year and other unders/overs
Total

£000s
7,932
28
99
35
8,094

Actual
YTD

£000s
7,932
26
98
17
8,073

Variance Current Forecast Forecast
YTD
Plan
For
Variance
(Budget)
Year

£000s
0
2
1
18
21

£000s
15,864
57
197
70
16,188

£000s
15,859
52
197
70
16,178

£000s
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Table Three-D: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2019/20 Analysis of
Community Health Services Spend as at 30 September 2019
Budget
YTD

East Cheshire NHS Trust
NHS Property Services-Community
Stockport NHS Foundation Trust
Mid Cheshire Hosp NHS Foundation Trust
Pennine Acute NHS Trust
Effect of Prior year and other unders/overs
Total

Actual
YTD

Variance Current Forecast Forecast
YTD
Plan
For
Variance
(Budget)
Year

£000s
11,076
318
38
274
4
443

£000s
11,083
255
38
278
4
375

£000s
(7)
63
0
(4)
0
68

£000s
22,153
636
75
548
8
885

£000s
22,158
636
75
556
8
828

£000s
(5)
0
0
(8)
0
58

12,153

12,033

120

24,305

24,261

45

Table Three-E: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2019/20 Analysis of Other
Services Spend as at 30 September 2019
Budget
YTD

GP IT Costs
NHS 111, Patient Transport, Safeguarding, other
health and programme services
Voluntary sector grants and services
Local Authority/Joint services incl BCF
0.5% contingency held
QIPP, Quality Premium and Other
Total

Actual
YTD

Variance Current Forecast Forecast
YTD
Plan
For
Variance
(Budget)
Year

£000s
219

£000s
356

£000s
(137)

£000s
438

£000s
438

£000s

1,623

720

902

3,244

2,145

1,100

230
1,875
0
(2,261)
1,686

226
1,937
0
0
3,240

4
(62)
0
(2,261)
(1,555)

460
3,750
1,503
(5,023)
4,373

460
3,750
0
0
6,793

0
0
1,503
(5,023)
(2,420)
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Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP) Schemes

4.1 The QIPP Plan of £11.2m was approved by the Governing Body at its April 2019 public
meeting. The schemes were assessed under four categories ranging from ‘realised’ to ‘high
risk in terms of deliverability as detailed in Table Four-A.
4.2 The risk adjusted position reflects the current assessment of the value of QIPP to be
delivered in year.
Table Four-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Quality, Innovation,
Productivity & Prevention (QIPP) Forecast as at 30 September 2019
Summary of Risk Profile

Original Plan
£000s

Realised - Schemes already implemented and delivery
confirmed
On Track - Highly developed schemes in place and delivery
expected
At Risk - Developed schemes requiring intensive support to
deliver
High Risk - Schemes requiring intensive intervention to deliver
and may rely on external support
Sub total

Risk Adjusted
Forecast
£000s

4,345

6,810

1,565

893

850
6,760

Unidentified QIPP

7,703

4,423

Additional Non Recurrent Mitigations
Total

3,480
11,183

11,183

4.3 As at 30 September 2019, the CCG has successfully realised £5.1m of savings against the
QIPP schemes, noting the achievement of £3.3m against identified schemes and £1.7m
mitigations against the unidentified target. Table Four-B outlines each individual scheme for
2019/20 along with the planned and realised outturns.
4.4 The additional mitigations (as outlined in Section 5) are non-recurrent i.e. one off in nature
and are planned to offset the current unidentified gap of £3.5m.
4.5 Additional QIPP schemes are being explored across the Cheshire CCGs, known locally as
“pipeline” schemes that can both support the current and future financial years. A number of
these pipeline schemes identified so far are outlined within the Cheshire Financial Recovery
Plan as referenced in the June 2019 Finance Performance Report.
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Table Four-B: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP) Scheme overview as at 30 September
2019
Forecast Risk Profile
Exec Lead
Scheme Ref. Scheme Name
PR000063
PR000064
PR000012
PR000066
PR000067
PR000076
PR000068
PR000069
PR000070
PR000085
PR000086
PR000071
PR000015
PR000072
PR000073
PR000074
PR000075
PR000077
PR000078
PR000079
PR000080
PR000081
PR000082
PR000083
Total QIPP

Primary Care Prescribing Schemes
Secondary Care High Cost Drugs
Centralised Prescribing of Appliances ( Inc. Stoma)
Acquired Brain Injury Pathway (Rehabilitation)
Evidence Based Intervention Programme
Frailty Review
Reduced Impact on Secondary Care
Complex Care Programme
CVD (Inc. AF and Hypertension)
Respiratory (Inc. COPD, and Asthma)
MSK (Inc. Physiotherapy, Orthotics and ESCAPE-Pain)
Ophthalmology Review
Recommission of the Adult Hearing Loss Service
e-Referral Advice and Guidance
Single Cheshire Health Optimisation Policy
Diabetes Management
Diabetic Retinopathy Screening and Monitoring
Primary Care Risk Stratification
Mental Health Care Packages
Learning Disabilities Care Packages
Assessment under MH Act 1983 Section 12
Contract monitoring
Reduction in running costs
Stroke (Acute) Contract Performance

Unidentified QIPP

AM
AM
AM
NE
NE
NE
NE
AM
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
AM
NE

Planned
Total
£000s
1,180
450
240
250
200
250
500
1,405
50
50
148
150
75
96
100
150
100
150
150
50
24
100
400
492
6,760

Total (%)

On Track

At Risk

£000s

£000s

£000s

730
68
120
125
100
160
947
74
38
96
50
75
50
75
75
25
12
50
448

590
120
25
100
1,150
50
50
314
38
50
75
75
25
12
50
400
369

328
100
340
75
50
-

3,317

3,492

893

Risk Adjusted
Forecast
£000s
1,320
396
240
250
200
0
500
2,097
50
50
388
0
75
96
100
150
100
150
150
50
24
100
400
817

Variance

£000s

7,703

4,423

Additional Non Recurrent Mitigations
Total

Realised

11,183
100%

140
(54)
(250)
692
240
(150)
325
943
(4,423)

1,740

1,740

5,057

5,232

45%

47%

3,480
893
8%

11,183
100%

3,480
0
0%

4.6 Table Four-C illustrates the profiling of QIPP achievement against Plan throughout the
financial year.
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Table Four-C: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's)
2019/20 QIPP Profiling
12,000
11,000
10,000
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000

Cumulative Actuals

3,000

Cumulative Plan

2,000
1,000
0

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

4.7 The QIPP Scheme Highlight Report (see Appendix A) provides further assurance to the
Governing Body in terms of progress, delivery, expected benefits and of course any risks or
key areas for escalation.

5.

Risk Adjusted Position

5.1 The risk adjusted position is reflected in the national reporting pro-forma to NHS England and
reflects the level of risk to delivery against our financial plan.
5.2 As at 30 September 2019, the risk adjusted position as outlined in Table Five-A highlights a
nil net risk position with a range of identified measures to fully mitigate the revised gross risks
of £2.9m. Despite the gross risk remaining, this position continues to represent a positive
movement towards delivering ECCCG deficit financial control total. The elimination of the risk
is a supportive condition with NHS England in ensuring ECCCG receives its commissioner
sustainability funding.
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Table Five-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Risk
Adjusted 2019/20 Forecast Outturn as at 30 September 2019
Opening Risk
Risk Adjusted
Position
£000s
£000s
Opening Planned Deficit
(10,800)
(9,720)
Financial Risk
QIPP related risks - Delivery
(850)
0
Contract over performance
(800)
0
Unidentified QIPP
(4,423)
(2,880)
Extended Access
(1,181)
0
Sub Total
(7,254)
(2,880)
Mitigations
0.5% contingency
Extended Access
Non Recurrent Income
Acute Growth Reserve
Non Recurrent Mitigation
Sub Total
Net Risk / (Mitigation)
Commissioner Sustainability Funding (CSF)
Risk Adjusted Forecast Outturn

1,503
1,181
500
0
3,184
(4,070)
10,800
(4,070)

1,503
0
500
877
2,880
0
9,720
0

5.3 Unidentified QIPP £2.88m: In essence, this is the balancing figure required to reduce our
forecast expenditure over and above our identified QIPP schemes in order to deliver our
financial control total. A number of pipeline QIPP schemes have been identified along with
the opportunities identified across the Cheshire East Place.
5.4 Contingency £1.5m: The planning guidance requires CCG to plan for a 0.5% contingency to
offset identified pressures / risks.
5.5 Acute Growth Reserve: Release of growth reserve as set within the opening plan as a
mitigation.
5.6 Non Recurrent Mitigation £0.9m: A number of non-recurrent measures have been identified
to mitigate the gross risks.
5.7 It should be noted that whilst the risks have been mitigated to date, there are emerging
pressures which have been identified and are currently being reviewed. These include NHS
East Cheshire Trusts over performance of which circa £2.8m is already built into the forecast
and expenditure associated with winter and in particular Community beds. The expenditure
profile on community beds has been set to reflect the agreed number of additional funded
beds per month. Previously, the demands of the Hospital performance over winter has
resulted in the actual use of beds exceeding the agreed number, resulting in a financial
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pressure. This is being reviewed to understand the potential extent of financial pressure this
may produce. Currently, it is estimated at circa £700k. Once these pressures have been
validated the risk table, along with mitigations will be updated.

6.

Underlying Financial Position

6.1 The CCG’s underlying financial position is detailed within Table Six-A below. The 2019/20
forecast deficit of £10.8m has been adjusted for non-recurrent items of expenditure and
unidentified QIPP to provide a current assessment of the underlying deficit which currently
stands at £14.2m.
6.2 It is recognised that this figure will refine as we progress through the financial year and
forecast assumptions re expenditure crystallise. The key challenge in 2019/20 was the
reduction in the Commissioner Sustainability Funding of £4.2m (£15m in 2018/19 to £10.8m
In 2019/20) which was an additional drawdown against the CCG allocation uplift, plus those
outlined within the NHS England planning guidance. Whilst ECCCG has continued to deliver
significant identified QIPP savings (circa £7m in 2019/20) it has not been able to mitigate the
reduction in CSF support from 2018/19.
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Table Six-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Underlying
Financial Position as at 30 September 2019
Annual Plan
Forecast
Forecast
Expenditure
Variance

Reported Forecast Outturn
Non Recurrent Allocations
STP Infrastructure (in opening allocation)
Excess Treatment Costs
Diabetes Transformation Funding
Improving Access (Extended Access)
Health Care Partnership (Place Based Funding)
Health Care Partnership (Place Based Funding)
Acute Sustainability - Elective Care (April)
Acute Sustainability - Elective Care (May)
£2m Repayment (2018/19 South Cheshire CCG)
2019-20 Q1 Commissioner Sustainability Funding (CSF)
Community Crisis Transformation Funding
MDT Cancer Transfer to Specialist Commissioning
Diabetes Transformation Funding
Flash Glucose Monitoring Q1
Non Recurrent Expenditure
Full Year Impact - Acute
Acute Overperformance
Full Year Impact - Mental Health
Full Year Impact - Primary Care
0.5% Contingency Reserve
Full Year Impact - Other
Full Year Impact
QIPP Non Recurrent Benefits
Unidentified QIPP
Underlying Recurrent Position - (Deficit) / Surplus

7.

£000s
305,571
1,351
13
(9)
(1,191)
(540)
(100)
(24)
(50)
(2,000)
(1,080)
92
(159)
9
64

£000s
315,291

£000s
(9,720)

13
(9)
(1,191)
(540)
(100)
(24)
(50)
(2,000)
92
(159)
9
64
426
(1,000)
774
751
(1,503)
328

301,947

575
4,423
316,170

(14,223)

Financial Plan Amendments

7.1 The 2019/20 Financial Plan agreed at the April 2019 Governing Body was set against
ECCCG’s opening recurrent allocation of £300.6m.
7.2 Table Seven-A outlines the year to date position.
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c
Table Seven-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Reconciliation of
Allocation 2019/20
Governing Body
Recurrent /
2019/20
Updated
Non Recurrent
Allocation
(Financial Report)
£000s
Opening Value as per Financial Plan
Apr-19
300,584
Recurrent
Excess Treatment Costs
Jun-19
(13)
Non Recurrent
Diabetes Transformation Funding
Jun-19
9
Non Recurrent
Improving Access (Extended Access)
Jun-19
1,191
Non Recurrent
Health Care Partnership (Place Based Funding)
Jun-19
540
Non Recurrent
Health Care Partnership (Place Based Funding)
Jul-19
Non Recurrent
100
Acute Sustainability - Elective Care (April)
Jul-19
Non Recurrent
24
Acute Sustainability - Elective Care (May)
Jul-19
Non Recurrent
50
£2m Repayment (2018/19 South Cheshire CCG)
Jul-19
Non Recurrent
2,000
2019-20 Q1 Commissioner Sustainability Funding (CSF)
Jul-19
Non Recurrent
1,080
Community Crisis Transformation Funding
Aug-19
Non Recurrent
92
MDT Cancer Transfer to Specialist Commissioning
Aug-19
Non Recurrent
(159)
Diabetes Transformation Funding
Sep-19
Non Recurrent
9
Flash Glucose Monitoring Q1
Sep-19
Non Recurrent
64
Total Revenue Resource Allocation

305,571

Reconciliation to Cash Allocation
19/20 Revised Forecast Deficit
Closing Cash at Bank 31 March 2019
Anticipated Cash at Bank 31 March 2020
Depreciation (estimate)
Annual Cash Drawdown Requirement

8.

9,720
(132)
250
(60)
315,349

Cash Management

8.1 Part of ECCCG’s financial plan is to deliver a year end cash balance of less than 250,000 as
at 31 March 2020 and to manage its cash throughout the year to ensure payments are made
to suppliers and staff.
8.2 As at 30 September 2019, ECCCG had an actual cash balance of £104k held within its bank
account as shown in Table Eight-A. Our notified cash allocation is £315m which is the total
of our confirmed revenue allocation plus our notified control deficit less adjustments for noncash items, as shown above in Table Seven-A.
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Table Eight-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Cash Forecast 2019/20
Forecas Forecas Forecas Forecas Forecas Forecas
t
t
t
t
t
t
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
Cash Available

311,442 287,005

264,093

240,414

2,139

2,353

2,592

309,005 284,866

261,740

237,822

23,500

24,500

Less Prescribing
Cash Available to
Drawdown

2,437

Less Cash
Drawdown

22,000

Additional Drawdown

22,500

-

Total Drawdown
% of Total
Less Payments
% of Total
Balance

-

2,700

213,255 182,765 156,099

2019/20
Total
£000s

127,574

101,649

76,224

50,799

25,374

315,349

2,425

2,425

2,425

2,425

2,425

2,425

29,100

210,892 180,099 153,674

125,149

99,224

73,799

48,374

22,949

286,249

23,500

23,000

23,000

23,000

23,000

282,500

2,363

25,500

-

2,666

24,000

-

-

25,000
1,100

-

-

-

-

3,800

-

22,000

22,500

26,200

24,500

25,500

24,000

26,100

23,500

23,000

23,000

23,000

23,000

286,300

7.8%

15.5%

24.7%

33.3%

42.2%

50.5%
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92.0%

100.0%
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NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Cash Forecast 2019/20
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Less Payments

9.

Balance

Total Drawdown

Better Payment Practice Code (BPPC)

9.1 The BPPC is aimed at paying non disputed non NHS trade creditors within 30 days of receipt
of goods or a valid invoice, unless other payment terms have been agreed.
9.2 Compliance is measured by achieving 95% or more against the number of invoices paid and
is calculated on both the number of invoices and the value of invoices.
9.3 Currently ECCCG has achieved an average for the year of 99% for invoice numbers and
100% for invoice values as per Table Nine-A.
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Table Nine-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Better
Payments Practice Code (BPPC) Summary Analysis
Months

No. of Invoices
Received
Paid
Passed

Apr-19
May-19
Jun-19
Jul-19
Aug-19
Sep-19
Total

774
1,043
935
1,165
997
1,003
5,917

762
1,033
920
1,158
993
1,000
5,866

98%
99%
98%
99%
100%
100%
99%

Value of Invoices
Received
Paid
20,248,333
24,069,582
25,374,236
24,650,357
25,213,142
23,712,702
143,268,353

20,122,107
24,051,459
25,037,292
24,638,932
25,184,672
23,709,697
142,744,159

Passed
99%
100%
99%
100%
100%
100%
100%

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Better Payments Practice
Code (BPPC) Summary Analysis
105%

100%

Percentage

No. Passed
Value
Passed
Target

95%

90%

Months

10. Aged Debt

10.1 Table Ten-A details the CCG’s aged debt as at 30 September 2019. Aged debtors over 361
days totalling £17,000 are actively being pursued and are made up as follows:
10.1.1 Prescribing Rebate income £9,000 – a delay in payment due to a company merger.
This is being investigated by the CCG Medicines Management Team and payment is
anticipated shortly.
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10.1.2 Salary recharges to a Local Authority £6,000 – Query regarding PO numbers.
Contact made in June 19 providing supporting information. Payment is anticipated.
10.1.3 NHS Looked After Children Recharge £2,000 – Further backing documentation
provided in June 19. Payment is anticipated.

Table Ten-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Aged Debt
as at 30 September 2019
£3
£-

£288

£4

£17

£000's
Current - £303k

£303

1-30 days - £238k

31-60 days - £1.117k
£238

61-90 days - £288k
91 - 120 days Nil
121 - 180 days £3k
181-360 days - £4k
£1,117

361+ days - £17k
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11. Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet)

11.1 The balance sheet as outlined in Table Eleven-A reflects the difference between its
liabilities, i.e., what it owes, and its debtors, i.e., what is owed to ECCCG, plus any cash
balances at that point in time. The net liability, which for September 2019 was £19m, is
funded by the General Fund.
Table Eleven-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) Statement of Financial Position as at 30 September 2019
At 30
September
2019
£000s
Property Plant and Equipment

At 31 March
2019
£000s

154

184

755
1,218
981
32
2,986
104
3,090

592
25
922
40
20
1,599
115
1,714

Current liabilities
NHS Payables
NHS Accruals
Other Payables
Other Accruals
Deferred Income
Tax and Social Security
Pension Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables
Provisions
Total Current Liabilities

(1,106)
(3,232)
(3,223)
(13,884)
(70)
(528)
(22,043)
(147)
(22,190)

(2,006)
(2,760)
(4,054)
(12,898)
(85)
(461)
(22,263)
(168)
(22,431)

Net Current Liabilities

(19,100)

(20,717)

Total Assets Less Current Liabilities

(18,946)

(20,533)

(20,532)
159,249
(157,662)
(18,946)

(17,684)
299,129
(301,978)
(20,533)

Current Assets
NHS Receivables
Other Receivables
Prepayments
Accrued Income
Recoverable VAT
Trade and Other Receivables
Cash at Bank and in Hand
Total current assets

General Fund
Revenue resources b/f
Resources drawn down
Spending in year to date
Total General Funds
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12. Recommendation:

12.1 The Governing Body is asked to note the following:
 The forecast outturn of £9.72m following the receipt of £1.08m Commissioner
Sustainability Funding in July 19. This continues to remain in line with the revised Plan.
 Year to date deficit of £4.29m which is £0.03m better than planned deficit of £4.32m.
 Nil forecast net risks as a result of the identification of a number of non-recurrent
mitigations, whilst noting some potential risks are emerging, along with mitigations.

13. Reason for recommendation:

13.1 The recommendations highlight ECCCG’s performance against key financial indicators.

14. Area Affected

14.1 This relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire’s geographical areas.

15. Population affected

15.1 This relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire’s population.

16. Context

16.1 The Financial Performance Report is prepared by the Chief Finance Officer to ensure the
Governing Body is informed and where necessary takes appropriate decisions concerning
ECCCG’s financial performance to ensure it discharges its financial duties.

17. Finance

17.1 Not applicable.

18. Quality and Patient Experience

18.1 Not applicable.

19. Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

19.1 Not applicable.

20. Health Inequalities

20.1 Not applicable.

21. Equality

21.1 Not applicable.

22. Legal

22.1 Not applicable.

23. Communication

23.1 Communication with the public and other interested parties is via the publication of the
Financial Performance Report on ECCCG’s website.
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24. Supporting background information
24.1 Not applicable.

25. Access to further information

25.1 For further information relating to this report contact:
Name
Designation
Telephone
Email

Alex Mitchell
Programme Director - Finance
01625 663764
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net
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Title
Shared Governing Body Assurance Framework for the Cheshire
CCGs
Author
Jenny Underwood

Contributors

Risk & Corporate Assurance Manager,
NHS South Cheshire CCG & NHS Vale Royal CCG

Date submitted 23 October 2019
Purpose

To update the Governing Body on the Assurance Framework (GBAF) across the Cheshire CCGs.

Reason for consideration by Governing Body

The Assurance Framework is ‘owned’ by the Governing Body, therefore decisions relating to this
and assurances relating to its management will be reported to this meeting.

Key Implications– please indicate 
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Financial
Resources (other than finance)

Procurement

☐
☐
☐


Equality
Safeguarding
Legal / Regulatory
Other – please state
Outcome
Required:

Approve

☐ Ratify

Decommissioning
Quality & Patient Experience
Governance & Assurance
Staff / Workforce

☐ Decide

☐ Endorse

☐ For information

Recommendation(s)
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body is asked to:
 Note the contents of the shared Cheshire Assurance Framework

Benefits / value to our population / communities

Good governance processes within the CCGs promote optimal delivery of our work ultimately
leading to added value for our population.

Governing Body Assurance Framework Risk Mitigation (if applicable)
This paper outlines the risks within the Governing Body Assurance Framework.
Working together:
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group

☐
☐
☐
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Conflicts of Interest Consideration (if applicable)
Not applicable

Risk Register Mitigation (if applicable)

Selected risks below may be transferred to other risk registers managed by other teams within the
CCGs.

Paper history

Previous papers outlining proposals for a shared GBAF were received by the Governing Bodies of
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West
Cheshire CCG in July and early August, where the proposals were approved. A further update was
presented to the Governance & Audit Committees in Common for all four CCGs on 10 th September.
The Governing Bodies met at a meeting in common on 26th September where the shared
Governing Body Assurance Framework was approved. This paper is a regular update to the
Governing Body.

Report/Paper Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director)

Report reviewed by Matthew Cunningham, Director of Governance & Corporate Development
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Adoption of a Shared Governing Body Assurance Framework for the
Cheshire CCGs
1.

Introduction

1.1. All NHS organisations are required to have a functioning, fit for purpose Board (or Governing
Body) Assurance Framework (GBAF), which is owned and monitored by the Governing Body.
1.2. As well as being recommended good practice, having an approved GBAF in place forms a key
part of the annual governance assessment by the CCGs internal auditors. It provides a
structure for the evidence to support the Statement of Internal Control required as part of the
CCGs Annual Report and Accounts.
1.3. The purpose of the Governing Body Assurance Framework (GBAF) is to provide a system for
the Governing Body to capture and monitor the principal risks that might prevent the
organisation achieving its strategic objectives. Risks can be both internal risk and those
external risks in the wider health care economy in which the CCGs have a role.
1.4. The GBAF and Risk Registers are complementary but not the same thing. The GBAF identifies
principal risks at quite a broad level over a full-year period. The risks do not change much over
a year, although the key controls and assurance elements probably will do. Corporate risk
registers, team and project risk registers identify the precise day-to-day risks that make up
those broad principal risks, and those entries may stay relatively stable for the year or change
day by day.

2.

Shared Governing Body Assurance Framework for Cheshire

2.1. The shared Governing Body Assurance Framework (GBAF) was approved at the Governing
Bodies in Common meeting on 26th September 2019.
2.2. Other elements of the CCGs’ risk management approach and processes are being developed
and will be outlined in a shared risk management framework which will be presented to a future
Cheshire CCGs Audit Committees in Common meeting for comment before sign off via the
agreed governance route in the new structures.
2.3. In appendix A the heatmap shows the current risk profile of the GBAF. The GBAF risks are then
presented in a summary format. It is the intention that the GBAF is continually developing,
therefore future reporting will show additional information such as trends of the risk scores,
progress of actions and timescales, target risk scores. As always, new risks may be added as
they emerge and these may apply to one, several or all of the individual CCGs.

3.

Recommendations

3.1 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body is asked to:
 note the shared Cheshire Assurance Framework and updates to the risks.
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Governance
National Priorities: The NHS Long Term Plan – please indicate 
Developing out of hospital care
(joining up primary care and
community services).



Redesigning and reduce pressure on
emergency hospital services.



Delivering personalised care.





Focus on population health and
local partnerships with local
authorities through integrated care
partnerships (ICPs).

Digitally enabled primary and outpatient
care.
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Appendix A
Heatmap
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Likelihood

Risk ID
GBAF19-01

Risk Title
Quality & sustainability of services

Current Score
(3x4) 12

GBAF19-02

Delivering Financial Balance

(4x5) 20

GBAF19-03

Engagement & partnership working

(2x4) 8

GBAF19-04

Commissioning

(3x4) 12

GBAF19-05

Statutory Duties

(4x3) 12

GBAF19-06

No Deal EU Exit

(4x3) 12

GBAF19-07

LD Transforming Care

(4x4) 16

Trend
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GBAF19-01 Quality and sustainability of services
Risk Description:
There are financial challenges across the local system, pressures nationally and local structural changes
which could lead to a loss of focus on ensuring quality, safety and patient experience of services if the CCGs
do not ensure systems and processes are in place to maintain this focus.
Risk Owner: Executive Director of Quality and Patient Experience
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Initial Risk Score

3

4

12

Previous Risk Score

3

4

12

Current Risk Score

3

4

12

Trend



Key Controls


















Robust contract management processes are in place.
Intelligence gathered from formal regulatory inspections and national reporting
CQUINS in place with providers
Independent review and reporting (e.g. Francis, Kirkup etc.)
A full programme of Quality visits/audits is in place and reported to Quality Committees
Independent review of our communication and engagement strategy to ensure we understand how we
engage with our public.
Patient and Professional senate meetings take place on a regular basis
Exchange events with public and stakeholders and Cheshire Chat
Full participation with Local Authorities in many areas i.e.: SEND; Safeguarding; LD etc.
Healthwatch a full member of the Quality and Performance Committee
Attendance at overview Scrutiny Committees and Health & Wellbeing Boards
Process in place to manage failing providers in partnership across CCGs and with Local Authorities
Attendance at Quality Surveillance Group Cheshire and Merseyside
Representation at Safeguarding Children and Adult Boards for both local authority footprints
Safeguarding teams operate across the CCGs
Regular quality visits and reporting on care homes to Quality Committees
Quality Impact Assessment (QIA) process in place via programme management team – consistent
templates across all four CCGs

Gaps
 Sharing of incident information across commissioners
 Mechanism to share quality issues arising from QIPP plans across the system
Risk Actions







Quality visits/audits will continue throughout 2019/20. Reports and where required improvement plans
and lessons learnt are produced out of each visit.
Continued evaluation of national and local intelligence (e.g. benchmarking data, IAF, patient surveys)
Extend areas of cooperation with Local Authorities
Place communication and engagement work streams to be developed
Audit of reviewed SI and Duty of Candor process with Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHS FT
Review of SI reporting with NWAS to ensure sharing of SI information
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GBAF19-02 Delivering Financial Balance
Risk Description:
The agreed financial plans present considerable across the local system because of increasing demand and
costs compared to the resources available. As a result we may not meet our agreed system-wide control total
in year, meaning statutory financial duties will not be met. This could result in increased scrutiny from
regulators, deterioration in our IAF position and/or an inability to invest in transformation and innovation.
Risk Owner: Executive Director of Finance and Contracting
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Initial Risk Score

4

5

20

Previous Risk Score

4

5

20

Current Risk Score

4

5

20

Trend



Key Controls







Gaps

Financial recovery control and governance mechanisms are in place
Financial reporting on a monthly basis
Actions being taken to challenge areas of spend across the system
Reporting to NHS England and NHS Improvement as individual organisations and regularly via a joint
finance meeting with representatives from NHSI and E
Development of Integrated Care Partnerships within the Cheshire system to remove barriers and
develop cross provider working
Cheshire CCGs and providers reporting and accountable as a system to NHSE and NHSI
Reporting to relevant committees in all four CCGs

The financial contingency held by the CCGs is not adequate to recover from unforeseen financial
pressures
 The ability to flow monies around the system to deliver transformation
 Development of long term service strategy to deliver transitional change over a longer timeframe
supported by a financial, estates and ICT strategies.
Risk Actions









Review of commissioning and provider assurance in respect of contract monitoring
System development work ongoing to arrive at system sustainability plan balance position by April
2020
Set aside additional contingency in future years to address unforeseen difficulties,
Ensure that planning increases in budgets are realistic
Ensure that any financial targets/control totals are realistic and deliverable
Financial Recovery Plan being developed across Cheshire
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GBAF19-03 Engagement and Partnership Working
Risk Description:
If the CCGs don’t engage sufficiently with our partners and stakeholders to develop good working
relationships we may not be able to deliver our strategic objectives effectively.
Risk Owner: Executive Director of Strategy and Partnerships
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Initial Risk Score

3

4

12

Previous Risk Score

3

4

12

Current Risk Score

2

4

8

Trend



Key Controls











Gaps


Communications and engagement strategy developed to ensure consistent and aligned messages
with key stakeholders
Active engagement with local authorities through forums including Health & Wellbeing Boards and
Overview & Scrutiny Committees.
Full participation in the Health & Care Partnership Collaborative Commissioning Forum and Cheshire
and Mersey Directors of Commissioning Forum.
Active partner in the Cheshire and Warrington sub-regional management structure.
Board to Board / Exec to Exec programme in place/developing with providers and Local Authorities
Working Together as Cheshire Programme currently supported by Local Authorities, 3 x GP
alliances/Federations, Cheshire LMC, Neighbouring CCGs, NHSE/I and Healthwatch.
Commissioning Intentions being developed in partnership with both Local Authorities.
Developing Cheshire East and Cheshire West Integrated Care Partnerships being actuvely supported
by CCGs.
Development of the CCGs Operational Plans reflects the closer working across Cheshire for CCGs
and partners.
Plans re integrated health and local authority Commissioning emerging.
Links with National Strategic Improvement Programmes.
Ability to flow monies around the system to deliver transformation without local authority involvement.

Risk Actions






Developing additional capability and capacity for both Cheshire East and Cheshire West ‘Places’.
Further strengthening of partnership working identified through new planning guidance and horizon
scanning of best practice.
Development of Cheshire wide financial recovery plans.
Further links with STPs beyond Cheshire and Mersey being made.
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GBAF19-04 Commissioning
Risk Description:
Our local population is increasing and the profile of health needs is changing. As a result there may not be the
workforce and/or financial resource available to commission services, which could mean services aren’t
meeting the needs of our local population.
Risk Owner: Executive Director of Planning and Delivery
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Initial Risk Score

3

4

Previous Risk Score

3

4

12
12

Current Risk Score

3

4

12

Trend



Key Controls





Commissioning programmes have been developed to address the needs of the local population these
link with analysis of Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA), NHS National Must Dos, Long Term
Plan and Planning Guidance.
Benchmarking, including Right care analysis, indicates key outlier areas where improvement plans are
developed to improve services/outcomes.
Operational plans have been developed on a Cheshire footprint to better understand and reflect the
needs of the population as a whole and allow the CCGs to commission services more effectively to
meet these needs
Contracting and performance structures have been enhanced to identify variations from plan and
develop mitigations.

Gaps
Public Health (CWAC and CEC) budgets have been reduced so opportunities to deliver health
prevention strategies are reduced.
 Increasingly older population with increased comorbidities and frailty
 Increased pressure on a range of services including pressures due to volume, complexity and service
resilience issues.
 Workforce constraints in key disciplines; e.g. nursing, General Practitioners, some medical specialties
limits the capacity available to meet demand
 The Integrated Care Partnerships in Cheshire are not yet fully established and as such some of the
opportunities to gain improvements in effectiveness and efficiency are yet to be realised.
Risk Actions













Use of innovation and technology such as advice and guidance, apps, tele dermatology and
implementation of improved pathways.
Implementation of single point of access for musculoskeletal referrals.
Work with CWAC and CEC public health teams to promote the prevention agenda
National and Local Campaigns to promote flu vaccines, self-care and the use of 111.
Investment into specialties under pressure and closure to referrals outside of SC&VR GPs.
Individual Care Community Development plans to reflect local demography with Transformational
Support Funding made available to develop pilot projects.
Implementation of Single Point of Access for each of our 5 Care Communities.
Emergency Care Intensive Support Team Action Plan in place
Single point of access introduced in each care community
Referrals closed to out of area GPs for pressured acute specialties.
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Plans to embed risk stratification agreed. Use of innovation and technology such as advice and
guidance, apps, tele dermatology and implementation of improved pathways.
Implementation of single point of access for musculoskeletal referrals.
Work with CWAC and CEC public health teams to promote the prevention agenda
National and Local Campaigns to promote flu vaccines, self-care and the use of 111.
Investment into specialties under pressure and closure to referrals outside of SC&VR GPs.
Individual Care Community Development plans to reflect local demography with Transformational
Support Funding made available to develop pilot projects.
Implementation of a Mental Health Single Point of Access.
Emergency Care Intensive Support Team Action Plan in place at Mid Cheshire Hospitals Foundation
Trust
Plans to embed risk stratification agreed and roll out plans developed.
The two ICP teams are working with primary care to develop plans (this includes the training hubs for
Primary Care)
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GBAF19-05 Statutory Duties
Risk Description:
The CCGs are required to deliver the NHS Constitutional standards and other statutory duties. Failure to do
so could lead to penalties for the CCGs and/or the system as a whole, as well as a reduction in the quality of
care delivered to our patients.
Risk Owner: Executive Director of Planning and Delivery
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Initial Risk Score

4

3

12

Previous Risk Score

4

3

12

Current Risk Score

4

3

12

Trend



Key Controls











Monthly performance report produced relating to constitutional targets. This has been developed to
incorporate best practice from across Cheshire.
Contract review meetings to challenge provider performance and these are often held with all system
providers together such that a system position can be ascertained.
Executive scrutiny of key targets at Executive Team and Quality and Performance Committee where
specific areas are highlighted and reported on.
Seasonal plans produced and submitted to NHS England
Financial recovery plan being produced across Cheshire
Additional resource identified in CSU Business Intelligence Team to support daily management and
escalation of issues
Detailed Operational Plans incorporate planning guidance, which outlines regulatory requirements.
The CCGs have contracts in place with providers which contain agreed performance
expectations. Levers in these contracts allow the CCGs to seek improvements in performance and
can apply sanctions if performance does not improve. Where performance is not in line with contracted
standards improvement plans are in place with providers.
Monitoring and reporting processes have been established to highlight performance issues. These
include collaborative processes with providers and internal controls.

Gaps
Despite improvement plans performance is not yet in line with contracted levels in a range of services
and the resources and capacity required to deliver the improvements is constrained by CCG/Provider
finances and workforce availability.
 Despite long standing, and evolving recovery plans to improve A&E performance there has been a
continued non compliance with the national 95% standard across our main providers.
 The nature of service provision means that capacity issues continue to emerge and workforce
constraints present challenges in recovering these issues.
Risk Actions








Meetings with system providers and regulators to address financial balance concerns across the
system in Central Cheshire
Share best practice across Cheshire. Focusing on the clinical priority areas identified in the NHS
Oversight Framework.
Pro-active engagement with NHSE teams
Development of Cheshire Financial Recovery Plan and agreement of plan with NHS
England/Improvement
Implementation of revised Cheshire CCGs governance arrangements and organisational structures.
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GBAF19-06 No Deal EU Exit
Risk Description:
An EU Exit with no deal could cause uncertainty and instability in the local system relating to resource
(physical and personnel) and sharing of data. This uncertainty could lead to difficulties in providing care to our
patients.
Risk Owner: Director of Governance and Corporate Development
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Initial Risk Score

4

3

12

Previous Risk Score

4

3

12

Current Risk Score

4

3

12

Trend



Key Controls








Plans developed in accordance with national guidance and actions taken by Department of Health and
Social Care
Risks assessed relating to the areas outlined in the national guidance
Reporting to NHS England (this is being done in conjunction with Providers to give a system position)
Working across Cheshire to align plans and reduce workload
The same Executive and Senior Management lead identified for all Cheshire CCGs
Daily situation report (SITREPs) produced by a pan Cheshire EU Exit Working Group that has
representation from all teams.
Pan-Cheshire group has been developed that includes local authority colleagues. This helps
understand plans in social care commissioning and provision.

Gaps


Uncertainty remains at a national level on timing and conditions of EU Exit

Risk Actions






Pan Cheshire EU Exit Working group has been established and has met fortnightly. This enables a
comprehensive response to any risks, issues or requests for information from Government or
regulators
Gaining clarity on key communications messages from Department of Health and Social Care
Compare and agree risks and mitigation plans across Cheshire
Update Business Continuity plans as required
On call rota reviewed to ensure exec director is on call over the potential EU Exit weekends
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GBAF19-07 Transforming Care Delivery
Risk Description:
The Transforming Care national programme has 3 keys aims:
1.
To improve quality of care for people with a learning disability and/or autism
2.
To improve quality of life for people with a learning disability and/or autism
3.
To enhance community capacity, thereby reducing inappropriate hospital admissions and length of
stay
There is a risk to NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS West Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG and
NHS Vale Royal CCG that NHS England targets set for total number of inpatients as per aim 3 will not be met.
Risk Owner: Executive Director of Strategy and Partnerships
Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Initial Risk Score

4

4

16

Previous Risk Score

4

4

16

Current Risk Score

4

4

16

Trend



Background and rationale for score
For patients, not meeting the target potentially means that they remain in inpatient settings, so they are not
living in the community near to friends and family. However, patient involvement has advised that adopting a
patient centred approach is best. For many of these patients if they had been discharged as per the target it
would have brought about greater risk to them and or others and so, on balance, it is more important to
ensure care is right for each individual than meet the target. The Governing Bodies have been informed of and
approved this approach.
Key Controls and Assurances






Gaps
•

Cheshire wide monthly check and challenge sessions have been introduced to assure NHS E/I.
Further clinical leadership and ownership introduced.
Standardised admission avoidance approach.
Each Governing Body receives monthly report.
Collaborative working across Cheshire CCGs with lead director to ensure improved grip.
Individual risk assessment processes used to mitigate risks personal to each patient.

Lack of suitable available facilities that meet the needs of significantly complex patients.
Patient choice – some patients especially those with very long lengths of stay do not wish to move to a
new environment.
• Lack of suitable care providers to support these complex and vulnerable individuals.
Planned Mitigating Actions
•







Individual plans are in place for each of our inpatients to fit with patient choice, family wishes and
required risk mitigations.
Realistic expected dates of discharge have been reset with NHS E/I support.
Market management to source further properties and care agencies to support these patients to move
into the community.
Closer working with Care Co-ordinators to ensure no unnecessary slippage on actions.
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 For information



Recommendation
The Governing Body is asked to:
 Note and endorse the October/November 2019 update on progress in Cheshire towards
carrying out the National Transforming Care Programme, in conjunction with previous updates
that have been provided to Governing Body

Benefits / value to our population / communities

In 2017, new guidance was published on the Transforming Care Programme which stipulated that
CCGs should work with partners to ensure patients with Learning Disabilities and/or Autism are
fully supported and discharged from inpatient care and/or admissions are prevented wherever
possible.
This approach supports patients to live fulfilled lives in the community closer to family and support
networks.

Governing Body Assurance Framework Risk Mitigation (if applicable)

This programme has been added to the risk registers for NHS Eastern Cheshire, NHS West
Cheshire, NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group.

Conflicts of Interest Consideration (if applicable)
None

Risk Register Mitigation (if applicable)
GBAF19-07 Transforming Care Delivery

Report / Paper history

Reports have been submitted to Governing Body and to the following Governing Body sub
committees on a monthly basis:
 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG - Clinical, Quality and Performance Committee
 NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal CCGs - Clinical Quality and Performance Committee.
 NHS West Cheshire CCG - Finance, Performance and Commissioning Committee.

Report/Paper Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director)

Tracey Cole: Executive Director of Strategy and Partnerships NHS East Cheshire, NHS West
Cheshire, NHS South Cheshire and NHS Vale Royal CCGs

Appendices
Appendix A

CLICK HERE to see Letter from NHS England and Improvement regarding
change in oversight arrangements for quality of inpatient care for people with a
learning disability and/or autism
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Transforming Care Programme
(improving the lives of people with a Learning Disability
and/or autism)
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

The paper provides an update on local progress towards carrying out the National
Transforming Care Programme (TCP) which aims to improve the lives of children, young
people and adults with a Learning Disability and/or Autism, including those with a Mental
Health condition.

1.2

Key aspects of this programme are:
 Supporting patients to be discharged from hospital inpatient care so that patients can live
fulfilling lives in the community with appropriate support
 Learning Disability Annual Health Checks
 Community Treatment Reviews / Community Education Treatment Reviews
 Stopping over medication of people with a learning disability, autism or both (STOMP)
 Learning Disability Review Programme (LeDeR)

1.3

In line with the Working Together As Cheshire programme, Lead Directors have been
allocated key areas where a pan-Cheshire approach is appropriate. Tracey Cole, Executive
Director of Strategy and Partnerships has agreed to take Director level responsibility for the
programme.

1.4

This paper provides information for the following Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs):
 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG (NHS ECCCG)
 NHS South Cheshire CCG (NHS SCCCG)
 NHS Vale Royal CCG (NHS VRCCG)
 NHS West Cheshire CCG (NHS WCCCG).

1.5

The following key targets exist to support the above programme:
 a reduction in the number of service users in an inpatient setting by 1st April 2019 – IAF
(Improvement and Assessment Framework) Indicator 124a (CCGs = 10 to 15 patients
per million).
 ensuring that 75% of people on GP practice registers diagnosed with a Learning
Disability, aged 14 and above, will have had an Annual Health Check with their GP
practice by March 2020 – IAF indicator 124b.

2.

Learning Disabilities Mortality Review (LeDeR) Programme

2.1

A new national model has commenced from September 2019. The Midlands and Lancashire
Commissioning Support Unit (CSU) has been commissioned by NHS England and
Improvement (NHS E/I) to cover the backlog of reviews.

2.2

CCGs have been given the opportunity by NHS E/I to opt out of the CSU arrangement,
however, the strict criteria for this option has meant that only one CCG in the North is opting
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out. Therefore Cheshire CCGs have agreed to continue with the CSU arrangement around
coordination and review management.
2.3

NHS E/I have stated that there will be more rigour in terms of LeDeR reviews and shared
learning across the Cheshire and Mersey region, additional funding has been awarded to the
CCGs and this has supported a reduction in backlog cases.

2.4

The CCGs are currently training additional LeDeR reviewers; this will help bring stability
within the reviewer workforce.

2.5

A full breakdown of reviews will be submitted in the Governing Body January 2020 report.

3.

Stopping Over Medication of people with a Learning Disability, Autism
Spectrum Condition or both with Psychotropic medicines (STOMP)

3.1

4.

4.1

5.

A full update will be provided in the Governing Body January 2020 report.

Learning Disability Annual Health Checks (AHCs)

A Lead Officer across the Cheshire CCGs has been allocated to this work. The Lead Officer
is working with each Primary Care Network to agree a plan of action to result in improved
performance; one option is for the Lead Officer to complete the health check. The target is to
ensure that 75% of those registered with a Learning Disability have an annual health check.
The Lead Officer is also working with Practice Managers to ensure that Learning Disability
Health checks are recorded and coded appropriately.

Transforming Care Inpatients

5.1

The initial target for Cheshire CCGs for Transforming Care patients is to have 10 to 15
inpatients per million populations by 1st April 2020.

5.2

The CCGs are working closely with Cheshire & Wirral Partnership NHS Trust (CWP) and
external providers to ensure assessments are completed in a timely manner and care and
support is available and meets individual needs. Many individuals require complex
packages of care as well as specific housing requirements; therefore the CCGs are working
closely with the Local Authorities to ensure appropriate housing is available.

5.3

Specific progress has been made to support the reduction of individuals in inpatient hospital
care. The table below highlights inpatient numbers and estimated discharges for November
2019. NHS E/I expect the Cheshire CCGs to have no more than 10 inpatients by March
2020, the Cheshire CCGs are on target to meet this.
Clinical Commissioning
Group
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
NHS South Cheshire CCG
NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS West Cheshire CCG
Total

Inpatients as of
th
19 Aug 2019
4
5
3
4
16

Inpatients as of
th
18 Sept 2019

Inpatients as of
th
18 Oct 2019

4
5
3
4
16

4
4
3
4
15

Estimated
Discharges
by the end
Nov 2019
0
3
2
0
5
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5.4

The CCGs are holding a workshop in November 2019, together with CWP colleagues to
celebrate successes and to agree a forward plan that will incorporate learning from previous
case examples, as well as been guided by the Transforming Care 10 High Impact Actions
listed below: Know your population
 Embed person-centred approaches
 Support delivery of personal health budgets
 Ensure health engagement in education, health and care planning
 Know total staffing and financial resources
 Capacity and gap analysis of providers
 Provide intensive community support 24/7
 Capacity and gap analysis of housing provision
 Robust CTR processes
 Effective discharge processes.

5.5

All CCGs received notification from NHS E/I on the 10th September 2019 to state that there
has been a change in the oversight arrangements for the quality of inpatient care with people
with individuals, particularly focusing on transitioning care arrangements. This mainly affects
the way in which the CCGs will now have to review and monitor providers who provide
inpatient care to people. The letter detailing the change can be found in Appendix A.

5.6

The expectation from NHS E/I is that any inpatient care with the CCG boundaries will have to
be quality assured by that CCG regardless of who is paying for care. This change requires
CCGs to visit Children and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) (Tier 4) settings
every 6 weeks and Adults inpatients settings every 8 weeks, this is in addition to any
Community Treatment Reviews and Community Education Treatment Review arrangements.

5.7

The NHS Long Term plan set out an implementation framework which the CCGs are
currently discussing with NHS E/I. The Quality Team and Transforming Care Programme
Leads across Cheshire are coming together to work up an operational plan to meet these
requirements by end of November 2019. This is a significant change in the way providers
who provide care through specialised commissioning are now reviewed and quality assured.
We will continue to work with NHS E/I and encourage joined up quality and oversight reviews
where required.

6.

TCP Funding 2019/2020

6.1

The CCGs are working with NHS E/I to work up individual bids of a value up to £25,000 for
people leaving inpatient care. This funding is ongoing for the next 12 months to support
transitional discharges.

6.2

The Cheshire CCGs are also looking to bid for additional monies through ‘building small
support bids’ funding to develop and deliver health awareness for people with a learning
disability. This bid needs to be returned by the 1st November 2019 and commissioners are
working with others including Cheshire West and Chester Council and Cheshire East Council
to ensure timely submission.
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The potential new monies through the ‘building small support bids’ funding will enable
provision of:
 additional resources in terms of leaflets and on-line information in easy read format
 additional monies will also deliver physical health and well-being sessions to support
people to make healthy living choices
 additional training and development for health and social care teams across Cheshire
 this project will be evaluated and learning shared with all partners and stakeholders

Intensive Support Team

7.1

NHS E/I are currently undertaking a review of the intensive support team outcomes across
Cheshire and Merseyside. A full report will be available in the New Year and shared with
partners.

7.2

The current CWP service across Cheshire is funded through a Transforming Care
Programme bid and the Cheshire CCGs along with CWP are exploring sustainable longer
term options.

8.

Yeoman House (Bridge Meadow)

8.1

A number of residents’ meetings have taken place and these have been attended by NHS
West Cheshire & NHS Vale Royal CCGs, Cheshire West and Chester Council and the local
Council member. These meetings have been positive and an agreement has been reached
on a new name for Bridge Meadow and this will be Yeoman House.

8.2

Chester West and Chester Council are the lead for this contract and are at present
supporting the implementation process in regards to the care and support that is to be
delivered by Affinity Trust. We are anticipating the first resident to be in place by midNovember 2019. The service delivery and care support will be monitored on a monthly basis
through Cheshire West and Chester contractual process as well as a clinical panel that will
meet every quarter to ensure clinical effectiveness.

9.

Peer Group Area/Town Area Affected

10.

Population affected

11.

Context

The Transforming Care Programme impacts on all geographical areas across Cheshire and
Merseyside. Cheshire is part of the Cheshire and Merseyside programme.
The programme relates to children, young people and adults with Learning Disabilities. It also relates
to people who are diagnosed as being on the Autistic Spectrum, either with or without
associated Learning Disabilities.
The Planning Guidance set out national ambitions for transformation of Learning Disabilities services
as one of the 6 vital clinical priorities and this is reflected in the 2019 commissioning
intentions for the Cheshire CCGs and the NHS Long Term Plan.
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12.

Finance

12.2

Capital bids are also available and the CCGs are working with partners to explore potential
options, the bids are up to £1m depending on area need.

13.

Quality and Patient Experience

14.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

14.2

The CCGs have also have ensured CWP will collect feedback from patients and families as
part of the assessment process. This will be monitored through the joint contract meeting.

14.3

The CCGs are also members of Cheshire West and Cheshire East Learning Disability
Partnership Boards which are convened to share proposals with service users and their
families.

14.4

NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG and NHS
West Cheshire CCGs are committed to involvement and engagement across to ensure
services meet the needs of people with a learning disability and/or autism.

15.

Health Inequalities

16.

Equality

17.

Legal

12.1

13.1

14.1

15.1

16.1

17.1

Additional bid opportunities are to be announced by NHS England as part of the
Transforming Care Programme

A framework has been developed to provide NHS E/I with assurance that commissioners
have quality assurance minimum standards for Care Education & Treatment Reviews
(CETRS) and Care and Treatment Reviews (CTRS) in place.

Pathways Associates are commissioned to support the CCGs with public and patient
engagement. They are ensuring a fully inclusive approach to engagement. The role of the
‘Experts by Experience’ is to ensure any plans that are developed are based on the
feedback and information from people with Learning Disabilities, their families, and friends so
that the plan is truly coproduced in a meaningful way.

NHS South Cheshire CCG, on behalf of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, chairs the autism
work stream group alongside Cheshire East Council. As part of the work stream a Joint
Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) for Learning Disabilities will be produced during
2019/20 which will look at current and future health and care needs across Cheshire East.
A full Equality Impact Assessment has been completed by the local Transforming Care
Partnership Hub. The programme supports discharging individuals from inpatient hospital
facilities into the community, as well as supporting the NHS constitution by reducing
inequalities and ensuring everyone matters.
There are no legal implications at present.
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NHS England has commissioned Pathways Associations to complete engagement and
communications plans for the Transforming Care Programme. These are now in place and
have been co-produced by people who use services, parents, families and carers. Pathways
hold quarterly engagement events with people using services as well as wider stakeholders
and partners.

The Governing Body is asked to:
 Note the October/November 2019 update on progress in Cheshire towards carrying out
the National Transforming Care Programme, in conjunction with previous updates that
have been provided to Governing Body.

For further information relating to this report contact:
20.1
Name
Jamaila Tausif
Designation
Associate Director of Strategy & Partnerships
Email
jamaila.tausif@nhs.net
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CCG (Chief Executives,
Chief Operating Officers,
Medical Directors, Chief Nurses)
Copied to:
Transforming Care Partnerships SROs;
STP and ICS leads

NHS England and Improvement
Skipton House
80 London Road
London
SE1 6LH
Publishing Approval Reference
001146

By email

10/09/2019

Dear colleagues
Change in oversight arrangements for Quality of Inpatient Care for people with
a learning disability and / or autism
As you will be aware, the Long Term Plan published in January this year reconfirmed
our commitment to reduce the health inequalities faced by people with a learning
disability, autism or both so they can live happier, healthier, longer lives.
As part of the plan to deliver this, we reiterated our ambition to deliver Transforming
Care/Building the Right Support and reduce the number of people with a learning
disability, autism or both in specialist inpatient settings, so that they can be a
supported community. Since 2015, together we have made good progress: the
number of people in hospital has reduced by more than a fifth, with thousands of
discharges from hospital taking place and over 785 people who had been in hospital
for over five years are now being supported in their community, and I would like to
again express my thanks for your help in moving this agenda forward.
The Long Term Plan commitment to improving quality of inpatient care
We know that collectively there is still more for us to do to reach the ambition set out
in the Long Term Plan and ensure that children, young people and adults with a
learning disability, autism or both are supported in the community; but for those
people that do require specialist inpatient care and treatment we must ensure that it
is of the highest quality and closer to home.
The Long Term Plan quality of inpatient care commitments include:
•

•

improving the quality of specialist inpatient care for all people with a learning
disability, autism or both across the NHS and independent sector, with a
specific focus on reducing the use of restrictive practice; and
reducing the number of people that access specialist hospital care away from
their own area

NHS England and NHS Improvement
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Changes in oversight arrangements: action to take now
We are writing to you today to inform you of some of the changes we will be making
to deliver these commitments. As you will know commissioners of services are
required to set clear expectations around the quality of care that should be provided
within a specialist inpatient setting. They should ensure that there are robust and
effective processes in place to identify any issues or concerns relating to quality, in
line with Building the Right Support, and that these are acted on in a timely way.
Six or eight weekly out of area visits
For those individuals who are placed out of area – particularly children and young
people and adults with a learning disability, autism or both, we want to ensure that
they benefit from an enhanced level of oversight and focus on the quality and s afety
of their care.
The Secretary of State for Health and Social care has already announced that an
early action needs to be ensuring that every person who is placed out of area has a
minimum of a 6 or 8 weekly site visit from their commissioner (6 weeks for children
and young people in a CAMHS Tier 4 setting, and 8 weeks for adults aged 18 or
over with a learning disability, autism or both in an inpatient setting) – this must be
additional to the CTR / CETR. This requirement was also set out in the Long Term
Plan Implementation Framework.
It is expected that NHS England specialised commissioning teams and all Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) will be making plans for local delivery of this
commitment, to be fully operational not later than the end of December 2019.
For Specialised Commissioning, this requirement will be for all patients – irrespective
of whether they are placed in or out of area – as is consistent with the Specialised
Commissioning case manager Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).
CCG responsibility for new oversight arrangements
The Secretary of State also announced the expectation that, for CCG-commissioned
inpatient care, the host CCG will take responsibility for the oversight of any issues
relating to quality and safety from a commissioning perspective. We have engaged
with CCG colleagues on this role and have developed a set of Frequently Asked
Questions (Appendix One) that should support commissioners to put this into place.
Whilst we develop further, more detailed guidance, we expect CCGs to be putting
this arrangement into place with immediate effect, particularly where there are
providers with quality concerns or with patients placed by multiple and dispersed
commissioners.
Next Steps
NHS England and Improvement will work with regions, CCGs and specialised
commissioning hubs to develop a commissioning quality toolkit, which will be
available during Spring 2020. In December 2019, NHS England and Improvement
will publish further guidance on:
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-

A framework for the 6 or 8 weekly site visits;
Further, detailed guidance around the host commissioner responsibilities
a refresh of the case manager Standard Operating Procedure for case
managers within Specialised Commissioning;
best practice guidance on the inclusion of people with lived experience in
quality oversight arrangements;

The regional workshops that colleagues held in July have started the conversation
about this work, and we look forward to your continued support in taking this forward.
If you have any questions, please contact your NHS England and Improvement
Regional Lead(s) for Learning Disability and Autism. (Details are below).
Many thanks for your continued support in improving the quality of specialist
inpatient care for people with a learning disability, autism or both.
Kind regards

Claire Murdoch
National Mental Health Director
NHS England & NHS Improvement

Region
North West
North East & Yorkshire
Midlands
East of England
London
South East
South West

Lead(s)
claire.swithenbank@nhs.net; marieboles@nhs.net
claire.swithenbank@nhs.net; marieboles@nhs.net
susan.fox11@nhs.net; jacqueline.barnes4@nhs.net
karen.lockett@nhs.net
h.peakman@nhs.net; janeclegg@nhs.net
sally.allum@nhs.net; susan.storrar1@nhs.net
jill.crook1@nhs.net; kevin.elliott@nhs.net
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Service Lead, Cheshire & Wirral NHS Executive Director of Strategy & Partnerships
Continuing Healthcare Services
Cheshire CCGs

Andrew Whittingham

Senior Accountant Cheshire & Wirral NHS Continuing
Healthcare Services
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Date submitted
Purpose

To inform Governing Bodies of a decision made to revise the current Cheshire & Wirral NHS
Continuing Healthcare Service delivery model from 01 April 2020, which will result in a separation
of Cheshire and Wirral services and the TUPE of staff aligned to Wirral Health and Care
Commissioning to an alternative provider.

Reason for consideration by Governing Body
For Information

Key Implications– please indicate 
Strategic

Financial

Procurement
☐
Equality

Safeguarding
☐
Legal / Regulatory

Other – please state
Outcome
Required:

Approve

☐ Ratify

Consultation & Engagement
Resources (other than finance)
Decommissioning
Quality & Patient Experience
Governance & Assurance
Staff / Workforce

☐ Decide

☐ Endorse

☐ For information

Recommendation(s)
The Governing Body of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG is asked to note for information:
 the decision made to ensure that the Cheshire and Wirral NHS Continuing Healthcare service
remains fit for purpose allowing both Wirral Health and Care Commissioning and Cheshire
CCGs to achieve their strategic objectives.
Working together:
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group


☐
☐
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 that a plan has been approved by the Wirral Business Managers Group and by Cheshire’s Joint
Commissioning Committee to implement transfer under TUPE of Wirral aligned staff to an
alternative employer contracted by Wirral Health and Care Commissioning.
 that a project group has been set up to implement this plan.
 that the project group aim to meet its objectives, transferring Wirral aligned staff to an alternative
employer contracted by Wirral Health and Care Commissioning by 31st March 2020.

Benefits / value to our population / communities
 Revision of the delivery model for the Cheshire and Wirral NHS Continuing Healthcare Service
in line with the changes in the commissioning landscape will enable Wirral Health and Care
Commissioning & Cheshire CCGs to achieve their strategic objectives.
 The revised delivery model will allow all organisations to continue to improve, and to increase
partnerships working with Local Authorities.

Governing Body Assurance Framework Risk Mitigation (if applicable)
N/A

Conflicts of Interest Consideration (if applicable)
No conflicts of interest are identified

Risk Register Mitigation (if applicable)
A project risk log is being kept.

Report / Paper history

Initial paper endorsed by Cheshire CCGs Executive Team 16/07/2019 and Wirral Business
Management Group 29/07/2019

Report/Paper Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director)

Options paper approved by Cheshire Joint Commissioning Committee (private) 26/07/2019
Approved by Wirral Health & Care Commissioning Joint Strategic Commissioning Board (private)
10/09/2019
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Cheshire & Wirral NHS Continuing Healthcare Service
Future Service Plan
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

In February 2019 the Director of Quality and Safeguarding, Wirral Health and Care
Commissioning, presented a paper titled ‘Cheshire & Wirral Continuing Healthcare &
Complex Care Service Future Footprint’ to Wirral Health and Care Commissioning Joint
Strategic Commissioning Board.

1.2

The paper described a need to revise the delivery model for the Cheshire and Wirral NHS
Continuing Healthcare Service in line with the changes in the commissioning landscape
which will enable Wirral Health and Care Commissioning and the Cheshire CCGs to achieve
their strategic objectives. The Director of Commissioning, NHS South Cheshire and NHS
Vale Royal CCGs presented the same paper to the Cheshire CCGs Single Executive Team
in February 2019. The paper was supported by both forums.

1.3

A project group was established which has evaluated the options for a future delivery model.
The Project Group identified 7 possible options. The Project Group recommended that option
3b, (that the whole Wirral Continuing Healthcare Service (Adult CHC, section 117 aftercare
services, Children’s continuing care) transfer to an alternative employer contracted by Wirral
Health and Care Commissioning) is implemented.

1.4

The recommendation that option 3b is implemented was approved by Wirral Joint Strategic
Commissioning Board on 10th September 2019 and by Cheshire CCGs Joint
Commissioning Committee on 26th July 2019. Both meetings were held in private.

1.5

The project group has formulated a project plan and critical path.

1.6

Communication and engagement with staff involved in these changes were shared during
the week commencing 07 October 2019.

1.7

The project completion date for separation of the service is set for 31 March 2019.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Governing Body is asked to note for information the decision to revise the delivery
model for the NHS Continuing Healthcare Service.

3.

Reason for recommendation

3.1

The Cheshire and Wirral NHS Continuing Healthcare Service is responsible for the
assessment and commissioning of appropriate care packages, case management and
review of all patients who require an individually commissioned package of care.

3.2

Scope. When referring to ‘the Service;’ or ‘the NHS Continuing Healthcare Service’ this
covers the following categories of patients:
 NHS Continuing Healthcare (CHC)
Page 3 of 9
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Funded Nursing Care
Children’s continuing care
Joint Packages of Care
Patients covered under the Mental Health Act
 Patients in receipt of a payment (such as within a discharge to assess programme)
prior to an assessment
 Other patients who have been historically funded by CCGs or PCTs on an individual
basis outside of the Individual Funding Request system
 Patients awaiting an assessment for any of the above.





3.3

When referring to Cheshire and Wirral Clinical Commissioning Groups, this covers the
following CCGs:
NHS South Cheshire CCG
NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
NHS West Cheshire CCG
NHS Wirral CCG

3.4

Background to the Cheshire and Wirral NHS CHC Service. In February 2014, a collective
agreement was taken by Cheshire and Wirral CCGs to in-house the service rather than
continue to commission from Cheshire and Merseyside Commissioning Support Unit. This
decision was made due to a number of clinical incidents, poor response times and nonachievement of Key Performance Indicators. The service became hosted by NHS South
Cheshire CCG; the hosting arrangement entails all staff within the service being employed
by NHS South Cheshire CCG with a centralised management structure.

3.5

Current Position. The arrangement continues as established in 2015 and a number of
significant improvements have been made to the commissioning and delivery of the service
including:
 Service rating of GOOD by NHS England in 2017
 Full compliance with the National Framework for NHS Continuing Healthcare and NHS
Funded Nursing Care
 Increased performance against Key Performance Indicators including:
o Reduced referral to assessment waiting times (In line with Quality Premium
target)
o Increased number of personal health budgets in place
o Increased number of contracts in place with providers
o Increased number of fast track (end of life) cases having care package in place
within 48 hours
o Reduced number of assessments taking place in an acute setting (in line with
Quality Premium target) and supporting a reduced number of delayed transfers
from care from an acute setting
 Management of increase in demand and activity
 Selection to take part in the National Strategic Improvement Programme
 Implementation of innovative paper-light solution to reduce non pay costs, increase
efficiency and ensure all cases are tracked. Recognised in July 2019 as winners of the
Cheshire and Merseyside Digit@ll Connect Award for the success in this development.
 Construction and delivery in excess of QIPP plan for past 3 years.
Page 4 of 9
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Improvement in staff sickness and vacancy rates
Introduction of comprehensive performance management/performance reporting system
Internal Audit MIAA (Mersey Internal Audit Agency) report provides high level assurance
Formation of shared policies and procedures to ensure consistency is applied across the
areas and in line with national policy

3.6

Each of the five CGGs has signed a Memorandum of Understanding which is effective from
October 2016 – 31st March 2020.

3.7

Case for change. Since the establishment of this arrangement there have been a number of
changes locally within the health and care setting; NHS Wirral CCG and Wirral Borough
Council have aligned to form Wirral Health and Care commissioning which includes the
pooling of resources for CHC and all age disabilities under the agreement of a section 75
arrangement. In line with the national direction the Cheshire CCGs are proposing to merge
their Governing Bodies under a single management structure.

3.8

It is the ambition of Healthy Wirral that there is a neighborhood model of service delivery.
This has led to the formation of nine neighborhoods that are responsible for a population of
between 30k-50k. Neighborhoods are centred around GP surgery’s with care and a multidisciplinary team is being developed in order to wrap around them. The current CHC model
doesn’t adapt to this model of service delivery.

3.9

Within the Cheshire CCGs footprint, 17 Care Communities have been established which are
also based on the concept of caring for populations of between 30k-50k. Each of these 17
Care Communities will be incorporated within either Cheshire West Integrated Care
Partnership or Cheshire East Integrated Care Partnership. Work has been undertaken by the
CCGs to analyse the future functions that a single Cheshire CCG may undertake and those
which the ICPs may undertake. Proposals are emerging for some CHC functions to remain
within a proposed Cheshire CCG whilst others would be aligned to the ICPs and the Care
Communities.

3.10

The population size and demographics between the Cheshire CCGs and NHS Wirral CCG
are not similar, and have been grouped into different Rightcare clusters. This has become
more evident when reviewing performance data across Cheshire and Wirral footprint, as not
using comparable data could lead to changes in delivery that may not have a positive impact
on the Wirral population.

3.11

NHS Wirral CCG is currently under directions due to financial issues, one of the areas is
CHC, and this has increased the scrutiny from regulators with regard to spend and activity
within the commissioned service. The demand for the service continues to grow. Patient
needs are becoming more complex. Public expectations are rising and in some areas the
lack of availability of appropriate good value care is an unresolved issue. This requires the service
to be linked more closely to other areas of strategic commissioning and service provision.

3.12

Project timescales and governance arrangements. A Project Group has been set up to
fully consider all options available to allow the service to remain fit for purpose and for
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Cheshire CCGs and Wirral Health and Care Commissioning to each achieve their strategic
aims.
3.13

The Project Group has:
 Agreed terms of reference
 Agreed the project plan
 Fully considered all options including the risks and benefits of each

3.14

Progress and next steps. The recommendation that option 3b, that the whole Wirral Continuing
Healthcare Service (Adult CHC, section 117 aftercare services, Children’s continuing care) transfers
to an alternative employer contracted by Wirral Health and Care Commissioning, is implemented was
approved by the Wirral Joint strategic Commissioning Board on 10th September 2019 and by
Cheshire’s Joint Commissioning Committee on 26th July 2019. Both meetings were held in private.

3.15

The next steps are for the Project Group to implement this option, using a programme
management methodology and the following work streams have been identified:
 Governance
 Finance
 Human resources / Workforce (including engagement with staff side representatives)
 Communications and engagement
 Information Technology
 Operational continuity
 Wirral Contracting

3.16

Communication with staff involved in these changes has commenced and HR will lead the
transfer of staff, through TUPE arrangements to an alternative provider identified by Wirral
Health and Care Commissioning once this is known.

3.17

The project aims to complete objectives by the 31st March 2020.

3.18

Reporting to Joint Commissioning Committee (or Governing Bodies if this forum does not
continue) and JSCB would be by exception.

4.

4.1

5.

5.1

6.

6.1

Area Affected

The Cheshire and Wirral NHS Continuing Healthcare Service.

Population affected

The Cheshire and Wirral NHS Continuing Healthcare Service staff group.

Context

The revision of the current Cheshire and Wirral NHS Continuing Healthcare Service delivery
model aligns with the formation of Wirral Health and Care Commissioning and the formation
following merger of a single Cheshire CCG.
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Finance

7.1

The Cheshire & Wirral Continuing Healthcare Future Service planning project group aims to
achieve zero stranded costs.

8.

Quality and Patient Experience

8.1

The Cheshire & Wirral Continuing Healthcare Future service planning project group aims to
ensure that quality and patient experience are not affected by the changes to the service
delivery model. The services delivered to patients will be unchanged during and after project
completion.

9.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

9.1

Staff affected by the changes to the service delivery model will be fully consulted and TUPE
policy and procedures will be adhered to. HR oversight and implementation of the transfer of
staff is included in the project plan.

10.

Health Inequalities

11.

Equality

12.

Legal

13.

Communication

14.

Supporting background information

10.1
11.1

12.1

13.1

14.1

No Health inequalities are identified.
An equality impact assessment is underway.
The redesign of the service delivery model and subsequent transfer of staff to an alternative
employer will follow employment law policy.

The project plan includes a communications work stream and critical path including
communication with affected staff. Wider communications with partner organisations will be
planned and shared at appropriate times.
Decision making in relation to the future service plan of the Cheshire and Wirral Continuing
Healthcare and Complex Care Service lies with Wirral Health and Care Commissioning’s
Joint Strategic Commissioning Board and the Cheshire CCGs Joint Commissioning
Committee. Progression of the project will follow the steps overleaf:
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10/07/2019 - Project Group meeting
Project Group recommended Option 3b

Options paper taken to Cheshire Executive Team (16/07/2019) and Wirral
Business Management Group (29/07/2019) for information
Cheshire Joint Commissioning Committee (26/07/19, private) and Wirral
Joint Strategic Commisisoning Board (10/09/2019, private) received
options paper and approved recommendation
Cheshire Governing Bodies (public: EC 30/10/2019, SC/VR 07/11/2019),
WC 21/11/2019 and Wirral Joint Strategic Commissioning Board (public:
12/11/19) informed of future service plans for Cheshire & Wirral Continuing
Healthcare Service
The Project Group will oversee the implementation of Option 3b by 1 April
2020

15.

15.1

Access to further information

For further information relating to this report contact:

Name
Designation
Telephone
Email

Karen Smith
Service Lead – NHS Continuing Healthcare Services
07342 078115
Karensmith12@nhs.net
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National Priorities: The NHS Long Term Plan
Developing out of hospital care
(joining up primary care and
community services).



Redesigning and reduce pressure on
emergency hospital services.

☐

Delivering personalised care.



☐

Focus on population health and
local partnerships with local
authorities through integrated care
partnerships (ICPs).

Digitally enabled primary and outpatient
care.
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NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
☒ NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS South Cheshire CCG

☐

NHS West Cheshire CCG
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Title
Governance and Audit Committee Report
Author
Jenny Underwood

Contributors

Date submitted

22 October 2019

Risk and Corporate Assurance Manager
Cheshire CCGs

Purpose

To give assurance to the Governing Body on the business of the Governance & Audit Committee.

Reason for consideration by Governing Body

The Governance and Audit Committees are formal committees of the Governing Body and are
reporting to provide assurance on the business considered and decisions made.

Key Implications– please indicate 
Strategic

Financial

Procurement

Equality

Safeguarding

Legal / Regulatory

Other – please state
Outcome
Required:

Approve

☐ Ratify

Consultation & Engagement
Resources (other than finance)
Decommissioning
Quality & Patient Experience
Governance & Assurance
Staff / Workforce

☐ Decide

☐ Endorse

☐ For information









Recommendation(s)
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body is asked to:
 Note the key discussion points and decisions of the Governance and Audit Committee at
meetings on 23rd April, 17th June, 23rd July and 10th September 2019 held as meetings of
committees in common with NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West
Cheshire CCG

Benefits / value to our population / communities
n/a

Governing Body Assurance Framework Risk Mitigation (if applicable)
n/a

Working together:
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
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Conflicts of Interest Consideration (if applicable)
n/a

Risk Register Mitigation (if applicable)
n/a

Report / Paper history
n/a

Report/Paper Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director)

Matthew Cunningham, Director of Governance and Corporate Delivery
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Cheshire CCGs Governance and Audit Committees in Common
Assurance Report
1.

1.1

2.

Executive Summary

The Governance and Audit Committees of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG met collectively on 3rd
April, 17th June, 23rd July and 10th September 2019. The minutes of the April, June and July
meetings are attached as appendices to this paper. The minutes of the meeting which took
place on 10th September have not yet been formally approved by the committee, therefore
the key areas of discussion and decision from that meeting are included as part of this paper
for assurance to the Governing Bodies. This is not intended as full minutes or the formal
record of discussion and decisions taken.

Recommendation

2.1

The Governing Body is asked to:
 Note the key discussion points and decisions of the Governance and Audit Committee
meetings held as committees in common with NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale
Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG.

3.

Key Discussions from the Governance & Audit Committees in Common
meeting on 10th September 2019

3.1
3.1.1

Financial Assurance
Cost Apportionment between the CCGs. The Committees received a paper outlining the
methodology that has been put into practice to apportion costs across the four CCGs. A
weighed population calculation is being used. It was noted that this will be reviewed and
updated annually, depending on the outcome of the merger ballot. The Committees
endorsed this decision.

3.1.2

Running Cost Apportionment. The CCGs budgets have all been reviewed to ascertain
they are all following a consistent methodology for running cost apportionment based on
NHS England guidance. A paper was received to provide assurance that this was the case.
The Committees queried whether external audit had oversight of the methodologies. Subject
to this review the Committees approved the approach.

3.2
3.2.1

Corporate Governance
Corporate Governance Handbook. All four CCGs have received papers recommending
changes to their constitutions in line with the NHS model constitution. One of the
recommendations in the model constitution is to have a corporate governance handbook.
The Committees received a paper proposing that the web based format currently used by
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG be adopted by all CCGs. This was agreed by the Committees.

3.2.2

Conflicts of Interest Assurance. The Committees had asked at the previous meeting for
additional assurance on level of compliance for declarations of conflicts of interest across the
CCGs. This was provided in an assurance paper, which also outlined proposed actions to
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improve compliance and management of conflicts of interest more widely. It was agreed that
updates would be presented to the committee quarterly.
3.2.3

Governing Body Assurance Framework. The proposed risks on the shared Governing
Body Assurance Framework were reviewed by the committee. Approach and best practice
were discussed. A paper on the GBAF is to be received by the Governing Bodies.

3.2.4

Emergency Planning, Preparedness and Resilience (EPRR) Core Standards
Submission. CCGs are required to submit a self-assessment assurance on emergency
planning processes annually. The Committees reviewed the assurance standards and action
plans and recommended that the Governing Body endorse the self-assessment as
presented. The recommendation to the Governing Body is included in the Chief Officers
report.

3.2.5

Workforce Race Equality Standards (WRES). CCGs are required to report and provide
assurance on workforce race equality figures and improvement plans and publish these on
our websites. The Committees noted reports and the recommendation to not publish the full
reports due to the small number of staff and the possibility of identifying individuals. The
Committees approved this recommendation. Further detail is included in the Chief Officers
report.

3.2.6

Vernova Governance Report. Following a request from NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG’s
Committee to have sight of the outcomes of an audit review of Vernova CiC the Committees
received a report from Vernova outlining their action plan to carry out the audit
recommendations.

3.3
3.3.1

Counter Fraud
The Committees approved a common counter fraud policy across all four CCGs. This was
very similar to what had already been signed of individually, with only minor updates for
example job titles.

3.4
3.4.1

Information Governance
A single update report for the four CCGs was received by the Committees. They requested
more clarity and assurance on progress against the action plans for the next report.

3.5
3.5.1

Internal Audit
A progress report was received and noted. A request for a change in the audit plan was
discussed. An advisory piece of work has been commissioned by the CCGs the be carried
out by the advisory arm of MIAA. A request was made to offset the cost of this out of the
annual audit plan. There was a portion of time yet to be allocated to a review within the plan,
therefore the Committees agreed to this change.

3.6
3.6.1

External Audit
The Committees were informed that the Mental Health Investment Standard had
commenced and was due to be completed on time. The national consultation on changes to
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the scope of value for money (VfM) opinions was discussed. The consultation would be
circulated to committee members to then provide a collective response.

Appendices
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C

CLICK HERE TO access the Minutes of the Governance and Audit
Committee meetings held in common with NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS
Vale Royal CCG and NHS West Cheshire CCG on 23rd April, 17th June,
23rd July
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Governance and Audit Committee report

Appendix A
Minutes of the Cheshire CCGs Governance
Committees in common meeting on 23 April 2019
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Working together:
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group

Meeting Name: NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal
CCG & NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit Committees-inCommon
Venue:

Boardroom 1, Bevan House, Barony
Court, Nantwich, CW5 5RD

Meeting No: 1 – 2019/20

Date/Time:

Tuesday 23rd April 2019, 13:30-16:30

Chair: Suzanne Horrill

Name

Organisation

Job Title

NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG

Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Clinical Lead
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Clinical Lead
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member

Present

Committee Members
Peter Munday
Jane Stephens
Dr Robert Thorburn
John Clough
Suzanne Horrill
Dr Sinead Clarke
Kieran Timmins
Alan Whittle
Pam Smith

NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG











Attendees
Alex Mitchell
Matthew
Cunningham
Lynda Risk

Phil Meakin

Jenny Underwood
Gareth James

NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG/NHS Vale Royal
CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG/NHS Vale Royal
CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG/NHS Vale Royal
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG

Chief Finance Officer



Head of Corporate Services



Chief Finance Officer



Director of Assurance and
Turnaround



Risk and Corporate Assurance
Manager



Chief Finance Officer
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Gemma Caprio
Ged Small
Naomi Povey
Anne-marie Harrop
Lin Elliott
Roger Causer
Lynne Gibson

NHS West Cheshire
CCG
Grant Thornton
Grant Thornton
MIAA
MIAA
MIAA
MLCSU

Head of Governance



Audit Manager
Audit Manager
Assistant Director
Senior Audit Manager
Anti Fraud Specialist
Assistant HR Business Partner








Minutes
Item

Discussion and Actions

1.1

Committee Management
Welcome and Apologies

1.1.1

Phil Meakin welcomed everyone to the meeting. It was agreed that the
meeting would be chaired by the chair of the committee whose patch
the meeting was being held on. Therefore Suzanne Horrill, Chair of
Vale Royal CCG Governance and Audit Committee agreed to chair this
meeting.
It was noted that each committee was meeting today under their own
terms of reference, but that we would be seeking to align the terms of
reference, starting with discussions at this meeting.
Declarations of Interest

1.1.2

Introductions were made and any interests declared. There were no
declarations of interest pertinent to this meeting.
Terms of Reference
A proposed terms of reference had been drafted for discussion and
adoption by the committees if agreed.

1.1.3

It was noted that the steer from the workshop was to focus on the audit
side, however the committees discussed the importance of ensuring
that those items that it is suggested be moved from the remit of the
Audit Committees be covered elsewhere and that this process should
not be done in isolation from other governance processes taking place.
It is important to identify where these items would go.
There was a proposal within the internal audit plan to look at all the
committees in the round, which it was hoped would ensure items would
not be missed during the planning of new committees.
It was agreed that:

the committees would be looking for evidence of a risk
management framework, but should not be responsible for operational
risk oversight. This is an area that a responsible committee/group
needs to be identified for.

Action Owner
and due date
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Information Governance oversight should be the responsibility of
the committees

Oversight of conflicts of interest management should sit with the
committees

Tender waivers/procurement decisions could potentially be part
of the committees remit, however this may depend of thresholds set in
the SFIs and could be the responsibility of the Governing Body.

Financial reporting was discussed and agreed that there was a
need for the committees to have an oversight and assurance role,
however this should not become performance management.

Counter fraud should remain within the remit of the committees.

Policies for areas for which the committees are responsible
should be within the remit of the committees (for example Counter
Fraud and Information Governance) however not the default committee
for all policies.

The quorum for each existing committee should remain as is for
the time being and be written individually into the shared terms of
reference.
Auditor panels were also discussed, however it was noted that although
by agreement they comprised the same membership as the Audit
Committees, they had their own terms of reference, so it did not need to
be included within these ToRs.
The Governance workstream would, as part of its workplan map where
areas no longer covered by the committees would be covered. This
would take place as new committee structures developed. It was
queried whether interim arrangements would be needed for some
areas?
Oversight of ICPs was also discussed. It was noted that changes to
legislation potentially will allow for provider/commissioner joint
committees. In the meantime should assurance on emerging
system/ICP risks be on the workplan?
It was agreed that the changes discussed above would be
incorporated into the draft Terms of Reference for approval at the
next meeting.
1.2

Internal Audit
Cheshire Internal Audit Plan 2019/20
Lin Elliott presented an indicative joint plan for Cheshire, including risk
assessments and links to risk registers of each CCG to clarify where the
priorities have been identified from. The plan outlines priorities and
indicative timings for the year.

1.2.1

There was a query relating to the fees and the number of days. It was
clarified that there was an 18% reduction in the fees and the economies
of scale in the pan-Cheshire approach had been taken into account in
determining the number of days in the plan.
It was further noted that all CFOs had seen the proposed fees and
agreed them.

JU
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Plan of Quarter 1 Priorities
The second paper outlines proposed priorities for quarter 1 of 2019/20,
which the Committees are being asked to agree.
The plan allows for 3 key priorities pan Cheshire. The report proposed;


1.2.2

1.3

Committee Governance & Effectiveness – the committees
queried how far this would go in terms of scope – this would be
developed with the governance workstream and the audit
committees.
The committees also queried whether quarter 1 would be too
soon for this review and whether this would be an assurance
piece of work or support with assurance and mapping of
governance
It was agreed that this review should go ahead in quarter 1.
Terms of reference would be developed.



Cheshire Care Record – the committees queried what
assurance would be sought on this and what the benefit would
be of doing a review at this time.
It was agreed to put this review on hold for the time being
and look further into actual risks and what assurance
would be required.



Stakeholder Engagement and Impact – this review proposed to
look at the different policies and underpinning
processes/methodologies and develop a gap analysis. It was
queried whether this was a priority, however it was noted that
this is a statutory duty and can often trip organisations up. It
was felt that we should challenge each year what we are doing
and if it is the right thing.
It was agreed that this review should go ahead in quarter 1.
Terms of reference would be developed

Counter Fraud
Counter Fraud Plan 2019/20
Roger Causer presented the annual Counter Fraud plan for Cheshire.
He confirmed the position regarding fees was the same as for the
internal audit plan and noted that he is the anti-fraud specialist for all 4
CCGs.

1.3.1

Proactive exercises have been accounted for within the plan and some
local nuances incorporated (for instance the possible CFA inspection at
West Cheshire).
Conversations would develop during the course of the year to agree
proactive exercises and areas of fraud risk concern.
There is also a need to allow time for fraud investigations. The
committees queried whether there was flex if there was a major
investigation. RC confirmed that there was some provision, but his

LE

LE
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would potentially not be enough should there be a major investigation.

1.4

The plan was agreed, whilst noting the ongoing development of
proactive exercise areas.
Operational Management
HR Metrics Report
This report had been developed by the HR team from MLCSU and
provides an overview to the committees on areas such as staff turnover,
attendance, ethnic profile etc.

1.4.1

Consolidated Cheshire figures were reported to give a brief overview.
Of particular note were turnover figures which it was extrapolated have
been impacted by the current agreement across the CCGs to recruit to
fixed term roles. It is anticipated that this is likely to further change over
the next 12-18 months, during this period of uncertainty.
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Working together:
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group

Meeting Name: NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal
CCG & NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit Committees-inCommon
Venue:

Boardroom 2, Bevan House, Barony
Court, Nantwich, CW5 5RD

Meeting No: 2 – 2019/20

Date/Time:

Monday 17th June 2019, 13:30-16:30

Chair: John Clough

Name

Organisation

Job Title

NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG

Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Clinical Lead
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Clinical Lead
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member

Present

Committee Members
Peter Munday
Jane Stephens
Dr Robert Thorburn
John Clough
Suzanne Horrill
Dr Sinead Clarke
Kieran Timmins
Alan Whittle
Pam Smith

NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG











Attendees
Alex Mitchell

Matthew
Cunningham

Lynda Risk

Phil Meakin
Jenny Underwood

NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS
Vale Royal CCG, NHS
West Cheshire CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS
Vale Royal CCG, NHS
West Cheshire CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Vale Royal
CCG
NHS South Cheshire

Chief Finance Officer



Director of Governance and
Corporate Development



Chief Finance Officer



Director of Assurance and
Turnaround



Risk and Corporate Assurance
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Gemma Caprio
Robin Baker
Anne-marie Harrop
Lin Elliott
Roger Causer
Niall O’Gara
Andrew Whittingham

CCG, NHS Vale Royal
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG
Grant Thornton
MIAA
MIAA
MIAA
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Vale Royal
CCG

Manager
Head of Governance



Audit Partner
Assistant Director
Senior Audit Manager
Anti Fraud Specialist






Deputy Chief Finance Officer



Associate Director of Finance



Minutes
Item

Discussion and Actions

2.1

Committee Management
Welcome and Apologies

2.1.1

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies were noted
from Lynda Risk (Alex Mitchell attended on her behalf), Pam Smith,
Sinead Clarke, Robert Thorburn and Roger Causer.
It was confirmed that all committees were quorate.
Declarations of Interest

2.1.2

Introductions were made and any interests declared.
There were no declarations of interest raised pertinent to the matters to
be discussed at this meeting.
Minutes of Previous Meetings
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale
Royal CCG & NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit
Committee in Common meeting – 23rd April 2019


2.1.3



On page 5 confirmation was requested that all CFOs had
signed off the internal audit fees as stated in the minutes. It was
confirmed that they had.
There had been a request for details of days for each audit. It
was agreed that the plan could be circulated with days attached
to reviews, however it was noted that the plan was developed to
be output based, not billed per day.

Noting the comments above:



NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.
NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee

Action Owner
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approved the minutes.
NHS Vale Royal CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.
NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee meeting –
24th May 2019


NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.

NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee and NHS
Vale Royal CCG Governance & Audit Committee meeting – 23rd April
2019


It was requested that sections 1.2.1 and 1.3.1 be reviewed
before the minutes could be signed off. AW agreed to look at
the relevant sections with LR.

NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee and NHS
Vale Royal CCG Governance & Audit Committee meeting – 23rd May
2019



NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.
NHS Vale Royal CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.

NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit Committee meeting –
4th April 2019


NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.

NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit Committee meeting –
22nd May 2019


NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.

Action Logs
It was noted that the individual action logs had been included to formally
close down or transfer any remaining actions to a shared action log for
the meeting.
2.1.4

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
172 – Anti-fraud policies – keep open
183 – WtaC Governance Arrangements update – close
185 – Internal audit reports – close
186 – Confidential Waste Policy – keep open
187 – Evidence for number of users of systems holding personal and

AW
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confidential data – bring forward
NHS South Cheshire CCG and NHS Vale Royal CCG
104 – outstanding ToR for ICT audit review – confirmed review now
completed – close
110 – CoI Audit report – close
112 – Mandatory training compliance – close
113-115 – ratified policies on intranet – all completed and closed.
NHS West Cheshire CCG
AC/18/09/21 – cyber security assurance – carry forward
AC/18/09/32 – committee risk register – close
AC/18/12/35 – fraud e-learning – close
AC/19/04/01 – Assurance Framework review – close
AC/19/04/03 – Audit progress report – PO Numbers – carry forward
Meeting Dates

2.1.5

The committee discussed options for future dates and agreed that the
next two meetings would take place at 12:30 on 23rd July in
Macclesfield and on 26th September in the morning with exact time and
location to be confirmed based on where the Governing Bodies in
Common meeting would be held that afternoon.
Dates would be proposed for meetings in November, January and
March. In addition it was noted that each Committee could meet
separately if required.

JU

Establishment of a Committee Risk Register
2.1.6

This item had been included in order for the committees to discuss
whether this was required for the committees in common going forward.
It was agreed that it was not.
Terms of Reference
Proposed shared terms of reference had been drafted, however
following further discussion it was agreed that each committee would
continue to operate under its own terms of reference for the time being.

2.1.7

The Committees discussed meetings in private with the auditors, noting
that this was best practice, but hadn’t necessarily happened
consistently. It was agreed that time would be added before or after
each meeting, which could be used at the Committees’ and auditors’
discretion, as required.
It was also noted that the external audit contract for the CCGs would
come to an end this year, however there was an option to roll over for a
further two years. This would only apply if the CCGs remained as
individual CCGs, if a merger is agreed a new decision would need to
be made. It was agreed that this would be looked at and an options
paper would come to a future meeting, if the decision to merge is
made.

2.2

Financial Assurance

JU

MC/LR
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Review of SFIs and SORD
Andrew Whittingham and Niall O’Gara presented this paper. It was
explained that there were two key drivers for the paper.
Firstly was the appointment of a single executive team. This required
that the SFIs for each CCG be amended to allow for approval of
contracts. The approach taken was to identify a set limit over which
sign-off would have to be undertaken by the Governing Bodies, along
with sign off by the Accountable Officer and Chief Finance Officer.
Below this limit sign off could be undertaken by the Chief Officer and
Chief Finance Officer. Director level sign offs were also outlined. An
authorised signatory list had also been reviewed which allows sign off
where contracts already exist, provided they are within the agreed
limits.
It was noted that EU statutory limits also apply universally, however the
limits set within the SFIs are well below this. It was queried whether this
applies to a total contract value or annual contract value. It was
confirmed this was the annual value. It was also noted that currently
the figures outlined in the paper relate to each CCG. This would need
to be reviewed if the CCGs agree to merge.

2.2.1

The second was to begin the process of agreeing a consistent
approach to how matters are delegated across Cheshire. A review of
the scheme of reservation and delegation (SORD) highlighted notable
differences across the CCGs in what has been delegated by the
Membership. A complete review of the SORDs will be done in line with
updates to the constitutions, for today the Committees are asked to
note the work being done to review the SORD.
The committees asked the report authors to consider giving clarity on
annual contract value, the cumulative impact across CCGs and
ensuring consistency of job titles.
Having noted these points:








2.3
2.3.1

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
agreed to note the review of the SORD and to recommend to
the Governing Body the adoption of the SFIs.
NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
agreed to note the review of the SORD and to recommend to
the Governing Body the adoption of the SFIs.
NHS Vale Royal CCG Governance & Audit Committee agreed to
note the review of the SORD and to recommend to the
Governing Body the adoption of the SFIs.
NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
agreed to note the review of the SORD and to recommend to
the Governing Body the adoption of the SFIs.

Governance
Review of GB Assurance Framework and risk appetite

AW/NOG
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A paper was presented to the committees outlining a review that had
been undertaken by MIAA of the three Governing Body Assurance
Frameworks across Cheshire, outlining the key thematic areas and
commonalities across the three. It was noted that the CCGs did not
have shared strategic objectives, however a common operation plan
had been agreed, which could inform the objectives for the CCGs. The
ask of the paper had been to discuss these areas, however the
Committees requested that a proposal for shared risks come from the
executive for Governing Bodies to approve. This was agreed.
A risk appetite statement had also been drafted by MIAA, which could
be used as the basis for a shared statement across the CCGs. The
committees noted that this needed to be owned by the Governing
Bodies. There would need to be a discussion and debate, which
perhaps could happen as a Governing Body in Common to facilitate a
consistent approach, however different statements per CCG could still
result at this stage.
2.4

2.4.1/
2.4.2

Internal Audit
Internal Audit Terms of Reference (Stakeholder Engagement and
Good Governance & Effectiveness)
Terms of reference for two proposed reviews were included for
information. It was noted that these were not included for approval or
sign off, this is done via the Executive leads. It was noted it would be
useful to identify which objective/risk each audit was linked to in order to
demonstrate how the audit plan was addressing the CCGs’ key risks. It
was noted by the committees that it was a priority to ensure shared
objectives are developed, not only to inform the GBAF and
subsequently the audit plans, but also to support the merger
application.
At this stage in the year a progress update was not available, but would
be provided for the next meeting.

2.5

External Audit
External Audit Update
The audit finding reports for all four CCGs had been presented to
Governance & Audit Committees during May, as noted in the minutes
received by the committee in item 2.1.3. It was confirmed that after the
meetings all audit reports were signed off and submitted by the
deadline. No feedback had been received at the time of reporting.

2.5.1

The Committees’ attention was drawn to the planning guidance related
to the mental health investment standard. Each CCG must meeting the
mental health funding rise. A statement outlining how this has been met
is required and each CCG must appoint a reporting accountant to verify
this. These statements need to be published on websites by the end of
September. Grant Thornton have been engaged to carry out these
audits in September.
It was queried whether the arrangements for 2019/20 could be carried

JU

Governance
Workstream
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out by one team across the CCGs. Robin Bake confirmed that where
possible they would look to streamline arrangements, however felt that
for this year having one team carry out all four audits would be difficult
to achieve. The CCGs are still operating entirely separate accounts and
teams for this year and would need to be managed as such.
2.6

Any Other Business
Shared Template
At the request of the Executive Team a proposed shared template for
use at Governing Body had been circulated to the Committees for their
review and thoughts.

2.6.1

There was a query relating to whether decision making should happen
in ‘private’ sessions of the Governing Bodies unless necessary,
however it was noted that this was becoming increasingly necessary to
meet tight timescales relating to the merger.
The committees agreed that in would be sensible to have a single
template in order that reports could be written and used once across all
Governing Body meetings.
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Working together:
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group

Meeting Name: NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal
CCG & NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit Committees-inCommon
Venue:

Boardroom 1, New Alderley House,
Macclesfield, SK10 3BL

Meeting No: 3 – 2019/20

Date/Time:

Wednesday 23rd July 2019, 12:30-15:30

Chair: Peter Munday

Name

Organisation

Job Title

NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG

Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Clinical Lead
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Clinical Lead
Audit Committee Chair,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member
Audit Committee Member,
Governing Body Lay Member

Present

Committee Members
Peter Munday
Jane Stephens
Dr Robert Thorburn
John Clough
Suzanne Horrill
Dr Sinead Clarke
Kieran Timmins
Alan Whittle
Pam Smith

NHS Vale Royal CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG






 at item
3.5





Attendees
Matthew
Cunningham

Lynda Risk

NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS
Vale Royal CCG, NHS
West Cheshire CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS
Vale Royal CCG, NHS
West Cheshire CCG

Phil Meakin

NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Vale Royal
CCG

Jenny Underwood

NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Vale Royal

Director of Governance and
Corporate Development

Chief Finance Officer
Director of Assurance and
Turnaround
Risk and Corporate Assurance
Manager



 until after
item 3.4
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Gemma Caprio
Robin Baker
Anne-Marie Harrop
Lin Elliott
Roger Causer
Niall O’Gara
Andrew Whittingham
NR

CCG
NHS West Cheshire
CCG
Grant Thornton
MIAA
MIAA
MIAA
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Vale Royal
CCG
MLCSU IG

Head of Governance



Audit Partner
Assistant Director
Senior Audit Manager
Anti-Fraud Specialist






Deputy Chief Finance Officer



Associate Director of Finance




Minutes
Item

Discussion and Actions

3.1

Committee Management
Welcome and Apologies

3.1.1

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies were noted as
above. It was noted that West Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit
Committee were not quorate and a virtual decision would be decided
after the meeting and noted at the next Governance and Audit
Committees-in-Common meeting. GC offered to feedback comments to
West Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit Committee Governing Body
Lay Members.
PM would like the Group to note that Dr Robert Thorburn has resigned
from the Eastern Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit Committee to
take on a role at the Primary Care Network. The Group would like to
take this opportunity to give thanks to Robert for his work over the
years.
Declarations of Interest


3.1.2


MCu declared that his Wife is now working for Vernova
Healthcare CIC however this did not affect any items on the
agenda.
JS declared her involvement with a Hospice which is detailed in
item 3.4.

Minutes of Previous Meetings

3.1.3

The minutes were reviewed from the NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS
South Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG & NHS West Cheshire
CCG Governance and Audit Committee in Common meeting that took
place on the 17th June 2019. The Group agreed for the following
amendments to be made:



Pg. 3 - Linda Risk was not in attendance.
There was a query regarding Pg. 5 and if sections 1.2.1 and

Action Owner
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1.3.1 had been reviewed. JU is to confirm this.
ACTION: Confirm if the amendments had been made to items 1.2.1
and 1.3.1 of the minutes from the GACiC meeting that took place
on the 17th June 2019.
 Pg. 8, 2.5.1, second paragraph – Amend “Each CCG must
meeting the mental health funding rise” to “Each CCG is
required to meet mental health investment standards”.
 Pg. 8, 2.3.1, first paragraph – Amend “A paper was presented to
the committees outlining a review that had been undertaken by
MIAA of the three Governing Body Assurance Frameworks
across Cheshire,” to “A paper was presented to the committees
outlining assurance frameworks that were reviewed by MIAA of
the three Governing Body Assurance Frameworks across
Cheshire,”.
Noting the comments above:





NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.
NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.
NHS Vale Royal CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.
NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the minutes.

Action Logs
GACiC 01 – B/f to the September meeting.
GACiC 02 – JU will request an update from NOG.
GACiC 03 – JU explained that there isn’t a central database of all users
for each system. A list can be produced if needed. As JU
was not in attendance at the meeting where this action was
produced, MCu will review the minutes from that meeting to
clarify the Groups’ queries.
NR entered the meeting.
3.1.4

GACiC 04 – Agenda item 3.6.1.
GACiC 05 – It was suggested that this item was closed as the
dashboards are being developed and will bring back with
the EPR table top review.
GACiC 06 – Due in September.
GACiC 07 – JU will confirm in due course.
GACiC 08 – It was agreed that as part of the formal agenda, the
members would meet in private for 30 minutes without the
officers. Closed.
GACiC 09 – Due in September/November.
GACiC 10 – B/F to the September meeting.
GACiC 11 – July/Aug GBs
GACiC 12 – Due in September/November

JU
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Please note that the following items were taken out of order.
Anti-Fraud Annual Reports
RC provided the Group with the Anti-Fraud Annual Reports which is a
summary of the work completed during April 2018 to March 2019.
RC briefly highlighted several areas of the report before asking approval
from the committees.
3.2.1





NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the report.
NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the report.
NHS Vale Royal CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the report.

NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee’s decision
will be decided virtually and recorded at the next meetings minutes.
Anti-Fraud Progress Report – 2019-20 Cheshire Plan Update

3.2.2

RC also provided the Group with the Anti-Fraud Progress Report which
details the work undertaken between April 2019 and June 2019. The
Group noted that there is currently an outstanding fraud investigation at
NHS South Cheshire CCG.
MCu noted Appendix B of the document and explained that it is
recognised that fraud is more likely to take place during times of stress
and periods of change within the workplace and that it is advised to
reinforce this message through newsletters and keeping up to date with
statutory mandatory training.
It was queried whether the lessons learnt from the fraud investigation at
NHS South Cheshire CCG could be circulated between all 4 CCGs
which RC agreed to.
Conflicts of Interest Update

3.3.1

3.4

3.4.1

JU provided the Group with a periodic update on the Conflicts of
Interest. Included in the report are the declarations of interest for the
newly formed Executive Team and the declarations for the 4 CCGs’
Governing Body Members. The declarations for the GP Memberships
and CCG Employees are not included however can be produced if
requested.
Feedback was provided from the Group as assurance wasn’t provided.
It was requested that the information was broken down further and
brought back to the September meeting.
Financial Assurance
Draft Financial Recovery Plan 2019/20
LR explained the draft plan to the Group which was included with the
agenda. The plan is based on the suggestion from NHS South
Cheshire CCG Governance and Audit Committee to discuss at the
meeting. The plan covers the 4 CCGs and there is uncertainty whether
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this plan will be discussed in the future at the Governance and Audit
Committee meetings.
The System Financial Recovery Plan was sent to NHSE and NHSI on
the 30th June 2019. It hasn’t been signed off by any other Group.
Another version has been requested for the 2nd August 2019 which will
detail the deficit gap.
It was during this item that JS notified the Group of her Declaration of
Interest as she works with a Hospice.
Feedback was provided from the Group and it was clarified that some
amendments were to be made to the draft plan.
LR left the meeting.
3.5

Information Governance
Information Governance Bi-Monthly Report Summaries
NR introduced himself and apologised for arriving late. The Group
discussed the report and the preferred method of training for Staff.
MCu recommended continuing with a mixture of online and Face-toFace training.
Dr Sinead Clarke entered the meeting.
It was discussed that starting from the September meeting, the MLCSU
IG Bi-Monthly Service Report will be one single progress report for all 4
CCGs:

3.5.1







NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the MLCSU IG Bi-Monthly Service Report will be one
single progress report for all 4 CCGs.
NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the MLCSU IG Bi-Monthly Service Report will be one
single progress report for all 4 CCGs.
NHS Vale Royal CCG Governance & Audit Committee
approved the MLCSU IG Bi-Monthly Service Report will be one
single progress report for all 4 CCGs.

NHS West Cheshire CCG Governance & Audit Committee’s decision
will be decided virtually and recorded at the next meetings minutes.
3.6

3.6.1

Internal Audit
Internal Audit Update
LE provided the Group with a progress report which was included with
the agenda. Grammar amendments were requested from the Group
and LE agreed to amend and redistribute.

3.7

External Audit
External Audit Update

2.5.1

The Annual Audit Letter summarises the key findings arising from the
work completed by Grant Thornton for the 4 CCGs for the year ended
31 March 2019 which was provided and explained by RB and
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distributed separately from the agenda. The letter was received in June
2019 by Alex Mitchell, Lynda Risk and Gareth James and is for
information purposes only.
Grant Thornton issued an additional fee adjustment to NHS West
Cheshire CCG which was agreed by Gareth James in relation to the
additional procedures that were undertaken.
With regards to the Mental Health Investment Standard, the guidance
from NHSE has been finalised and colleagues have been identified who
will carry out this piece of work which will take between 6-8 weeks to
complete.
Model letters of Engagement will be sent to LR for her to review and if
agreed, the work will be completed in line with the national timetable.
Where possible the progress reports will be as combined as possibly
can for convenience.
Queries were raised by the Group and clarified by RB.
3.8

Any Other Business
None.

3.8.1

3.9

The next Governance and Audit Committees in Common meeting will
be confirmed in due course by Jenny Underwood.
South Cheshire CCG Committee and Vale Royal CCG Committee
HR Policies
For NHS South Cheshire CCG it is the normal route for the below
policies to be signed off at the Governance and Audit Committee.

3.9.1




Attendance Management – NHS South Cheshire CCG
Governance and Audit Committee approved the policy.
Secondment – NHS South Cheshire CCG Governance and
Audit Committee approved the policy.
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Contributors
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Head of Clinical Quality

Purpose

The minutes of the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee meetings in July, August and September
are provided for assurance that appropriate scrutiny and subsequent actions are being taken in relation to
quality and performance concerns.

Key points


Medicines Management Update
In July the committee received a medicines management team report that considered the
prescribing scheme 2018-19 and 2019-20. The Committee was informed that the engagement
work by practices on safety has been very positive. The number of alerts being issued has
significantly reduced partly due to systems the practices are putting in place and that Eastern
Cheshire has met all the targets for antibiotic prescribing as set out in the quality premium. The
committee also explored prescribing of biologic medicines for rheumatology patients following
recent identified pressures within local rheumatology services.



Mental Health Re-Design Deep Dive
In July the Committee received an update on the consultation and redesign of the Adult and
Older Persons Specialist Mental Health Service which included information on community crisis
beds, site liaison and recruitment. The Committee also discussed incidents related to people not
known to the Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust service that went on to
take their own lives and it was noted that a programme of work via the Crisis Care Concordat is
underway to address suicide prevention on a system wide basis.



Performance Dashboard Review
In July, August and September the Committee considered the overall challenged performance
against key targets including 18 week - Referral to Treatment Times, 52 week wait delays, 6
week diagnostic waits and two-week cancer waiting times.



Escalations/Reviews from Monitoring Committees/Meetings
In July, August and September the Serious Incident and Complaints and Concerns Committee
presented regular updates.

Working together:
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS South Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS Vale Royal Clinical Commissioning Group
NHS West Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
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Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder Service Waiting Times - Children, Young People
and Adults
In July the Committee received a report highlighting an escalation in waiting times for Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) only assessments for Children’s and Young People
noting there were currently 100 children waiting for ADHD only assessment in Eastern Cheshire
and that there were significant waiting times for adults waiting for ADHD assessment across
Cheshire. It was agreed that a paper should be taken to the Governing Body outlining the need
for further resource to fund a waiting list initiative for child, young adult and adult ADHD
assessments and that this risk should be added to the Governing Body risk register.



Primary Care Quarterly Performance Report
In August the Committee report received a report outlining risks associated with a premises
lease expiration and old/unsuitable estates. They were also updated on the formation of five
Primary Care Networks, Care Quality Commission reviews and practice visits. It was also noted
that NHS England has published the July Immunisation Screening Report for Cheshire &
Merseyside which shows Eastern Cheshire is performing really well for immunisation and
vaccination take up. The Committee also discussed flu vaccinations and the pharmaceutical
impact of a ‘no deal Brexit’.



Safeguarding Adults and Children Quarterly Report
In August the Committee received the Safeguarding Children and Looked After Children’s
report and Safeguarding Adults report for Quarter One 2019-20. The new legislation for the
Deprivation of Liberty Protection Safeguards scheme risk to the Clinical Commissioning Group
was explored and it was agreed that this issue must be recorded as an emerging risk to the
Clinical Commissioning Group.



Diabetes Update
In August the Committee received an update on the local Diabetes Endocrinology Services at
East Cheshire and were advised of issues with Consultant recruitment and that locum cover
remains in place.



Assurance Framework Escalations
In August and September the committee received an update on the current risks that the
Committee has oversight of.



Mortality Report
In August the Committee re-reviewed the quarterly mortality report following a revision due to a
data issue related to the earlier version.



East Cheshire NHS Trust Patient Survey
In August the Committee received an overview on the patient survey at East Cheshire NHS
Trust.



Quality Report
In August and September the Committee received a draft version of the first Quality
Improvement Report.
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Healthwatch Quarterly Report
In September the committee received for information a quarterly report from Healthwatch.



Sepsis
In September following the Committee’s request for assurance by East Cheshire NHS Trust
around Sepsis awareness and education, the Trust’s Sepsis Lead and Patient
representative/carer presented the Sepsis Work Programme at East Cheshire Trust.



Risk
At each meeting the committee identifies the three areas that have been discussed which they
believe have indicated the greatest risk. The committee considers the issue and the mitigating
actions which are being taken to address these risks. In July the committee identified Mental
Health access, Rheumatology and Cardiology. In August Mental Health (specifically Attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder waiting lists), Acute Trust Sustainability (Rheumatology &
Cardiology) & Breast symptoms referrals - 2 week wait. In September Breast symptoms
referrals - 2 week wait, Mental Health (Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder diagnosis), Acute
Trust Sustainability for challenged specialties and the impact of a ‘No deal’ Brexit.

Outcome
Required:

Approve

☐ Ratify

☐ Decide

☐ Endorse

☐ For information



Recommendation
The Governing Body of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG is asked to:
 note for information the minutes of the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee meetings in
July, August and September 2019.

Key Implications– please indicate 
Strategic
☐
Financial
☐
Procurement
☐
Equality
☐
Safeguarding

Legal / Regulatory

Other – please state

Consultation & Engagement

☐


Resources (other than finance)
Decommissioning

☐




Quality & Patient Experience
Governance & Assurance
Staff / Workforce

Governing Body Assurance Framework Risk Mitigation (if applicable)

Risks related to performance are reported as individual risks rather than collectively

Report Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director)
Clinical Quality and Performance Committee

Appendices
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C

CLICK HERE to see Minutes of meeting held on 10 July 2019
CLICK HERE to see Minutes of meeting held on 14 August 2019
CLICK HERE to see Minutes of meeting held on 11 September 2019
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Present

Name

Initials

Sheila Hillhouse
(Chair)
Dr Fari Ahmad

SH
FA

Registered Nurse Representative, ECCCG
Governing Body
GP Representative, ECCCG Governing Body

Louise Barry

LB

CEO HealthWatch Cheshire

Gill Boston

GB

Julia Curtis
Neil Evans
Dr Jenny Lawn
Dr James Milligan
Dr Julie Sin
Paula Wedd
Janet Kenyon
Matthew Standing
Jamaila Tausif
Rosie Kendrew
James Hamer
Dawn Wayne

JC
NE
JL
JM
JS
PW
JK
MS
JT
RK
JH
DW

Lay Board member (PPI), ECCCG Governing
Body
Head of Clinical Quality ECCCG
Commissioning Director ECCCG
GP Representative, ECCCG Governing Body
Executive GP ECCCG
Associate Director Public Health CEC
Executive Director of Quality & Patient Experience
Deputy Head of Prescribing, Medicines Man
Contract & Performance Manager ECCCG
Associate Director of Commissioning SCCCG
Senior Corporate Services Manager
Quality & Commissioning Officer
Note Taker ECCCG

Apologies

In
Attendance




 from
9.30







Agenda
Item

Discussion and Actions Agreed

1

Introductions and Apologies
Sheila Hillhouse welcomed the attendees to the meeting and round the table introductions
were made. Apologies were recorded as above. It was confirmed that the meeting was
quorate.

2

Declarations of interest

for item 6
for item 12
for item 9
for item 13


Action
Who
Date

No new declarations of interest were made.
3

Minutes of previous meeting

3.1

The Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 12 June were agreed as an accurate record
subject to the following amendment:

th

Paragraph 19.3 - Amend typographical error - FAMI to RAMI
3.2

Matters arising
None raised.
4

Action Log Review
114/19 due Sept 19
119/19 due Sept 19
122/19 due Sept 19
136/19 Updated in meeting – item to be closed
137/19 due Aug 19
162/19 Issue discussed with Adult Safeguarding Lead who will contact NWAS. Concern is
being dealt with in the Complaints and Concerns group. Item to be closed.
163/19 discussed under Item 6. Item to be closed
152/19 Report circulated. Formal notification of the decision to reclassify the neo-natal unit
has not yet been received by ECT but the CCG will be advised upon receipt. The number of
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babies affected by the change is very small – less than 5 per annum as this impacts only the
cohort of infants that are gestation of 31 weeks. ECT will continue to accept 32 weeks
gestation and above and already do not accept 30 weeks and below. Transfers will be to
available neonatal cots across the network (beds are utilised flexibly to meet the needs of the
network population – the nearest cots are SFT, CMT & MCHFT). Appropriate notifications will
be made to the Overview & Scrutiny Committee - this will probably not meet the criteria for
consultation. Item to be closed
164/19 circulated, item to be closed
165/19 due in September/October
166/19 due in August
167/19 on agenda, item to be closed
168/19 item to be closed
169/19 discussed as AOB on agenda, item to be closed
170/19 Update presented at July Locality Meeting, item to be closed
171/19 IAF overview from Cheshire West was shared as an example. Cheshire East IAF
unavailable. Item to be closed
172/19 Inconclusive communications from Public Health England regarding information to
GPs re suspected outbreaks of IGAS. JC to request further information from AS. Item to be
closed once contact has been made. Action noted for Aug meeting.
173/19 item to be closed
174/19 Update has been included in the Quarter 4 report and will be discussed at the ECT
Contract Monitoring meeting. Item to be closed. August update
6

Medicines Management Update

6.1

Janet Kenyon joined the meeting. The report of the medicines management team of the
prescribing scheme 2018-19 and 2019-20 was presented noting that this report did not
include a high cost drugs report.

6.2

The Committee was informed that the engagement work by practices on safety has been very
positive. The number of alerts being issued has significantly reduced partly due to systems
the practices are putting in place. Eastern Cheshire has met all the targets for antibiotic
prescribing as set out in the quality premium.

6.3

In response to a question regarding the biggest challenge for medicines management going
forward, JK stated that managing financial resource, increasing complexity of patients and
increasing incidences of stock shortages will be continuing challenges going forward. JK also
confirmed that the prescribing teams fully support the Complaints and PALs processes when
any individual complaints are raised regarding a patient’s change of medication.

6.4

A question was asked relating to the newly formed Medicines Optimisation in Care Homes
(MOCH) team and whether any impact was being felt yet by practices. JK advised that, as the
team is partially supported by NHS England funding, outcome would be closely monitored.
st
Implementation started on 1 April 2019 and systems and processes are still being set up to
monitor the number of homes visits, number of records reconciled and suggested
interventions. A scoring tool will be used to monitor intervention against admission – which
will use common scoring across the Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (STP) and
nationally to provide quality outcomes against the scoring system.

6.5

The query raised under Action 163/19 - prescribing biologic medicines for rheumatology
patients – was discussed and it was noted that there has been an issue because of pressure
within local rheumatology services that has required commissioning of services from new
providers and that prescribing needs to be considered within the context of those service
developments/pressures. NE confirmed that the new providers have mechanisms in place to
provide biologic medicines if required via tertiary centres. Monitoring of patients during the
transition to the new providers will be done locally by the existing rheumatology nurses.
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6.6

With reference to monitoring of patients prescribed biologic medicines within general practice,
it was reported that there did not seem to be any clarity about requesting blood tests, who
was requesting them and how often. JK agreed to take this observation back to the
Medicines Management team and confirm any agreed action.
ACTION 175/19: Biologic prescribing - monitoring blood tests. JK to advise Medicines
Management Team of concerns regarding the requirement for greater clarification
within requests for blood tests via GPs and confirm any agreed action.

6.7

Further to a query regarding 3 out of the 5 localities not meeting their budgetary targets, JK
advised that the reasons for this are multi-factorial. Some practices do not have the
opportunity to make the savings and others have been affected by drug shortages. Going
forward there will be a review of monitoring arrangements.

6.8

The Committee noted the comment that transport arrangements for patients must be taken
into consideration when services are moved out of area. NE advised that travel is included
when considering risks around clinical service reconfiguration. It was stated that
reconfiguration may provide an opportunity to bring more services into Primary Care which
could be a more local solution.
ACTION 176/19: Committee requested a quality report on monitoring and follow up of
biologics patients and the adoption/adaption of a protocol for the new providers of the
rheumatology service.

6.9

JK

SW/NE

The Clinical Quality & Performance Committee noted the contents of the report that provides
assurance on the management of primary care prescribing.
JK left the meeting.

7
7.1

Clinical Quality and Performance Quarter 4 Report
Julia Curtis presented the draft version of the CQ&P Q4 Report which will be presented to the
Governing Body on 31 July 2019. It was noted that a section on mortality has been added.
The Committee made a couple of suggestions which will be included in the final report
- P4 second bullet point replace ‘number’ with ‘complexity’
nd
- Appendix B P2 2 sentence delete ‘winter’
- Check wording re cancer diagnosis
- To include ADHD & Autism section
The Committee confirmed their agreement with the content of the report which will be
submitted to the Governing Body meeting, subject to the amendments discussed.

9

Mental Health Re-Design Deep Dive

9.1

Jamaila Tausif, Associate Director of Commissioning for South Cheshire CCG and Vale
Royal CCG talked to a presentation updating the Committee following the consultation and
redesign of the Adult and Older Persons Specialist Mental Health Service.

9.2

JT confirmed that the community crisis beds will initially be spread across Cheshire as a
temporary arrangement until the procurement process is concluded.

9.3

Following a question regarding site liaison, JT advised that there would be site liaison for the
acute provision based at Chester.

9.4

A question was asked relating to recruitment of the additional staff in the new model. JT
stated that, following very positive conversations with staff, some are already moving from
inpatient to the community setting. Teams will comprise a wide skill mix and the home
treatment teams are already set up.

9.5

The Committee discussed incidents related to people not know to the CWP service that went
on to take their own lives. It was noted that a programme of work via the Crisis Care
Concordat is underway to address suicide prevention on a system wide basis.

9.6

ACTION 177/19: The Committee requested an IAPT Outcome Report be submitted for
the end of Q4.

10

Assurance Framework Escalations

JT
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Nothing to report.
11

Quality Surveillance Group Update (Private)
PW provided a verbal update from the Quality Surveillance Group .



12
12.1

Work is being carried out across Cheshire and Merseyside to ensure all organisations
are aware of the procedure and escalation if they receive a Regulation 28 notification
from the Coroner.
An update on the improvement in service of Primary Care Services England
addressing historical issues with medical records; there are still some outstanding
issues regarding pensions.

Performance Dashboard Review
MS joined the meeting.
The Committee reviewed the Performance Report. Issues highlighted were:






The number of patients waiting 52 weeks has decreased. A root cause analysis has
been requested on one long wait patient who has since been treated.
There are potentially 3 patients waiting 52 weeks at Manchester University FT, this is
being followed up.
Referral to treatment pathways within 18 weeks saw a slight improvement but there
are common areas of breaches across all local providers.
Diagnostic 6 week waits have increased slightly due to issues around capacity and
increased demand for MRI scans.
Urgent 2 week cancer waits has improved slightly against the previous month but still
under target of 93%. Breast symptomatic figures have improved slightly.

The Committee noted the contents of the report.
MS left the meeting
13

Escalations/Reviews from Monitoring Committees/Meetings
RK joined the meeting.

13.1
13.1.1

Serious Incident (SI) Committee
The Committee received the report regarding Serious Incidents managed by the Serious
Incidents Committee during Quarter 1 and key elements discussed at the June meeting.
Highlights included:








13.1.2

Orthopaedic Never Event– the latest Root Cause Analysis Report (RCA) has been
received and the Committee has requested full evidence of the completed actions to
provide assurance that the action plan has been completed before signing off
closure.
Pressure Ulcer Scrutiny at East Cheshire NHS Trust – The SI committee agreed a
change to the scrutiny of pressure ulcer reports to support service wide prevention
planning. The SI committee will continue to receive regular high level reports. The
CCG have also agreed a local CQUIN with the Trust and its aim is to deliver a 10%
reduction of category 2,3 and 4.
Cheshire & Wirral Partnership Trust Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service
(CAMHS)RCAs. CWP have responded to the delayed RCAs citing structural
management changes as the reason for the delays, and have sett out the work they
are undertaking to address this which provided assurance to the SI committee.
Self-Harm Serious Incidents – an analysis of the number of self-harm incidents had
been undertaken identifying an unmet need for patients whose suicidal feelings arise
from significant life events rather than severe or enduring mental health. The
committee was asked to review a separate report on the analysis.

A question was asked regarding the item on Pressure Ulcer Scrutiny, particularly whether the
incidences are clustered in one or two areas and whether the use of agency staff was a
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contributory factor. RK confirmed that there has been an increase across specialties and it is
consistent across both acute and community. RK explained that the incidents that were
reviewed at the June meeting related to the winter period where staffing capacity pressures
were felt to be contributory to the lapses in care, including the use of Health Care Assistants
to cover community visits. JC however confirmed that she understood the current staffing
reporting showed minimal gaps however recognised that workforce pressures are a
continued challenge to all organisations.
13.1.3

The Committee discussed the report on the analysis of self-harm serious incidents following a
significant life event between 2017-2019. Out of the 27 self-harm cases reviewed it was
concluded that 10 were linked to a significant life event as opposed to a severe or enduring
mental health concern. It was also evident that suicide prevention requires collaboration
across the system. The Chair confirmed to RK that the Committee had been advised at in
item 9 that a programme of work via the Crisis Care Concordat is underway to address
suicide prevention which is system wide and therefore appears to address the request made
in the paper.

13.1.4

The Committee noted the findings of the analysis and noted that the Serious Incident
Committee were effectively overseeing and managing the reported incidents which provided
the Committee with assurance.

13.1.5

It was agreed that, in future, the Committee will only require a formal report from the
Committee and will not require sight of the SI Committee minutes.

13.2
13.2.1

Complaints & Concerns Committee
The Committee received the report from the Complaints & Concerns Committee Quarter 1
Data, Minutes and Annual Complaints Report. A key point to note was the response from
Stockport NHS Foundation Trust about a patient’s experience of the stroke pathway which
highlighted a lack of clarity about the access criteria for patients with suspected strokes
presenting in Primary Care. This will be raised at the next Quality and Contract meeting with
Stockport FT.
ACTION 178/19: Julia Curtis to raise the Stroke Pathway re lack of clarity about the
access criteria for patients with suspected strokes presenting in Primary Care at the
next Stockport Quality and Contract Meeting.

13.2.2

14

JC

The Committee noted the report and the final draft of the Annual Complaints Report for 201819. It was requested that additional comments on the Annual Report be directed by email to
Rosie Kendrew before 24 July 2019.The committee thanked and noted the contents.
Quality Impact Assessment by exception
None

15

Top 3 risks
The Committee agreed that the top three risks had not changed from last month:




Mental Health
Rheumatology
Cardiology

The committee noted that the overall performance at ECT performance had deteriorated
when compared to its peers. Questions were raised around the strategic work being
undertaken to address this. NE agreed to raise this at the next ECT Contract meeting.
Action 179/19: NE to confirm that strategic work is being undertaken to address
performance and sustainability at the next ECT Contract meeting on 14.8.19.
16
16.1
16.1.1

NE

AOB
ADHD Waiting Times – Children, Young People and Adults
Children and Young People (C&YP):
Jo Williams presented a report to the Committee highlighting the recent escalation in waiting
times for ADHD only assessments for C&YP. In the last six months waiting times have
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increased from a longest wait of 12-months to a longest wait of 20 months and average wait 9
months . This is linked to two issues:
i)
Activity was diverted for a period of 3-months to support the assessment of Dual
‘Autism and ADHD’ referrals.
ii)
There has been a large increase in referrals both for ADHD only and Dual
assessments

16.1.2

There are currently 100 children waiting for ADHD only assessment in Eastern Cheshire. The
risks associated with this were highlighted.
Adults
Jo Williams also highlighted the significant waiting times across for adults waiting for ADHD
assessment across Cheshire.
There are currently 832 adults waiting for ADHD assessment across Cheshire (following data
cleansing it was confirmed that 156 are from Eastern Cheshire). The longest wait is 3-years
and the expected waiting times are between 12-18 years. Sue Milne is leading this piece of
work to agree a Cheshire-wide solution. The existing service (CWP) has been temporarily
suspended to new referrals.
This issue is being added to the corporate risk register. A Task and Finish Group, including
clinicians is being established to
i.
Agree actions to mitigate the immediate risks.
ii.
Agree a longer-term solution

16.1.3

The current provider (CWP) has been approached for proposals to reduce the waiting times
for ADHD assessment for C&YP and Adults.

16.1.4

Following a question regarding recruitment, JW confirmed that there is expertise available in
CWP but the current provider may not be in a position to deliver additional capacity quickly
due to the need to recruit staff. Jamaila Tausif indicated that other providers will also be
approached. It was also confirmed that JT and JW are meeting with local authority
th
colleagues on 16 July to discuss the issues and agree a strategic approach.

16.1.5

The Committee was also advised that work is in progress to finalise a shared care agreement
with primary care to assist with monitoring patients who are prescribed medication once they
st
have been diagnosed. The aim is to have a shared care agreement in place by 1 October
2019. Mark Dickinson is leading this work.

16.1.6

Following further discussion, it was agreed that a paper should be taken to the Governing
Body outlining the need for further resource to fund a waiting list initiative for child, young
adult and adult ADHD assessments. It was also agreed that this should be added to the
Governing Body risk register.
Action 180/19: Prepare and present a paper to the Governing Body requesting
additional resource for both Primary Care and the Specialist ADHD service to address
the increasing waiting list numbers.

16.2

Action 181/19: Add the risk of the length of wait for ADHD assessment to the
Governing Body Risk Register.
Update to Action 159/19 Primary Care Deep Dive

Tracey
Cole
Tracey
Cole

RK confirmed that work has already commenced to ensure that there will be clinical
involvement in the Significant Event Analysis (SEA) logs. The work is ongoing and will be
refined as necessary. It was recommended that the action is closed.
Meeting closed at. 12.35

Dates of Future Meetings 209 Venue – New Alderley House, Victoria Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire. SK10 3BL
th
09:00-12:00
Board Room 1 , New Alderley House
14 August 2019
th
09:00-12:00
Board Room 1 , New Alderley House
11 September 2019
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th

9 October 2019
th
13 November 2019
th
11 December 2019

09:00-12:00
09:00-12:00
09:00-12:00

Board Room 1 , New Alderley House
Board Room 2, New Alderley House
Board Room 1 , New Alderley House
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Present

Name

Initials

Sheila Hillhouse
(Chair)
Dr Fari Ahmad

SH
FA

Registered Nurse Representative, ECCCG
Governing Body
GP Representative, ECCCG Governing Body

Louise Barry

LB

CEO HealthWatch Cheshire

Gill Boston

GB

Julia Curtis
Neil Evans
Dr Jenny Lawn
Dr James Milligan
Dr Julie Sin

JC
NE
JL
JM
JS

Lay Board member (PPI), ECCCG Governing
Body
Head of Clinical Quality ECCCG
Executive Director of Performance & Delivery
GP Representative, ECCCG Governing Body
Executive GP ECCCG
Associate Director Public Health CEC

Paula Wedd

PW

Executive Director of Quality & Patient Experience

Angela Wright
Janet Walls
Dean Grice
Moira McGrath
Matthew Standing
James Hamer
Katie Mills
Rosie Kendrew
Lindsay Ratapana
Dawn Wayne

AW
JW
DG
MM
MS
JH
KM
RK
LR
DW

Quality Improvement Manager
Secondary Care Dr on Governing Body, ECCCG
Primary Care Commissioning Manager, ECCCG
Designated Nurse, Safeguarding Children
Contract & Performance Manager ECCCG
Quality & Commissioning Officer
Senior Clinical Quality Manager
Senior Corporate Services Manager
Designated Nurse, Safeguarding Adults
Note Taker ECCCG

Apologies

In
Attendance










from
9:15




Agenda
Item

Discussion and Actions Agreed

1

Introductions and Apologies
Sheila Hillhouse welcomed the attendees to the meeting and round the table introductions
were made. Apologies were recorded as above. It was confirmed the meeting was quorate.

2

Declarations of interest

for item 5
for item 6
for item 10
for item 14




Action
Who
Date

No new declarations of interest were made.
3

Minutes of previous meeting

3.1

The Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 10 July were agreed as an accurate record.

3.2
3.2.1

Matters arising
Julie Sin advised that information requested regarding roll out of sigmoidoscopy (bowel
screening) from NHS England is still awaited. It is hoped that something will become available
for the next meeting.
ACTION 182 /19: JS to provide an update on the NHS England Bowel Screening role
out at the next meeting.
Action Log Review

th

4

JS

122/19 & 179/19 NE advised that the Sustainability Service Review Group will be meeting.
There was a question over external input into the review. NE will confirm with ECT who is
providing external input. SH requested that the Committee has sight of the Terms of
Reference for the Group at the next meeting.
137/19 PW advised that a face to face meeting did not take place due to the recent major
incidents across Cheshire East. Matt Tyrer has been in touch and progress is ongoing
regarding monitoring Infection Control Cheshire wide. The Committee was assured that
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action is being taken and confirmed the log can be closed.
165/19 Details included in quarterly report. Log can be closed.
166/19 Report included at item 7. Item can be closed.
172/19 JC spoke to the lead at NHS England. They reported that the outbreak was contained
and will be sharing wider communications with GPs. Log can be closed.
174/19 Mortality report was included with the meeting papers. Log can be closed.
175/19 & 176/19 JC has spoken with Medicines Management who are not aware that GPs
would be asked to monitor the effects of biologics. The Committee agreed:



to ask MS to contact Manchester Foundation Trust to share protocols (175/19)
for JC to link up with Sally Williams regarding protocols for patients being prescribed
biologics from East Cheshire Trust. (176/19)

178/19 Issue was raised at the meeting on 8.8.19. there was some difference of opinion
regarding access criteria. JC will seek clarification from the Greater Manchester Operational
Delivery Stroke Network.
179/19 combined with 122/19
180/19 Jamaila Tausif advised that a paper is being completed regarding ADHD waiting times
and the financial cost to the CCG. The immediate action is to complete a referral criteria to
reopen GP referrals as CWP will not be spot purchasing any urgent assessment. A letter
containing all the details will be circulated to GPs w/c 19.8.19. JC confirmed that the risk has
been included on the ECCCG Executive Risk Register and Tracey Cole is fully aware and is
leading on this. The item can be closed on the log.
181/19 Item included as part of 180/19, can be closed on log.
5
5.1

Primary Care Quarterly Performance Report
Dean Grice joined the meeting.
The key points from the Primary Care Commissioning Manager’s report were summarized:







Premises Lease Expiration Risk – Annandale is in the final stages of signing an
updated 5 year lease on its premises.
A new risk is being prepared and submitted regarding the estates of the practices in
Knutsford who are still operating in old and unsuitable buildings. Practices are
struggling to work around issues of accessibility and lack of space.
Primary Care Networks (PCNs) – the 5 networks in Eastern Cheshire are now fully
formed and are starting to look at the requirements for the 2019-20 PCN DES
specification
The CQC are undertaking a number of routine telephone reviews with some of the
Eastern Cheshire practices.
NHS England has published the July Immunisation Screening Report for Cheshire &
Merseyside which shows Eastern Cheshire is performing really well for immunisation
and vaccination take up.
Visits to practices that did not initially demonstrate the required level of assurance
under the GP Service Specification are being undertaken by the CCGs primary care
team.

ACTION 183/19: DG to re-circulate the latest version of the dashboards to the
Committee.
5.2

Discussions took place regarding this year’s flu vaccinations; NE advised that a meeting has
been arranged to discuss a plan for ‘hard to reach’ patients. It was stated that some GPs
were concerned that they would receive their quota of vaccinations later than local
pharmacies and would not be able to return any unused vaccinations. PW suggested that
there may be opportunities to move stocks around within the Cheshire CCGs as there was a
shortage of vaccine in some parts of West Cheshire last year.

5.3

The Committee discussed the potential hoarding of pharmaceuticals in the event of a ‘no
deal’ Brexit. It was advised that one reason for the present supply difficulties could be as a

DG
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result of manufacturers allegedly channelling supplies into more lucrative markets and
causing shortages at pharmacies.
The Clinical Quality and Performance Committee noted for information the contents of the
Primary Care Commissioning Manager’s report.
6
6.1

Safeguarding Adults & Children’s Quarterly Report
Moira McGrath joined the meeting.
The Committee received the Safeguarding Children and Looked After Children’s report for
Quarter 1. MM highlighted the main issues:
 Working Together Across Cheshire – the safeguarding teams from the four Cheshire
CCGs are working closely together.
 The first meeting of the new Cheshire East Safeguarding Children Partnership has
been held. This replaces the LSCB. In the short-term the Board is chaired by the
outgoing independent chair of the old board. New guidance will move towards
independent scrutiny rather than an independent chair.
 The new Liberty Protection Safeguards (LPS) Scheme has replaced the Deprivations
of Liberty Safeguards. The guidance for practitioners has been delayed and is now
expected in December 2019. The significant change is that the CCG will be taking on
much greater responsibility for the children it funds.
 Provider Safeguarding children training compliance percentages are falling slightly
across all providers.
 There are no Serious Case Reviews for patients in Eastern Cheshire.
 82% of Review Health Assessments for ECCCG children who are placed out of area
were completed in the month that they were due. Some of the outstanding ones
have been completed but are in the quality assurance process and therefore cannot
be signed off. The Designated Nurse has escalated the issue of the remaining
assessments. The Committee was assured that there is a process in place that is
being monitored by the Designated Nurse.
 The Committee was updated following a query from the Quarter 4 report regarding
where ‘out of area’ children were placed. 76 children are placed outside the ECCCG
boundary and the majority are placed with neighbouring CCGs. Only 9 children are in
care more than 20 miles away for reasons of complexity of need (special residential
homes or foster carers with particular skills).
A question was asked regarding whether any follow up was done on the health assessments
to ensure that patients are referred on to the correct service. MM confirmed that the
Designated Nurse reviews all assessments requiring additional input and will follow these up.
The Clinical Quality & Performance Committee noted the contents and assurance provided in
the Safeguarding Children and Looked After Children Quarter 1 Report.
Moira McGrath left the meeting.

6.2

Paula Wedd presented the report for Safeguarding Adults Quarter 1 on behalf of the
Designated Nurse. Discussions took place regarding the changes the CCG will be required
to make under the new legislation for the Liberty Protection Safeguards scheme and whether
additional cost will be incurred. PW stated that, although the transfer of work from Local
Authorities to CCGs has been listed, no costings have been agreed and this could potentially
pose a huge risk to the CCG.
The Committee agreed that this issue must be recorded as an emerging risk to the CCG and
requested that an update be brought back to the Committee in September.
ACTION 184/19: Include notification of the potential financial risk to the CCG of
implementing the LPS scheme in the summary page of the Minutes which is circulated
with the Governing Body papers.

JC/PW
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The Committee accepted the assurance and the content of the Adult Safeguarding Quarter 1
report.
7

Diabetes Update
NE presented the Diabetes and Endocrinology Services at East Cheshire Trust update
prepared by Katie Mills.
The Committee was advised that there had been issues with the recruitment of a permanent
consultant from overseas which prevented the post from being filled. The current
arrangement of locum cover is to be continued for the near future. The post has been
readvertised and KM will continue to meet with the Trust to monitor the situation. An update
is expected at the next ECT Contract meeting and will be fed through to the Committee at the
September meeting.
ACTION 185/19: Update Committee on recruitment of a permanent consultant to the
Diabetes service at ECT.

8

KM

Assurance Framework Escalations
JC updated the Committee regarding the Assurance Framework.



It was confirmed that there are currently 11 risks on the framework, 8 of which have
been categorised as very high, 2 as high and 1 as low.
The SEND risk has been reviewed and regraded from 6 to 10.

ACTION 186/19: Circulate the risks for information via email to the Committee.
9

JC

Mortality Update
The Committee received the revised Quarterly Mortality Report which had been included for
information following the discovery that incorrect Charlson Sore data had been applied to an
earlier version.

10
10.1

Performance Dashboard Review
Matthew Standing joined the meeting to present the Performance Report.
Key items to note were:




52 week waits, due to a data error the June figure was erroneously classed as red.
There were no (0) 52 week waits in June.
The deep dive into Referral to Treatment pathways within 18 weeks revealed that all
the local providers had similar target failings for the same specialties.
The future of oral and orthodontic surgery at Stockport was discussed. NE had
discussed the issues of analysis of supply and demand/age profile with Tom Knight at
NHS England.

ACTION 187/19: NE to discuss the issues of analysis of supply and demand / age
profile with specific reference to Stockport FT with Tom Knight.



10.2

NE

Diagnostics > 6 week wait - overall maintained performance for May-June. The ECT
endoscopy backlog is expected to be cleared by the end of July.
There are still concerns over the 2 week urgent Cancer and 2 week breast cancer
waits. The Committee commented that a more robust plan to deal with the increase in
demand is required and a consolidated communications message must be agreed for
all service users.

Update on C-Diff - JC confirmed that she had spoken with Matt Tyrer who requested help
from the CCG to ensure that all returns are correctly completed. The Committee advised that
most of the form was auto-fill and therefore requested further clarification. JC agreed to
check and confirm the correct process.
ACTION 189/19: JC to investigate the correct process for completion of the C-Diff online notification.

JC

The Committee noted the report and accompanying appendices and confirmed that the level
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of detail and assurance being reported was sufficient.
MS left the meeting.
11
11.1

Escalations/Reviews from Monitoring Committees/Meetings
Complaints and Concerns Committee
The Committee received the report from the July Complaints and Concerns Committee
meeting and ratified the Annual Complaints report for 2018-19.

11.2

Serious Incident Committee
The Committee received the report from the July Serious Incident Committee Meeting.
Discussion took place regarding the quality of the RCA reports received from East Cheshire
Trust and assurance was given that information received from the Trust is becoming more
robust.
The Regulation 28 (CWP) report was discussed. It was agreed that a copy of the Regulation
28 Report and the response to it from CWP should be brought back to the CQ&P Committee
to provide assurance that it can safely and effectively care for people with autism and a coexisting mental health diagnosis.
ACTION 190/19: Request that a copy of the Regulation 28 (CWP) report and the CWP
response to be brought back to the next CQ& P Meeting.

RK

The Clinical Quality and Performance Committee:



12

noted the key points of discussion from the July Serious Incident Committee meeting
considered the escalated Regulation 28 report and requested further assurance from
CWP
noted the contact from NWAS regarding the Serious Incident process.

Quality Impact Assessment by exception
None.

13

Top 3 Risks
1. Mental Health (ADHD waiting lists)
2. Acute Trust Sustainability (Rheumatology & Cardiology)
3. Breast cancer symptoms referral - 2 week wait

14

ECT Patient Survey Presentation
James Hamer and Julia Curtis presented information regarding the East Cheshire Trust
Patient Survey.

Inpatient Survey
Data 2018.pptx

15

AOB

16.1

Draft Quality Report
The Committee received the first draft of the Quality Improvement Report presented by JC.
PW thanked JC for pulling the report together from a vast amount of available data. The
report, which will be for internal use only, was well received by the Committee. Comments
should be forwarded to JC to refine and shape the final version which will be debated at the
September meeting.

16.2

ECT Neo-Natal Unit
Confirmation has been received from East Cheshire Trust that the Neo-Natal Unit has been
re-designated as a Special Care Baby Unit in Oct 2019.
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16.3

SEPSIS Deep Dive
At the July meeting of the Governing Body a request was made for the Clinical Quality &
Performance Committee to undertake a deep dive into the A&E process for suspected
SEPSIS patients.
Meeting closed at 12.25.
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Present

Name

Initials

Sheila Hillhouse
(Chair)
Dr Fari Ahmad

SH
FA

Registered Nurse Representative, ECCCG
Governing Body
GP Representative, ECCCG Governing Body

Louise Barry

LB

CEO HealthWatch Cheshire

Gill Boston

GB

Julia Curtis
Neil Evans
Dr Jenny Lawn
Dr James Milligan
Dr Julie Sin
Janet Walls
Paula Wedd
Katie Mills

JC
NE
JL
JM
JS
JW
PW
KM

Lay Board member (PPI), ECCCG Governing
Body
Head of Clinical Quality ECCCG
Commissioning Director ECCCG
GP Representative, ECCCG Governing Body
Executive GP ECCCG
Associate Director Public Health CEC
Secondary Care Doctor ECCCG Governing Body
Executive Director of Quality & Patient Experience
Senior Clinical Quality Manager

Matthew Standing

MS

Contract & Performance Manager ECCCG

Apologies

In
Attendance














 for item
8
 for item
Sally Williams
SW
Deputy Head of Contracts
4
Consultant Nurse, Critical Care & ECT Sepsis
 for item
Heather Cooper
HC
Lead
9
 for item
Ray Lowndes
RL
Head of Security ECT
9

Dawn Wayne
DW
Note Taker ECCCG
Some items were discussed out of sequence to the Agenda but have been reported in numerical order for ease of
reference
Agenda Discussion and Actions Agreed
Action
Item
Who
Date
1
Introductions and Apologies
Sheila Hillhouse welcomed the attendees to the meeting. Apologies were recorded as above.
It was confirmed the meeting was quorate.
2

Declarations of interest
No new declarations of interest were made.

3

Minutes of previous meeting

3.1

The Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 14 August were agreed as an accurate
record subject to the following amendment:

th

Item 1: Janet Walls to be added to the list of attendees.
Item 10.1: Action to be deleted. Bullet point 3 wording to be amended to read “NE had
discussed the issues of analysis of supply and demand / age profile with Tom Knight at NHS
England.”
Item 10.1: Bullet point 5 wording to be amended to read ”There are still concerns over the 2
week breast cancer waits”.
3.2
3.2.1

Matters arising
None

4

Action Log Review
114 – Risk register cannot be merged until committees merge. Update at November meeting.
119 – Risk register cannot be merged until committees merge. Update at November meeting.
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122/19 – The Terms of Reference for the Sustainability group are being updated. ECT has
given assurance that they are trying to include external representation. It is anticipated that
the transformation team will provide leadership and will introduce clinical experts onto the
group. The CQ&P Committee still requires clarification around the attendees of the group
and the alignment to transparency and inclusion. Update required at the next meeting.
175/19 - Sally Williams advised that contracts were not aware of any issues with biologics
prescribing and confirmed that the Shared Care contracts should cover this. There is no
expectation that GPs will manage biologics follow ups. Item to be closed.
176/19 – Shared protocols for rheumatology have been agreed at the Shared Care
Prescribing Group. Once the protocols are published protocols for other services will be put in
place. Protocols will be communicated to Primary Care and published on the Medicines
Management website. Action to be closed.
177/19 Mental Health Redesign action due April 2020.
178/19 Following receipt of a Stroke complaint Rosie Kendrew has picked up the
communications issues. It was suggested that the Operational Delivery Network should be
made aware of the issue as they hold all the pathways and protocols for the contract. There
appear to be some anomalies between the content of the protocol and the interpretation of its
use in practice. RK to be asked to liaise with the ODN regarding the cascade of
communications to ambulance staff, primary care etc. Can be closed when confirmation of
the action is received.
182/19 – NHS England roll out of bowel screening. JS advised that, until there is more
sigmoidoscopy capacity, this development remains on hold. Further updates are expected in
the future from Public Health England. Item can be closed.
183/19 – Completed on 22.8.29. Item can be closed.
184/19 – It was acknowledged that the actual costings for the LPS resource implications to
the CCG when implementing the scheme are not known and work is ongoing to estimate the
potential figure. The next meeting of the Governing Body is a Committees in Common
meeting so the notification to the Governing Body of this risk will be discussed at the October
meeting.
185/19 - ECT have received two applications for a fixed term 12 month Diabetes Consultant
post. The agency locum remains in post with a visiting consultant from UHSM to do some
additional Endo clinics. Further update required at the next meeting.
186/19 - Completed, item to be closed.
187/19 - Meeting minutes to be amended to show this as a comment not an action. Close.
188/19 – NE confirmed that a two week cancer referral recovery plan for breast is in place.
There are still concerns that it is not as robust as it should be; these will be discussed at the
next contract meeting. Update at the next meeting.
189/19 – JC advised that work is ongoing regarding the primary care recording of C Diff work
is still ongoing with this and requested an extension until the October meeting.
190/19 - completed, item can be closed.
Quality Improvement Report & Care Home Update – August 2019

5

Julia Curtis presented the Quality Improvement Report and Care Home Update to the
Committee and discussion took place regarding the content and purpose of this. A
suggestion was made that the headings for each topic be of a consistent typeface to highlight
the different sections of the report. It was acknowledged that, although there was some
overlap with the performance report, the content was useful and the report was appreciated
by the Committee. It was agreed that a refined version be presented at the November CQ&P
meeting.
6

Assurance Framework Escalations
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JC gave an overview of the current risks. It is recommended that the diabetes and A&E 4
hour standard risks are reviewed as the CCG is currently a national outlier.
Action 191/19: Phil Meakin to be asked to correct the assurance framework, replacing
the names of executives who have left the CCG and plotting up the empty graphs.
7

PM

Healthwatch Quarterly Report
The Healthwatch Quarterly Report was received by the Committee for information. It was
noted that there were areas not specific to the CCG. Some discussion took place regarding
this and it was agreed that JC would follow this up with Healthwatch.
Action 192/19: Contact Healthwatch re report and attendance

8
8.1

JC

Performance Dashboard Review
Matthew Standing joined the meeting and presented the new Cheshire-wide performance
report. Key points were:





A&E 4 hour target
RTT <18 week target
Diagnostic <6 week target
2 week wait cancer target

The Committee discussed the issues in the report and the measures being taken.
8.2

With reference to RTT waits, MS reported that the July figures for ECT were showing a
positive trend and the Trust expects to reach the 92% target by January 2020.

8.3

Incomplete waits – there has been a 17% increase in incomplete waits over the last rolling 12
months, predominantly at Manchester FT. NE advised that this could be due to some ‘hidden’
waits which were miscounted during the implementation of a new system last year.

8.4

There has been a slight improvement in diagnostic figures since the production of the report.
The Committee advised that it would be helpful for future reports if the number of patients
could be included to make the percentage figure more meaningful.
A query was raised with regard to provision of sleep studies, NE agreed to raise this at the
next ECT contract meeting.
Action193/19: Request assurance around provision of sleep studies diagnostics at the
next ECT contract meeting.

8.5

NE

Cancer
The Committee was asked to note the considerable drop in performance for the 2 week wait
all cancers target and 2 week wait breast target; 146 breaches in total of which 120 were at
ECT. This is due to capacity issues and increased demand. It was noted that all local acute
trusts are experiencing similar issues.
PET CT Scans – the issue of patients waiting for more than 30 days for a PET CT scan had
been raised with Tracey Wright. TW reported that NHS England, the commissioner for this
service, is escalating this with The Christie through its quality team but the problem has been
compounded by the national issue with isotope production.
It was raised that there is a missing indicator on the report separating breast from the wider 2
week waits. MS confirmed that, for future reports, the figures would be separated.
The Committee discussed the issues highlighted by TW of a) cancer head and neck and b)
acute oncologist provision. It was agreed that TW should be invited to attend a future meeting
to articulate her concerns.
Action 194/19: Invite Tracey Wright to attend a future meeting to discuss the cancer
head and neck and acute oncologist provision.

JC/AT

The Committee members were invited to forward feedback on the content and format of the
new report to Matthew by email: matthew.standing@nhs.net
MS left the meeting.
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9

SEPSIS Presentation
Following the Committee’s request for assurance by East Cheshire Trust around Sepsis
awareness and education, Heather Cooper, Consultant Nurse Critical Care and Trust Sepsis
Lead spoke to a presentation about the Sepsis Work Programme at East Cheshire Trust.
Heather was joined by Ray Lowndes, Head of Security, who addressed the Committee from a
user perspective having had recent family experience of a Sepsis diagnosis at the Trust.
The Chair confirmed that the Committee accepted the assurance presented and thanked both
guests for an informative presentation, especially to Ray for sharing his patient story.

10

Escalations, reviews from Monitoring committees / Meetings
The reports of the Complaints and Concerns Group and the Serious Incident Group were
received by the Committee.
The Committee noted the Regulation 28 report from the coroner to NHS England, sight of
which had been requested at the previous meeting. The Committee agreed that it was
important to note that a national issue has been raised regarding commissioning services for
people with multiple complex needs. A suggestion was made that CWP should have some
in-reach ability within hospitals and whether this should be included more formally.
Action 195/19: Request this issue of CWP in- reach capability in hospital is raised at
the next contract meeting including NHS England response to the Regulation 28
Report.

11

RK/JM

Quality Impact Assessment by Exception
None.

12

Top 3 Risks





13

Breast cancer/Cancer symptoms 2 week wait
Mental Health (ADHD diagnosis)
Acute Trust Sustainability
‘No deal’ Brexit impact

Terms of Reference Review
JC advised that, in view of the imminent transition of the CCGs and subsequent merging of
Committees, no amendments to the Terms of Reference will be made.
Meeting closed at 12.15
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